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PREFACE

This number of Working Papers contains some 30 reports o n
current speech research that were presented at the 2 n d
Swedish Phonetics Conference held at the Department of
Phonetics of the University of Lund, in May 1988. We were
especially pleased to welcome phoneticians from the University
of Copenhagen. The papers bear witness to the wide range of
topics currently being worked on in Sweden and Denmark. One
session, chaired by Jan-Olof Svantesson and introduced by
Claes-Christian Elert, was reserved for a general discussion of
the IPA alphabet for phonetic transcription. We, the organizers,
heartily thank all participants for contributing to the success of
this meeting. The next conference in the series is scheduled to
be held ât the Department of Speech Transmission and Music
Acoustics at the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm. Pub-
lication of this volume was made possible by a generous grant
from the Swedish Council for Research in the Humanities and
Social Sciences.

Sidney Wood
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SPEECH AFTER GLOSSECTOMY

Ann-Marie Ãlmé & OIle Engstrand
Department of Linguistics
University of Stockholm

I ntroduct i on

Glossectomy is the surgical removal of all or part of the
tongue, usually performed to treat carcinoma of the tonsue. If
larger parts of the tongue are missing, ora] vegetative func-
tions are severely impaired. A variety of symptoms arise which
may interfere with speech production, intet lisibi I ity of
speech, and srilallowing.

Very fer'r studies dealingr rvith speech after glossectomy have
been published (see however LaRÍviere et at, 1975; Massengill
et al, 1970; Morrish, 1984). lfe are not aware of any pre- andpost treatment studies.

In a recently started research program "Speech after gloss-
ectomy", we intend to examine the phonetic characteristics of
speech folloningr total or partial resection of the tongue.
Special attention will be paid to compensatory articulation in
relation to the type and extent of tongue resection. This
paper presents acoustic and perceptual data from a pilot study
of two subjects.

Data Col lection

Subjects were one normal speaker (OE) and one glossectomized
speaker (PAT), both male and with the same dialect. PÀT under-
went radical glossectomy and neck dissection 6 years prior to
thÍs investigation.
Speech samples used in this pilot
three short text passagês. The
words with the structure /CV;l/.
phonemes; V - /iz/, /a:/ and /uz/l

study are a word lÍst and
word list is made up of 51(C - all morpheme-initial

Data Analysis

tûide band spectrograms t¡ere made of each CvC-trord and the
lexically stressed vowels /i:/, /az/ and /uz/ in the text
material. Based on this, the mean and standard deviation were
calculated for the first two formants.

Perceptual Study. 14 students with normal hearing listened to
the randomized CVC- syl lables, their task being: a) to
identify the first consonant and b) to identify the vowel.
They heard the tape twice; half of the group was asked to
identify the consonants first, the other half \das asked to
identify the vowels first.



Results and Discussion

Acoustical Änalysis

Mean values f or the f irst two formants of the vowels ,/i:,/,
/a:/ and /vt/ are plotted in figure 1. Looking at the Fr
versus Fn plot. one can see that PAT's vowel structure is
shifted to a more "neutral" Position compared to the normal
speaker's. Values for Fr seem to be more stable than values
for F=.

For both speakers vowels in running sPeech are reduced
compared to vowels in words in isolation.
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Fiq. 1, Fr VêFSus F= plot for the vowels /i:/, /a:/ and /t:/
produced by a glossectomized speaker PAT (o) and a normal
speaker OE (x). Mean values from word list (solid line) and
running speech (dotted line) .

The glossectomized subject seems to produce most consonants
with the Iips. Àcoustic measurements reveal considerably less
differentiation between consonants than the normal speaker.
Formant transitions are rather flat. À representative example
is siven tor /baz/, /da:/, and /ga:/ in figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Formant frequencies (Fã) for lba: da: ga:1, measured
at the initial locus and target of the vowel. Normal sPeaker
(OE) dotted line and slossectomized speaker (PÀT) solid line'

Perceptual ÀnalysÍs

Results from perception of congonants Produced by PÀT are
summarized in a confusion matrix (Table 1) . The figures rePeat
percent of listener resPonses (14 listeners) ' Às expected, the
labial sounds were well identified. Non-labial sounds were
often perceived as labials, but to a lesser extent than
expectèd. APparentlv PÀT compensates for the missing tongue
articulation. The acoustic correlates of this effect will be
examined in future work.

The vol.rels were identified to almost 100 ã. This was on the
other hand an easy task, since the listener panel was forced
to choose between onlv three vowels. If the task had been to
identify more vowels, the resPonses may have been dífferent'
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Table 1. Confusion matrix for consonants produced by the
glossectomized speaker (PAT) .
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AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION OF FOCUS ACCENT IN GERMAN

Robert Bannert
Department of Linguistics and Phonetics

Lund University

Speech recognition systems of the future, to a growing extent, have
to be able to process information of various kinds. ln my paper I

would like to present a new projectt where an attempt is made to
integrate the interplay of semantic and tonal information in a
dialogue system. Here I will confine myself to the tonal component.

When a speaker and a hearer communicate by means of a dialogue, it
is done in a given world and under certain given linguistic
constraints. Both partners of the dialogue react according to
certain rules of the game. Therefore it is assumed that, among
other things, the semantic focus in a response can be predicted as a
consequence of semantic and logic rules of the dialogue. Semantic
focus is mainly signalled phonetically by a tonal peak, in German
associated with the pitch accent of a word (or syllable).

From a semantic point of view, a sentence may have one focus or
several foci and the domain of focus may vary, it may be wide or
narrow. The interplay between the semantic aspect of focus and its
tonal manifestion in German are not quite understood yet. However,
it seems to be totally clear that narrow focus is to be found not
only in normal, 'neutral' intonation, - the one that is used when
plain facts are communicated -, but also in contrast and emphasis.
Each sentence contains one or more pitch accents that reflect
semantic focus. These accents mark those words of the sentence
that are most important semantically and I shall call them focus
accents.

ln our dialogue system to be modelled, the recognition of focus
accent is one component out of three. lt is the link between
spectral speech recognition and the semantic rules of the dialogue
game. The Fo-values of the sentences of the dialogue are processed
using an algorithm in order to find the focus accent or accents. The
sentences used in the dialogue show a prosodic structure

lThe project is called "Modellbildung für die Auswertung der Fokusintonation im
gesprochenen Dialog" and is carr¡ed out at thê Research Group for Arlificial
lntelligence and Speech Signal Processing at the Department for Advanced lnformat¡on
and Communicalion Technologies, Fraunhofer lnsl¡tute for lndustrial Engineering
(lAO) in Stuttgart.
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correspond¡ng to a prosodic utterance which may consist of one or
several prosodic phrases. To start with, the semantic component
will use simple statement sentences and their negations like
"Johannes liebt Susanne (nicht)' (John loves Susanne/John does not
love Susanne). The sentences of the dialogue are pronounced by a
speaker, recorded, sampled and analysed for Fo.

The algorithm for recognizing focus accent consists of two steps.
First all those changes of Fo are to be found that correspond to
pitch accents. Fo-differences spanning a certain period of time are
picked after having taken into consideration the total intonation of
the whole prosodic utterance. ln the second step, all the pitch
accents that were picked are evaluated in order to find the focus
accent or accents. At this level, the pitch accents are compared
with each other using criterea in the total Fo-course of the
prosodic utterance that lie in the time and Fo-dimension as well. To
start with, the system will be constrained to speakers whose basic
characteristics of their intonation are known. Later on these basic
tonal facts will be established automatically by speaking some
appropriate model sentences.

The projection of focus accent onto the time axis, i.e. its temporal
position in the utterance, will be marked in an adequate way. This
information about the temporal projection of focus accent or
accents is then passed on to the dialogue system via the spectral
speech recognition component which is not part and parcel of the
project but is available in our department. The information about
which word is in semantic focus acts as feed back and verification
for the further semantic development of the dialogue.
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SYNTHETIC PHONEME PROTOTYPES IN SPEECH RECOGNITION

Mats Blomberg
Department of Speech Communication and Music Acoustics- Royal Institute of Technology

Stockholm

A phonetic recognition system based on synthetic phoneme prototypes is
described. The phoneme templates are specified in terms of synthesis
parameters. They are transformed to the spectral domain in the form of a 16
channel filter bank section, the same way as the incoming speech is analysed.
The vocabulary and grammar is described in a finite state network where each
node contains a phoneme and its context-independent frequency spectrum. The
recognition process is to find the phoneme sequence in the network that gives
the lowest sóectral distance to the inout utterance. Preliminarv results are siven
for recognitïon of connected Swedish digits. Future improveñrents includã
context-dependent phoneme spectra and speaker voice source adaptation.
Another application for the program is automatic time alignment of phonetic
transcription to speech data bases.

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Speech recognition of large vocabularies and speaker independent
recognition are normally implemented using large amounts of training data.
There is a wish to decrease ihe time spent during adaptation of a system to each
speaker for speaker adaptive systems. There is also aheed to decrease the very
large number of speakers required to achieve high accuracy speaker
independent recognition. Since it is unreasonable to train a system by repeating
each word of a vocabulary consisting of several tens of thousands of words,
training is often done on smaller units, like syllables, phonemes or allophones.
Still, there is considerable amount of training needed to describe every unit in
all its possible contexts. In this paper, the approach is to represent acoustic
properties of a phoneme inventõry by means of explicit formulation of existing
phonetic-acousiic knowledge. In this fashion the nèed for training can be
considerablv reduced if not eliminated.

The pñonetic-acoustic knowledge can be formulated in different ways. In
the bottoni-up fashion, rules are writtën to classify a part of the speech si¡lral if
certain conditions arepresent. Expert systems for speech recognition are
normallv desisned in this wav. A oroblem with this method is that manv rules
are needed to "cover all possiÉle väriation of the realisation of a phonenie due to
phonetic context, reduction, etc.

Another way to express the lnowledge is in the form of a speech
production system. This is a top-down approach. A hypothesis is generated at a
high level of a recognition system. Rules are then used to generate a synthetic
tirsion of the part õf ttre uttórance. The hypothesis is verified or rejecied at the
acoustic levellach individual rule can ¿édcriUe a local effect. Thdresults of
different rules are combined to a single ouþut. If the rules are independent, the
number of rules can be lower than in the bottom-up case. The top-down
approach is chosen in this repof.

A question is if the cuÉent knowledge is enough to yield sufficiently high
recosnition accuracv. The oualitv of soeech generated bv svnthesis-bv-rule
systðms has reached a poiní whe.,ie it iö well ünderstood êvén by naivé listeners.

9



There is still a lot of improvements to be made though, before synthetic speech
comes close to the quality ofnatural speech. It is therefore not expected that the
recognition results õf recôgnition-by-synthesis systems will be better than those
which use natural speech for reference generation.

In previous reports we have used a synthesis-by-rule system to build word
templates for recognition by a dynamic-time-warping based isolated-speech
recognition system (2). ln this paper, we generate a library of synthetic
phoneme spectra instead of whole word templates. The recognition algorithm is
also changèd. The vocabulary and syntax are compiled into a finite-state
network with each node represented by a phoneme and its frequency spectrum.
The recognition process uses a dynamic programming technique to find the
phoneme sequence in the network that gives the lowest spectral distance to the
input utterance. One difference to the work in (2) is that optional pronunciation
of each word is allowed, which should improve recognition accuracy. Another
difference is that, in this report, the phonemes are treated mainly as stationary
segments, disregarding coarticulation effects. This should lower the accuracy.
In future work, we will integrate the two features and thus hope to improve the
recosnition rate.-Since also the time position is computed of each phoneme in the selected
phoneme string, it is posiible to use the þrogram for hbe[ing of large speech
data bases. In that case the phonetic network consists of the correct phoneme
string with optional pronunciation altematives.

ACOUSTIC-PHONETIC REPRESENTATION

The phonemes in the reference library are described in terms of synthesis
contról p¿uameters. For vowels these d¡e the frequencies a¡rd ba¡rdividths of the
lowest siix formants and the voice source parameiers. The frequencies of the
lowest four fo¡m¿mts were taken from male speaker data in (3) for vowels in
shessed position in sentences. Data for Swedìsh consonants could not be found,
so it was computed using an analysis-by-synthesis technique for one male
speaker. The ôame speaËer was láter usêd ïn the recognitiôn experiment
described in this reoõrt. Naselized vowels and nasal Consonants sounds a¡e
specified not only 6y six formants, but also by two zeroes. Unvoiced fricatives
and olosive bursts have two poles and one zero.

'There is an important aigument for storing synthesis control parameter in
the phoneme refereñce librarywhile doing the matching in the spectral domain'
Aoólication of coarticulation and reduction rules is easier on the control
párämeters than at the acoustic level. Although these rules mainly concem
Shifts of formant and antiformant frequency values, we don't need to perform
an effor prone tracking of spectral poles arid zeroes on the incoming sþeech
wave. lnttead, the moãified control parameters are trarisformed to the spectral
domain, where the matching is made.

Túe main areument aõainst usins the control parameters is that the
oroduction modeiused foripeech svnihesis is a sirñplification and is not
ðapable of making a perfect copv of natural speech. New and better production
môdels will develop, however.'fhey will be êasy to incorporate into the
svstem.' It will also be difficult to make an automatic adaptation of the phoneme
librarv to a new speaker, since it requi¡es a transformation of spectral data to
contról oarameter- values. If the iderititv of the adaptation material is known,
though,'the search space for the paramêters can be considerably reduced, which
will minimise the risk of tracking errors.

RECOGMTION SYSTEM OVERYIEW
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SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

The speech signal is recorded using a sampling frequency of 16 kHz. The
incoming speech is transformed to the spectral domain by an FFI procedure
using an analysis window of 25 ms andã frame rate of 10 ms. The frequency
qangé fro¡n 2Õ0 to 5000 IIz is divided into 16 charmels, linearly separaïed orí a
Bark scale.

The synthetic spectra are generated by computing a tfânsfer function from
the pole-zero specification of the phonemes. For voiced sounds, a voice source
is superposed, using the model of Ananthapadmanabha (4). For unvoiced
sounds, a white noise source is assumed. The synthetic spectra are transformed
to the s'ame representation as that of the incomíng speecli.

RECOGMTION EXPERIMENT

At this stage, a preliminary recognition experiment has been performed.
The task was to recognise utterances consistingbf 3 connected Swèdish digits.
One male speakerrecorded 100 tokens of 3-disit strines in a sound-oroof
booth. The word and string recognition rates liere 88 and 63 7o respèctively. A
parametric display of a recognised utterance is shown in figure l.

H

LP

Tot :6
t

ts fB
KS :s

E
!s
s

!s$
N

!6
E

I
o

366 t

Figure 1. Display of a recognised utterance. The identity is 063 with
pseudophonetic transcription /nålsekstre:/. The three intensity parameters are
Trom bö,ttom to top over'all iniensity, low pass 40OHzand hi!Ë pass 500 flz.
The marker belod the phonetic syrírbol /É/ shows the time põini of the
spectrum section, drawh in solid line. The dashed line is the reference sPectrum
for Æ/. The cuwe below the intensity parameters is a spectral distance curve,
showing the acoustic distance between the prototype spectra of the labeled
phonemes and the input spectrum at each time point.
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A confrrsion matrix is given in table L A large proportion of the errors were
contusion of the dieits3 ('tre') and 5 ('fem') with 7 ('sju').

The error oro6abilitv seems to be deoendent on the position of the dieit in
the utterance. The error ráte for the last diÈit in the string^was twice as higñ as
for the first or second positions. This might be explained by the subglottal
pressure drop at the enI of the utterance; which causes an amplitude decrease.
-u\lso, 

the glóttis opens at the end of the utterance and the voice source spectrum
gets á louifrequericy bias. Furthermore, the duration increase of the finál
Syllable mighfbe responsible for some enors, although the durational
c-onstraints 

-for the phonemes are quite wide.

Recognised digit

0123456789
Correct

1

29
30

1 I

Table 1. Confusion matrix between individual digits.

DISCUSSION

The results presented are encouraging. Many errors could be interpreted
in a phonetic ma¡iner and it is then posíiblé to coirect them by including the
aooròoriate knowledee into the svsiem. Especiallv, better treátment of voice
sðürcê dvnamics and"transitionaÑ parts atbhoneme boundaries a¡e believed to
increase'the accuracv substantiaÚv. Future work will also take ca¡e of
coarticulation effecté and speakef adaptation.
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ABSTRACT

lnfovox is marketing a speaker-dependent, pattem-matching word recognition system,
developed at KTII. The algorithms in the system have beenmodified for noise im-
muniry, and performance has been evaluated in moving cars. The main problems were
word detection and noise compensation, After simulations we decided tõ use a close-
talking microphone and a "noise addition" method, where we added the measured
noise in the moving car to the reference pattems recorded in a parked car. Using this
method, the recognition rate was improved ftom 697o to 97 Vo õn a ten-word voðabu-
lary using the best microphone. A more extensive test was performed on the modified
recognition system using two cars and twelve speakers, sevren male and five female.
Most of them were naive speakers. The twenty-word vocabulary contained some con-
fusable words and was trained in a parked car. During 98 sessions, 1,960 words were
read under different conditions with an average recognition r. ite of.867o. With closed
windows at 90 km/h the mean was9l%o. An open window at the same speed decreased
the result to 82Vo.

INTRODUCTION

I! spite of the reported 99+ per cent accuracy of word recognizers together with sim-
plicity of use and attractive pricing, the commercial breakthrough is still pending. One
reason could be shortcomings revealed when the systems leave laboratory environ-
ments and are exposed to the practical case of, e.g., the voice control of cellular tele-
phones with noisy background, changing microphone distance and different manners
of speaking in noise and quiet. Voice control of a vehicular telephone should be a self-
wident application for a speech recognition system. Eyes and hands are occupied by
driving the car. Simultar¡eous manipulation of a keypad together with monitoring a
dashboard display is a clearly dangerous task for the driver as well as others. There is
already legislation in some countries against making telephone calls during driving and
other countries will probably follow.

Besides the above-mentioned difficulties, most specification requirements for
this application fall well within the performance of a standârd isolated-word speaker-
dependent recognizer:
- The vocabulary could be restricted to less than 40 words.
- The recognition time is not very critical due to the progress time of the call which is

system-dependent and can be tenth of seconds.
- The stringent requirements of simplicity and considerably lower cost than the tele-

phone itself can be met by using standard components like codecs, signal processors
and 8-bit CPUs.

- Speaker-dependence and training of the system is acceptable if this can be made in a
stationary car.

- If emor feedback control is used, recognition accnracy above 90 per cent should be
sufficient.
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BACKGROT.JNI)

Reduction of the noise problem can be done at different stages in the speech recogni-
tion process. At the microphone level, high-directivity and close-talk features may be
used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in existing recognition systems. Research
with microphone arrays for dynamic focusing to the speaker's position will enable a
user to move more freely than with headset microphones or fixed direction micro-
phones (ref 1).

Once the noise signal has been picked up, it will affect the recognition accu-
racy. To diminish the effects of the noise, one could try to separate it from the speech.
This can be done based on statistical knowledge of one of the signals. Methods for
doing this has been developed for purposes of speech enhancement (refs 2, 3). Another
technique is to adapt the recognition system to the measured envi¡onmental noise. The
noise can be measured just before and/or after the sampled word. Reference templates
trained in a silent envi¡onment will have noise added during recognition, to simulate
that the training and recognition have occurred under the same environmental condi-
tions. This method has been reported by Klatt and others (refs 4, 5, 6). Still another
possibility is to make the recognition algorithm less sensitive to noise. This could be
accomplished by giving more weight to high energy regions of the input signal (ref 7).

The word boundary detection problem can be approached by techniques for
recognition of continuous speech or by including some samples before and after the
detected word endpoints into the sampled words and thus allowing for some uncer-
tainty in the endpoint detection. This method has been used in the Infovox RA-201 and
is also later repofed by Haltsonen (ref 8). The former method is obviously better, but
at moderate noise levels, the latter technique may prove quite adequate and it was also
used in this study.

A problem that carinot be solved by the techniques mentioned above is the
change of the speaker's voice in high noise conditions. Experiments have shown that
this effect can have the same influence on the recognition rate as the noise itself (ref
e).

We decided to test a system using the above techniques of noise adaptation of
the reference templates and allowing for some uncertainty in the endpoint detection.

DESCRIPTION OF' THE RECOGNITION SYSTEM

The Infovox RA-201 is a speaker-adaptive word recognition system using pattem
recognition and dynamic programming. The speech signal is preemphasized by +6dB
per octave, sampled by 10 kIIz and fed into a NEC 7720 signal processor, which is
programmed as a 16 channel filter bank. The filters are spaced according to the critical
band scale and the output from the filters is rectified and integrated over 25 ms giving
40 filter sections per second. Seven cepstral coefficients Ct - Cl are calculated from
the 16 amplitude values. The fi¡st coefficient, C0, that contains the overall energy, is
not used, so the cepstral coefficients only describe the shape of the spectrum and are
not at all sensitive to the signal amplitude. Every coefficient is represented in one byte.
After endpoint detection, the words are linearly normalized to 32 samples giving them
a nominal length of 32 * 25 = 800 ms. Each word now occupies 7 x 32 = 224 bytes.

In order to test the proposed noise-adaptive recognition algorithms, we carried
out some prelìminary experiments on a simulated system using a Data General Eclipse
minicomputer. 'We used recordings of a ten-word vocabulary (a total of 100 test
words) by one male and one female
speaker. The recordings were made with three different microphones to compare their
performances. We got the best results using a position-adjustable close-talking micro-
phone placed about 10 cm from the mouth of the speaker. In the original lnfovox sys-
tem the endpoint detection was based mainly on the energies in the frequency range
from 200 to 500 Hz. The recordings showed that the envi¡onmental noise in the car
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had a maximum in the s¿rme range - especially with all windows closed - making the
sampling of the words very hazardous. It tumed out that using the summed energy of
all filters resulted in a safer endpoint detection.

tiord recgi tim in cêrs al 90 krr'h
ilðle ðnd ltuèle voice

cio5e laikire micrælm

¡o Prc, í@lhed 41Gl mise
Lhilemise sMthed+noise

tr'igure 1. Different noise processing schemes.

The results of some different schemes for noise adaptation are shown in Figure I for
both speakers. Fi¡st we see the percentage of errors using the adjustable microphone,
the endpoint detection described above and no adaptation to the noise. The amplitude
variation between successive filters could be very large. Reducing the difference
between filters to 10 dB gave the results shown. Adding white noise instead of the
measured noise to the reference templates gave some improvement but not as much as

adding the actual noise measured before the sampled word. Finally we see the results
using the actual noise plus smoothing. The last results show a substantial improve-
ment of the recognition compared to the fi¡st cases.

RESULTS USING TWELVE SPEAKERS

To more extensively test the best method above - noise adaptation plus spectral
smoothing - mobile test equipment was deveþed, The hardware consisted of a stan-
dard, transportable PC-compatible computer and an Infovox RA 201/PC speech recog-
nition board. The software was modified to implement the new algorithms. Special
testing software was also deveþed, containing functions for training and recognition
with randomized lists, logging and displaying of the results.

The test was nrn with seven male and five female speakers. It was a rather diffi-
cult 2O-word vocabulary, with phonetically close pairs like "nio"-"tio', 'hem'-'femu
and "Erik"-"Hiby" (nine-ten, home-five, Erik-Hiby), but also some longer words lìke
"Soeharjo" (a name) and "kontoret" (the office). Training the system was made in a
parked car repeating each word five times. For safety reasons the recordings were
made by the person sitting next to the driver. The speeds varied from 50 to 110 km/h.
The conditions also varied with different combinations of window opened/closed, rain
or no rain, radio on or off. During 98 sessions, 1,960 words were read under different
conditions. The tests were performed without using any sort of rejection of bad
matchings a¡rd the total number of substitutions were 285, giving a recognition rate of
867o. One-third of the substitutions came from the three phonetically similar word
pairs. The mean result was 9lVo at 90 kfn/h with closed windows, varying between
78Vo and l00%o per speaker. An open window at the same speed decreased the mean to
82Vo,the indiviilual iesults variedbetween 72Vo and97%o.We also tested a threshold
on the matching distances to reject bad matchings among the 1,960 words. As an
example, one of the tested th¡esholds resulted in 47o substitutions and 22Vo reiections.
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DISCUSSION

We consider the results obtained quite satisfactory, especially when considering the
vocabulary. But there are, of course, still some unresolved questions, e.g., weak
phonemes at the endpoints can obscure the noise measurements, It is not obvious
whether it is better to measure the noise before and/or after a word. Another problem is
how to set the energy threshold for endpoint detection - whether it should be fixed or
modified by the noise and/or speaking level. The method of rejection could be a fixed
threshold rejecting words that have too large a matching distance to the best reference,
or a relative th¡eshold rejecting words that have too small a distance to the second best
reference. A combination is also possible.

A complication using noise adaptation of the references is that the calculation of
the cepstral coefficient of the templates ha$ to be done according to the actual noise of
each input word. This mean$ that the reference pattems have to be stored as filter
amplitudes, requiring 32 * 16 = 512 bytes per reference compared to 224 bytes when
stored as cepstral coefficients. To get a noise-adapted reference, the 16 amplitudes of
the noise spectrum have to be compared to each of the 32 spectral sections of the refer-
ence template, keeping the maximum of the two amplitudes in each point. To calculate
the cepstral coefficients needs a total of 7 * 16 multiplications and additions per tem-
plate. By using the NEC7720 signal processor for this, the time needed is 12 ms per
template which is quite acceptable for a vocabulary of less than fifty words. The time
to match references using dynamic programming in the same processor varies between
10 ms and 15 ms.
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SOME REMARKS ON TONAL ASPECTS OF MOTI{ER-CHILD COMMUNICATION

Anne-Christine Bredvad-Jensen

Child Language Research Institute, Department of Linguistics and Phonetics,

Lund University

In mediating messages the verbal signal is naturally considered as the most impofiant
means of communication, even if both somatic and vocal means a¡e used at the same time. For

the little child the situation is reversed as the child during his frst year has to rely on vocal and

on somatic means before he begins to develop verbal language during his second year. Even
after his second year non-verbal means will continue to play a very important part in his
communication. In his communicative efforts the child is supported by the adult partner who
generally is an attentive, watchful and cooperative person. It can be argued (from an

acquisitional point of view) that one of the main aims of the adult-child dialogue is to
encourage and promote the child's endeavours to take and keep the initiative in a dialogue.
What srategies does the child use to signal his intentions to the adult partner? What strategies

does the adult use in order to make it possible for the child to fulfill his dialogue intentions?
Are there specific tonal strategies which can be use{ either by the adult or by the child?

If the child lilants to call the adult's attention to something, he may use more or less

extensively either of the three communication channels (or a combination of two or three), the

ve¡bal, the vocal and the somatic. Verbally through supplying or asking for information:
"Look, it's like Granny's.", "What's this?" Somatically through grasping or pointing to
something. Vocally through using a special voice quality or tonal configuration. For example a
child may mumble loudly but inarticulately. Now is there a definite set of tonal configurations
for the "attention-getters"? Is there any difference between those "attention-getters" which are

mainly verbal (and/or somatic) and those which are mainly vocally manifested (or at least

without a verbally formulated message)? Is there a difference in effectiveness among different
"attention-getters"? (Effective = resulting in an adequate answer from the adult.) Well, these

are the questions I am interested in, but here I will only give a few illustrative examples.

The dialogue episodes have been chosen from a child oriented point of view*. A dialogue
episode is considered to begin when the child initiates a "new paragraph" in the ongoing

dialogue, by introducing a new topic/subtopic. It seems relevant to set the boundaries in this
way because then the interactionally most interesting situations will be chosen for analysis.Will
the adult respond to the initiative in an adequate way and so join the dialogue on the child's

conditions so that the child may carry out his intentions? (Does the child receive an adequate

answer or does the adult e.g. proceed with giving more redundant information which

*The material chosen for analysis originates from two different projects.l) Three-year-old
children from Umeå in a project headed by Jan Winberg and Peter de Chateau, see 1982 and
references there. This project investigates the long term effects of different birth routines. One
part of the project deals with linguistic matters and it is headed by Ragnhild Söderbergh, see
1987 for the latest version of her dialogue.model based on this material. 2) A longitudinal
project, headed by Ragnhild Söderbergh, investigating the syntactic development of five
preschool children from Stockholm. See Söde¡bergh 1973 and Lange & Larsson 19'17. ln
project 2 the dialogue mate¡ial has been reco¡ded on audiotapes supplemented with a
simultaneous commentary tape recording whereas in project I both videotape and audiotape
recordings have been made. In both projects children are involved in free play
situation s/bookreadin g.
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is not asked for.)
In the dialogue model of Söderbergh (latest version in Söderbergh & Bredvad-Jensen

1987) there is a ve¡ba1 component consisting of two model codes, one of which is the dialogue

flow which is relevant for this discussion. The dialogue flow shows "how topics are

introduced and how the two partners jointly contribute to the development of these topics and

to dialogue coherence" (op. cit. p.371). Among symbols used in the dialogue flow are the

following:

==> introduction of topic

--> continuation of topic implying that new aspects are introduced

<-tying on to the parmer's utterance

In the first dialogue below called "The girl-doll", Embla (2 years, 6 weeks) and her mothe¡

are looking in a children's book together. Embla introduces a new topic by asking the name of
a big doll in the book (Chl) at the same time as she points to it. Embla then calls the doll "That

girl." Mother does not answer the question but questions whether it really is a girl. Embla

consents and reformulates her question (Ch3), asking the name of the "doll she", (a possible

interpretation according to the transcription, which is the result of at least four independent

listeners). Mother says she does not know and tums the question back to Embla, who gives no

answer (Ch5). Mother argues that it is a doll. Apparently she has not interpreted Ch3 as a

consent. Ernbla ascertains that it is a doll (Ch7) not a girl (Ch9). Mother confi¡ms. Embla

introduces a new aspect of the topic by asking whether the doll can shut its eyes (Ch1 1) and

mother supposes that this is the case.

ch1
lvl2:

M4:
ch3:

TT{E GIRL-DOLL
/he:/ DEN flickan?(What's the name of THAT gìrl? )
Är de DÄR en flicka. - TYCKER du det? (Is THAT a girl. - Do you THINK
so? )
Nä. - Heter/då ho/ - Hm. (No. - What's the name ldoll shel - Mm.)
Iag VET inte. Vad TROR du den hete¡? (I don't KNOW. What's her name, do
you THINK?)
Hà. (Ha.)
Jag tror det är en DOCKA ser d:u. (I think it's a DOLL, you see.)
Hm. - Docka. (Mm - Doll.)
lÁm. (Yeah.)

INTE flicka. (NOT girl.)
Nää. - EN FLICKDOCKA. (No. - A GIRL-DOLL.)
Kan den BLUNDA,den? (Can she SHW her eyes, the doll?)
Ja DE/det kanske den kan. (Yes THATlthat maybe it can.)

ch5:
M6:
ch7:
M8:
ch9
M10:
ch11:
Mt2:

Comparing Embla's questions in this dialogue, Ch1 will be coded as ==> , as a new topic
is introduced, whe¡eas Ch3 and Ch11 will be coded as --> instead, as these questions add

new aspects to the old topic. Looking at the tonal configurations of these questions they seem

somewhat contra-intuitive, as the fo-range is considerably wider for Ch3 (ca 80 Hz) and Ch1 1

(ca 150 Hz) than for Chl (ca 45 Hz) and as the fo-maximum is considerably higher for Ch3

and Ch1 1, see table 1. One could hypothesize that calling a person's attention by introducing a

new topic should result in a wider range and a higher maximum in comparison with continuing
the development of the topic, which is a joint enterprise, where the partner's attention has

already been attracted, but here the opposite is the case. Is this due to the simultaneous
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pointing gesture in Chl? It might be argued that the attention-calling function of the verbaV
vocal aspects of the message might be diminished if an attention-calling gesture is added, as in
this case. And/ or perhaps it is too complicated for the little chiid to expand on all three aspects

at the same time. Among the material presented in Söderbergh & Bredvad-Jensen 1987 there is
a child who stops playing with an object (with her hands) while formulating new sentences (p.

376). Naturally it is impossible to draw any conclusions whatsoever from this sample alone,

but Schaffer, 1984, has shown that in non face-to-face dialogues between adults there was a

strong correlation between high beginning Fo-range and topic continuation as opposed to topic
change. This also holds for face-to-face communication, but only as a clear tendency. If we
compare Ch7 and Ch9 in "The girl-doll", both of which can be classified as topic continuation
without adding new aspects, that is <-- , with Chl it is evident that the same relation holds
for them as for Ch 3 and Chl1 in comparison with Chl. This is maybe more startling as Ch7

and Ch9 are statements (although with contrastive function) whereas Ch3, Chll and Chl (!)
are YesÂ'{o - questions.

TABLE I

ch1
ch3
ch7
ch9
chl1

M4:
ch5:

M6a:
M6b:

fo-range
43
78
73
116
151

fominfo-max
312
370
416
400
400

269
292
343
284
249

In the next dialogue, "The towel", the child tries to take away a towel which is fixed onto a
wall in a doll house asking mother how to do it (Chl). Mother explains why it should not be

taken away. After a pause the child argues that it might be used in this case because 1) it is
intended for drying oneself (Ch3) and 2) Daddy is wet, because he washed his hands (Ch 5).

Mother consents (M6).

TTTETOWEL
Ch1: Men hur går de å fâ bort de Hi\R? ¡Bur how ís THIS to be taken away?)
M2: Den tror jag inte man SKA ta bort. Jag tror faktiskt att den e FASTKLISTRAD

här. Den ska liksom bara HÄNGA där,så att man - ser att de brukar hänga
handdukar dar. (I don't thinkyou SHOULD take that away. I think it has
been PASTED on here. It should only sort of HANG there, for you to - see
that îhe! usually hang øwels there.)

(pause)

ch3: Mh det här kan ju tvätl öh TORKA sig. (But this you may washt eh DRY
yourself .)
Mm. (Yeah.)

Han e så våt/ han öh därför han öh TVÄT'IA händema - <PAPPAN>*. (I/e rs

so wetl he eLWASHED his hands - the <DADDY)>*.)
<Mm>*. (<Yes>*.)
N.{m. (Yes.)

*uttered simultaneously
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An analysis of this episode is presented in Söderbergh & Bredvad-Jensen 1987. It is
evident from that analysis that this mother is a clear representafive of the supporrive style (as

Wells ¿r al., 1979, put it). Here we can see that she gives an adequate answer, which

stimulates the child to verbal creativity and that she waits with a long pause for the child to

forrnulate his verbal message and then only stimulates him by unering the backchannel items in

M4, M6a and M6b. The tonal configurations as such of these backchannel items also exhibit

supportiveness because they are in the mother's very upper rcngei a range which more

naturally belongs to the fo-range of the child. In two cases (M4 and M6a) the mother even

begins with the same fo-value as that at the end of the child's preceding utterance. Looking

superficially at the curves it looks like the child continues to speak instead of ttre mother. These

utterances exhibiting tonal coherence on the part of the mother are quite different from the

"normal" utterances in M2 all of which a¡e uttered in a lower range.

This is probably an example of a specific tonal strategy used by an adult to promote the

child's linguistic performance but to draw any conclusions f¡om one single episode is

impossible, as is also the case with the gkl-doll episode.
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DIALOGUE PROSODY

Gösta Bruce, Ursula Willstedt, Paul Touati and Antonis Botinis
Department of Linguistics and Phonetics, Lund University, Sweden

The present paper is the first report from a research project, which started
recently in January 1988 and which is planned to run for three years. The
project is called Contrastive lnteractive Prosody - with the acronym KIPROS
based on the project title in Swedish - and has got financial support from the
Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation. This paper contains mainly a
summary of the research plan for the project and also reports on the ongoing
research work.

There are three important starting points for the KIPROS project. The first
starting point is the research on prosody that has been conducted in phonetics
in Lund through the years and that covers many aspects of prosody. Research on

Swedish prosody led to the development of the so-called Lund model of prosody
(cf. Bruce 1977, Bruce & Gårding 1978, Gårding & Bruce 1981 , Gårding 1982,
Bruce 1985). The second starting point is the contrastive study of prosody
conducted in Lund and directed towards the development of a general model of
prosody particularly by Gårding. Examples from this research are Gårding
(1981), Gårding, Botinis & Touati (1982), Gårding, Lindau, Norlin & Svantesson
(1 986) and most recently Touati (1987). A third starting point is the great
interest in recent years taken in the study of interaction and dialogue analysis
within linguistics and child language research in Lund (cf. Sigurd 1986,
Söderbergh & Bredvad-Jensen 1 987).

Our current, accumulated knowledge of prosody is based mainly on the study of
prosody in fairly simple, well controlled experimental situations, i.e.
so-called laboratory speech. The kind of methodology that we have been
advocating then has typically been the simulation of a very simple dialogue - a
question-answer-paradigm - where our informant has been playing the roles of
both interlocutors (cf. Bruce 1977). Against the background of this research
we now consider it possible and important to take the step from studying
prosody in these simple situations towards investigating the role of prosody in

communicatively more natural and relevant, but also more complex situations
such as in interactive speech and dialogue.

A nice demonstration of the role of prosody in interactive speech is the
comparison of two different tape recorded versions of the same dialogue,
where one is the authentic version of a part of a spontaneous dialogue and the
other is the artificially spliced together version consisting of the
corresponding read, isolated utterances occurring in the same order as in the
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original conversation. When listening to the artificially spliced together
version of such a dialogue, one is struck by the absence of interactive prosody,
and the important role of prosody in human spoken interaction becomes
apparent, which may otherwise pass unnoticed in the natural, genuine version
of the same dialogue.

KIPROS is about how prosody is being used in human spoken interaction. The
purpose of the project is to investigate dialogue prosody in a contrastive
perspective involving a few European languages that display interesting
structural d¡fferences from a prosodic point of view: French, Greek and two
varieties of Swedish (South and Standard Swedish). The ultimate goal of our
research will be the development of a model for French, Greek and Swedish
prosody in an interactive perspective. ln such a model we will have to relate
prosodic properties to suitable interactive categories and on the basis of the
analysis propose rules for the generation of prosody in dialogues. The study of
interactive prosody will also permit the calibration of our earlier research on
prosody.

ln our analysis of interactive prosody we will focus our attention particularly
on how prosody contributes to the construction of a dialogue and how speakers
make it develop through the use of prosodic markers such as particular tonal
and temporal patterns. Our interest in the study of dialogue prosody will be
both how the speaker uses prosody - accentuation, phrasing, boundary
signalling - to make the internal organization of his contributions to the
dialogue, and how this is related to the other speaker's contributions, for
example how prosody is used in cooperation between speakers, as well as how
prosody signals the actual regulation of turns in a dialogue. By analyzing
prosody in French, Greek and Swedish dialogues we hope to elucidate the
specific character of dialogue in these different cultures but also and most
importantly to increase our understanding of the structure and function of
prosody in these languages.

The research described here will be primarily basic research, but there are
apparent possible applications of this research in language teaching,
automatic speech synthesis and recognition as well as in speech therapy.

ln the study of prosody in a dialogue perspective we are as phoneticians faced
with a number of new problems. The first major concern of the KIPROS project
is the choice of suitable tape recorded material for phonetic and acoustic
analysis. We are presently searching along the dimension constructed -

authentic dialogue; i.e. on the one hand experimentally arranged and more
controlled situations, where the topic and the development of the dialogue is
predictable to some extent, and on the other hand situations where this is
more or less not the case, for example dialogues recorded from radio and TV



programs. The actual choice of dialogue has also to be related to our interest
in those dialogues where prosody is expected to play an especially important
role for the development of the dialogue.

ln the present first period of the project we have been recording and studying
different types of dialogue for each of the three languages. We have been doing
this in order to explore the field and get an overview and to be able to choose
the most interesting types of dialogue for special study. For Greek we started
recording a constructed type of dialogue in the laboratory, for Swedish we
have been recording a more authentic kind of dialogue from a well known radio
program, and for French we have begun studying the most authentic type of
dialogue: interviews about more existential topics. Although we start at
different points for the three languages, we intend to cover the same dialogue
types for French, Greek and Swedish.

The second major concern of the project is the analysis of the recorded
material. This phase consists of three different parts: a fairly rough analysis
of the structure of the dialogue - we are presently testing different models
for dialogue analysis -, a selective prosodic transcription covering those
prosodic categories that appear to be relevant for our purpose, and most
importantly the qualitative and quantitative study of mainly tonal and
temporal patterns from acoustic recordings ol F0 and durations. We expect to
find a fair degree of variation and optionality among the possible, prosodic
markers in interactive speech.

A third important concern of the project will be the task of formulating rules
for the use of prosody in spoken interaction. We will test these rules
perceptually through editing of the relevant parameters of recorded speech and
speech synthesis. By isolating stereotypical patterns of interactive prosody
through the use of speech synthesis, we intend to be able to evaluate the
optionality and suitability of different prosodic markers for interactive
categories. One step in this analysis by synthesis may be the use of stylization
of F0 contours for the establishment of the relevant pitch patterns, where the
equivalence of F0 contours will be evaluated perceptually. This method has
been successfully exploited for the analysis of intonation by the Dutch school
(cf. for example't Hart & Collier 1975).

The three phases of recording, analysis and synthesis occur logically one after
the other. ln the project work they will recur cyclically. We will actually try
to come the third phase - rules and synthesis - fairly soon after having made a
careful analysis of a relatively small speech sample. ln this way we hope to
get an idea rather soon about the degree of success in our analysis of dialogue
prosody.
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MODELLING DIFFERENT WAYS OF'SPEAKING IN A
TEXT.TO.SPEECH SYSTEM.

Rolf Carlson och Björn Granström
Department of speech communication and music acoustics

KTH, Stockholm
Phone 468 - 790 7568

Introduction

Currently available text-to-speech systems are not characterized by a great amount of
flexibility, especially not when it comes to varying of voice or speaking style. On the
contrary the emphasis has been on a neutral way of reading, modelled after reading of
non-related sentences, Most of the testing of these systems have been carried out with
isolated words, frequently monosyllabic nonsense words. Varying the voice of the
synthesis, if at all possible, has frequently been modelled as a simple transformation in
the synthesis parameter domain. Likewise basic variation of spenking rate has been
thought of as a linear change in the time domain. Vowels, consonarits and pauses are in
this case affected by the same factor, irespective of stress, essentially by changing the
time interval between synthesis parameter updates. Vy'e have started to look into some
of these shortcomings in the context of our text-to-speech system.

The demand for different speaking styles

There is a very practical need for different speaking styles in text-to-speech systems.
Such systems are now used in a variety of applications and many more are projected as
the quality is developed. The range of applications ask for a variation close to the one
found in human speakers. General use in reading stock quotations, weather reports,
electronic mail or waming messages are examples where humans would choose rather
different ways of reading. The most common application today is in aids for the
handicapped.

Visually impaired persons have very different needs (Carlson & Granström, 1986). On
one extreme end of the style continuum they want hypercorrect speech that gives them
maximally exact information how the text is written. Spelling is in this case a
possibihty, but it is too slow and gives hardly any understanding of the text content.
The other extreme is very fast speech for information scarming. Using the device as a
speech prosthesis implies the general need of variation that any human feel. There is,
however, a problem to make the variation available to the handicapped person in this
case, since communication speed is the primary concem. Much of the variation found
in natural speech is not controlled deliberately, at least not at a very conscious level.
The possibility has been discussed to connect the degree of emphasis to some
myoelectric signal rather than controling it with special symbols in the text . To our
knowledge this has not yet been successfully tried.

Apart from these practical needs in text-to-speech systems there is the scientific
interest to formulate our understanding of human speech variability in explicit models

Current possibilities

ln our current system there are several possibilities to vary the speech. On the global
level there are possibilities to vary speech tempo, level and voice parameters like
amount of aspiration, mean pitch and pitch dynamics, vocal tract length, general speed
of articulation etc. Some of these parameters have been combined to define different
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voices similar also to female or child voices. The simulations of such voices are,
however, still not very convincing. One aspect that we currently are working on is to
include a more sophisticated voice source in the model. This new model will make it
easier to simulate different ways of speaking.

The text-to-speech system consists of a combination of rules and lexica. It is always
possible to enter a phonetic transcription, thereby getting full control of allophone
selection. In the lexica, information on basic pronunciation is given but also on the
dichotomy: function word/content word, So called strong and weak forms of words
ca¡r both be given and selected by later rule govemed processes. Lexical items can also
be marked with extra information such as parts of speech or tags for phonological
reduction processes.

In the rule components all sorts of effects could be modelled i.e. as long as they are
rule govemed. The conditioning factors for these rules could either be given as
analysis by the system, such as syntax or some measnre of predictability of words, as
commands to the system or it could be given as extra information in the input text. One
example of the latter is the emphasis control in the present system. By adding a
number before each word in the phonetic string we can over-rule such things as default
sentence stress assignment and function word reduction and also force different
degrees of emphasis.

Experiments with speaking styles for British English

Although the concept of a multi-lingual text-to-speech system is a familiar one, rather
little attention has been given to the question of the variety of each language that is
synthesized. Language variation is curently being incorporated into our system both
as concems dialect ar¡d sfyle (Bladon et a1.,1987).

Our British text-to-speech implementation has been extended to provide a "style
variable", a user-set rarige of ten values. This device can be used, for example, to
propagate more affrication with a style number. The area of the system in
which we first explored this sfyle variable was in fact that of the forty or so function
words ('can, have, for, them' etc.) of British English whose pronunciation, though not
their spelling, varies considerably with sentence context and style. As an example, the
word 'can' in a phrase 'I can go' may have a large number of realiz¿¡i6¡9, some of
which may be just acoustically specifiable subtleties, but some at least of which can be
rendered transcriptionally: I kan , ken , kag, kg ,?l]
It is probably reasonable to rank these forms from left to right as graded from most
formal to casual. They can therefore be synthesized with style variable values of say 9,
7, 5, 3, ând l, respectively, There are doubts whether style is possible to model on a
one dimensional variable, especially for an enti¡e utterance. Style may also change
within the utterance and there may well be style variants that are lexically, and
individually, determind. An illustration of the simple approach can be seen in figure l.
The three utterances are controlled by the same phonetic string, and interestingly there
is no rule specifically concemed with speech rate. The faster speech of the "casual"
style is due primarily to the greater reductions allowed.

To undenake this style ranking more widely through English phonetics is, in the
present state of knowledge, rather an uncertain exercise. The normative data have
hardly been collected at all. At the same time, there are two particularly good motives
for pressing ahead. One is that, at present, the text-to-speech deveþer is faced with
some uncomfortable decisions of simplification when specifying such ahighly
variable word as "can". Another reason is a resea¡ch issue.
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Figure l.The synthezised sentence "What time are you going to the exhibition" spoken
in "formal"(top), "normal"(middle) and "casual"(bottom) speaking style.

Fast speech for the visually impaired

Even if there are means of varying the speaking rate in the normal text{o-speech
system they are not appropriate for the the extremely high speaking rates demanded by
the visually impaired. Normal speaking rate is often estimated to be around 150 words
per minute (wpm). This measure will be language and text dependent and it will also
increase if pauses are not included. The demand from the blind is to obtain speaking
rates of around 500 wpm to approximatE fast silent reading by sighted persons. One
way to obtain these "super human" rates would be to ignore progressively more of the
low information content of the text. This would mean some kind of keyword reading
without any language stucture. After preliminary tests we abandoned this idea. One
problem with this solution is how to predict where the keywords are. It also seemed to
us that the lack of linguistic structure was very confusing. If at all possible it is our
conviction that we should model the speech on human performance. At these high



speeds, however, there is no good human templet. lùy'e don't want to extrapolate from
the point where human speech production breaks down.

The rationale in the present attempt to increase speed further is that the phonetic
component could be changed for a reduced ard faster component at runtime
appropriate for very high speaking rates. Especially prosodic rules are simplified or
taken away. The differences between stress and unstressed syllables are still marked by
duration and fundamental frequency, a new set of inherent durations are established
and mean pitch also needed to be increased. To most listeners the speech is close to
unintelligible at this speed though it is claimed to be useful by experienced blind
listeners. In figure 2 two reading speeds are shown.

0
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0. 1 8.3 0.5 ø.7 0. I 1. I 1.3 1.5 1-7 1.9 2.1
Figure 2. Spectrogram of the synthesized sentence "Buy swedes that are fi¡m, solid
and heavy for their size" at normal speaking rate( 150 wpm, truncated) and at very
high rate (500 wpm)
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ïITICII FOREIGN ACCENTS CAI{ s:TEDES IDENTIFY?

Una Cunningham-Andersson and Olle Engstrand
Institute of Linsruist'ics
University of Stockholm

INTRODUCTIOII
One of the major questions addressed by the current project
"Attitudes to Immigrant Swedish" at Stockholm Universitv is to
what extent are attitudes to immigrants related to attitudes to
the way in which immigrants speak Swedish?

There are a number of ways to test this relationshíP, but one
of the most intuitivelv attractive is to let a group of listeners
hear a number of readinqs of a text in the belief that all the
speakers are different individuals' The listeners are given in-
formation about the sPeakers' nationalities. Unknown to the Iis-
teners, they hear several sPeakers twice, but believe that in
each case they are hearing tvto different individuals with dif-
ferent mother tongues. If then the listeners' attitudes to the
speakers (as regards parameters such as intelligence, educatíon,
friendliness ônd honesty) are elicited, any differences between
attitudes to both versions of the speakers heard twice must be
attributed to the diiference in information fed to the listeners
regarding the speakers' origins'

It seems probable that some kinds of false information about
accent orígin are eôsier to believe than others, simply because
some accents are more easilv identified than others. It is pro-
bably difficult to persuade a native sPeaker of Swedish that a
certain accent is, for example, Finnish if it iacks most of the
features used by Swedes to identifv Finnish accents. Conversely,
a typical Finnish accent is unlikely to be accePted as an examPle
of, for example, a Greek accent.

À series of experiments was designed to test the capabilities
of two çrroups of native speakers of Swedish: 18-vear old students
of non-humanilies subjects, and 6 teachers of Swedish as a second
language. Accented Swedish material was obtained from the IRIS
databasel . À large number of recordÍngs of immigrrants from dif-
ferent linguistic backgrounds reading the well-known Passagte
"The North $lind and the Sun" in Swedish are contained in the
database. 35 versions of the first half of the text (about 25
seconds) were obtained from the database and elsewhere (4 native
Swedish versions were included) .

EXPERIHENTS
Free response method
Two methoas were used. to elicit accent identifications. For half
the students (17), an ansl^ter sheet was developed where the same
three questions (comPare Ryan 1"983F) were asked about each of
the 35 voices the listeners heard: (a) Is the sPeaker a native
speaker of Swedish?; (b) If the answer to (a) l¡as "no", which

rEngrstrand, O. 0987) The ]RIS speech data base - a status
report. RI..IIJL 17, t2L-I26. Inst. of Linguistics, Uppsala Universitv

å"Ryan, E.B. (1983) SociaI psycholoqical mechanisms under-
ìying native speaker evaluations of non-native speech. Studies
ín Second Lansuase Acquisítion 5(2) L4A-159'
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part of the world does the speaker come from?; (c) What is the
speaker's mother tongue? To help them to answer (b), the students
\rere given a map of the world with numbers representing areas
such as "North America", "Far East", Eastern Europe" etc. The
teachers of Swedish as a second languðge were asked the same
questions, except that for them, (b) was changed to: If the ans-
wer to (a) was "no", which language group does the speakers na-
tive language belong to, or which part of the world does the
language belons to? No map v¡as provided for the teachers.

The results obtained from the students were disappointÍng in
the sense that they seldom answered question (c), and did not
always anslrer question (b) . This was also true of the teachers,
though to a lesser extent. It is however possible to compare
the degree of accuracy wÍth which the part of the world where
the speaker's native language is spoken was identified. For the
purposes of this experiment, the world was divided Ínto eisht
zones:
A Scandinavia B N.America, N.Europe, Australia
C C. & 5.Àmerica, S.Europe D N.Àfrica, Middie East
E E.Europe, Soviet F Far East, 5.E.Asia
G Africa H lndÍan sub-contínent
The following table shows how many perc€nt of each listener group
identified each speaker correctly in terms of the above eight
zones:
zot{E lccEill
A Finnish
À Lappish
À Swedísh 1 (bilins Sw-Tur)
Â Swedish 2 (Northern)
A Swedish 3 (Scanian)
À Swedish 4 (Finnísh-Swedish)
À Swedish 5 (Uppland)
A Swedish 6 (Scanian-Uppland)
A Norwegian
B British Enslish
B American Enslish
B German
C Spanlsh 1 (Spain)
C Spanish 2 (Columbia)
C Spanish 3 (Uruguay)
C French L
C French 2
C Greek 1
C Greek 2
D Turkish
D Kurdish
D Persian
D Àrabic
E Polish 1
E Polish 2
E Serbo-Croat
E Russian
E Czech
F Japanese
F Korean
G Swahi I i
G Kinyarwanda
G Tigrinya
G Yoruba
H Bensali

94
59
94

100
94

100
100

94
94
94
18
53
1.2
24
29
18
7t
18
29
1.2
I2

0
47

6
6
0

47
6
6
0
0
0
6

L7
0

TETC¡IERS
100
83

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

33
83
50
50

100
50

100
67
L7
50
83

0
67
83
L7
JJ
83
83
L7

0
67

0
33
67

0

STI.'DEIÍTS
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Às can be seen, the teachers were considerably better than the
pupils at ídentifying the geographical origin of the sPeakers-
At least 4O% of both the teachers and the PuPils identified the
Finnish, Lappish, native gwedish, Norwegian, British Englísh,
German, French, Arabic and Russian sPeakers' zone of origin,
while the teachers could also Place SPanish, Greek, Turkish,
Kurdish, Polish, Czech, Swahili and Yoruba accents in the aPpro-
priate part of the world. Moreover, the teachers r{ere more often
able to correctly specify the sPeakers' native languages than
were the pupils.

Guided response method

The figure on the next Page shows the results for the remaíning
group of 19 pupils. Thev were tested using the same tape with
35 native Swedish and accented readings, and a form similar to
the matrix shoÍrn in the figure, with possible native languages
for the speakers listed down one side and the number of the
speaker across the top. The pupils were instructed to Place a
cross in the box corresPondingr to the native language they be-
lieved each speaker to have and they were encouraged to place
crosses in more than one box if they were unsure. The boxes with
solid frames are those which were crossed by at least 40* of
the pupils. The correct answers åre written in bold typeface'
The numbers in the boxes represent the number of pupils v¡ho cros-
sed each Possible native languagre for each sPeaker. The numbers
at the top and bottom of the figure represent the order in which
the speakers were presented to the pupils, and the numbers at the
risht of the figure rePresent the sum of resPonses for each pos-
sible native language.

The results were very similar to those obtained usingr the free
response method. At least 4O% ot the pupils could identifv
French, native Swedish, NorwegÍan, Lappish and Finnish accents.
This method permits an analvsis of the vtrongr ansvters obtained.
As can be seen from the figure, the follolrinq incorrect identifi-
cations were made by at least 40% of the pupils: Finland-Swedish
was mistaken for a Finnish accent; Bengali, British and Swahili
accents were heard as Àmerican (in the case of Bengali and Swa-
hiIi, this can be attributed to the speakers having learned Eng-
iish prior to their arrival in Sweden); Yoruba was slightly more
often markêd as Kinyarwanda, but notice that Swahili also got
quite a few votes - it seems likely that the sPeaker was simply
identified as "African"; one of the Poiish speakers was mistaken
for Serbocroat (again, a correct identification of the sPeaker's
native language grouP); the oÈher Polish speaker and the Arabic
speaker were identified as havins Turkish as their native lan-
guage; and the American Enslish speaker (vrho spoke Swedish with
only a slisht American accent) was believed to be a Norwegian
speaker.

In conclusion, these results show which accents are easily re-
cognised by native Swedish Iisteners, and which false statements
about accent origin listeners would be likely to believe, thus
providing a basis for the kind of attitude exPeriment mentioned
in the introduction.
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DISCONTINUOUS VARIATION IN SPONTANEOUS SPEECHÍ
Olle Engstrand & Djana KrUII

Instítute of LínguisticÊ, Stockholm

1 Introduction

In spontaneous speech, words and phrases are frequently heard to
be strongly reduced in relation to their alleged phonological
base forms. In a subset of the vocabulary,r, we observe an appa-
rent quantal alternation betv¡een word and phrase representations
in the sense that the amplitude of a phoneLic gesture correspond-
ing to an underlying segment displays no continuous transition
between levels of reduction or elaboration. As a rule, moreover,
it seems as if speakers tend to adhere to a very restricted
number of such discontinuous realizations. Fig.L provides an
example. The figure displays spectrogram tracings of the first
and second formants pertaining to all occurrences of the gramrna-
tical conjunction så att /so att/ (so thðt, such that) as pro-
nounced in a spontaneous speech situation by a male Stockholmer
(see Sec. 2.1 for detäils). There are two bâsic, quite distinct
sets of curves pertaining to one reduced (left three columns) and
one elaborated (riqhtmost column) Ievel of pronunciation. The
reduced version sounds very much like the word satt /salt/ (såt),

Fig. 1. Tracings from broâd bènd specrograms illustrating two
basic vârjeties of the pronunciation of the grammatical conjunc-
tion så att. The left three columns represent a reduced level of
pronunciation and the rightmost column represents an elaborated
level. Subj. JS. (See section 2 for details. )

Do strongly reduced forms such as these jnstances of så att as a
rule contain ðny kind of acoustic traces of the segments consti-
tuting the corresponding'phonological base forms? Let us refer to
the affj.rmative answer to this question as the weak hvpothesis of
segmental invðriance".
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Mere I istenirrg and transcribinq is probably an insufficient
method of investiçfaling this hypothesis. For example, even when a
clear segment realizdtion is heard in the natural speech situa-
tion. the effect frequently seems illusory when listened for in
an excized portion of the speech flow. To test the hypothesis,
therefore, careful measurements are necessary. The remainder of
this paper discusses a set of such measuremenis and thejr subseq-
uent evaluation in terms of Iistener reactions.

2 Experiments

2.1, Recording and formant measurements

We used for this experiment apprôximately half an hour of record-
ed speech produced by a male native speaker of the Stockholm
dialect of Swedish (subj. JS). The qreater part of the recordingi
is a lively monologue supported by brief questions and comments
from one of the experÍmentersa.

Out of the material, we selected and spectrographed (1) aiI
instances of the girammatical conjunction çê*att (so that), where
å stands for the phonologically tense back rounded vowel 1.:/, and
a stands for the phonologically lax open fronted vowe! /a/; (Z)
all sequences E-Eç, where /C/ is any non-nasal consonànt; and (3)
all preconsonantal instances of the word äâ (so).

Onset and nuclear (mid vowel) frequencies of the first four for-
mants (F,.-F+) were identified and measured for all occurrences of
these utterances. Fs and F.+ vr€re practically identical and will
not be shown here, Measurement data for F' and Fr are given in
Table 1.

Table 1. Onset and nuclear frequencies for the vocalic segments
in så att, saC and så. Subj. J5.

NO. PHRASE
L så att
2 så att
3 så att
4 så att

on
on
nuc
nuc

Ð.u
49
57
42
62

ON,/NUC FORMANT N
Fl 12
FZ t2
F]. L2
F2 t2

MEAN
470

t332
553

1319

5 saC
6 saC
7 saC
I saC

16
16
13
13

516
1348

596
r325

78
70
85
83

9så
10 så
11 så
LZ så

on
on
nuc
nuc

10
10

9
9

420
1395

40a
1.373

32
L02

40
1.01

on
on
nuc
nuc

F1
F2
F1
F2

Ft
î2
F1
Í¿

The table shows slig'ht differences between the three cases. fn
particular, a t-test reveals statistical sígnificance at the 1%
ìevel for mean Fr onset values both for så vs. så att and for så
att vs. Eeç.
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We next turned to the questi.on whether these small differences
are at ali able to influence listeners' perception in the direc-
tion of the respective utterances ÞÂ-att and üLL! with these
portions of the speech flol¡ excized out of their contexts.

2.2 A listening test
A series of stimuìi containlnq 12 instances of sâ att and 12
instances of sèlt was presented to nine native Swedish speakers
of roughly the same dialect as subj. J5. Since the sequence satt
occurred only four tjmes in our recorded material, copies of
those tokens were introduced randomly to give an equal number of
both stimulus types. The resulting set of stimuli was subsequent-
ly dupticated and a new random order was created for the dupli-
cate. This procedures qave a total of 432 responses from the nine
listeners .¡¡hose task it was to decide for each stimulus whether
it represented så att or satt.
The results are shown in Table 2 in terms of the outcome of a
multiple regression analysis using 1--5 predictor variables. The
data refer to correctly identifÍed ínstances of så att. The
values of R for the correlation beth¡een number of correct answers
ènd each individual varíabie is qiven in the middle column, and
the cumulative effect is sho$rn in the right column. Calculated
across all predictor variables, this effect is R=0.89.

Table 2.
number of
using L-5

Result of multiple regression analysis: prediction of
correctly identified instances of the phrase så att
predictor variables. 9 subjects.

PREDICTOR MULTIPLE R
Individual Cumulative

Fl.on
F2on
Flnuc
F2nuc
Durat i on

variabl es
-0. 60
-0 .60
-0.35

0. 1-1

0.51

-0 .60
0.77
a.77
0 .85
0.89

We thus obtain a high cumulative correlation with contributions
from several variables (including nuclear duration which was
slightly greater for satt than for så att).
3 Comments

The above relationships, of course, are purely statistical, and
do not tel I us much about the perceptual contribution of each
variable- However, F¡. onset is the acoustically strongest effect
and may therefore play a decisive role. The contribution of a
possible spectral difference in the preceding /s/ should also be
evaluated. Às demonstrated at the Conference, however, the mea-
sured effects are lÍkely to be very marginal as a perceptual
criterion in naturêl speech. It is, however, interesting in
certain other respects.

Firstiy, the example suqgeste that this speaker in fact tends to
preserve slight traces of underlying segmenl structure even in
very strong'ly reduced forms.
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Secondly, since the speaker is very close tÕ completely eliminat-
ing a seçfment, for what reason does he nevertheless preserve it
to some extent?

These points may be discussed in terms of various constraints on
phonetic speaker*listener interaction. Thus, on the one hand jt
can be assumed that speakers, in accordance with Lindblom's view
of adaptive variability (Lindblom 1987), tend to shape the speech
wave so as to achj.eve a good balance between articulatory effort
and perceptual clarity. If this bâIance were optimal, however,
the vowel coresponding Lo /o/ j.n så att would be reduced comple-
tely since it is highly predictable in context änd therefore
semantically insignificant to the listener.

Reasonably, however, an optimal. adaptation would in itself re-
quire a fair amount of data processing. Thus, rather than design-
ing a particular utterance plan to cope with predictable seg-
ments, it would seem to be a more convenient speaker strategiy to
manlpu iate the basic motor s means of a somewhat more
coarse-grained adaptation of
the speaker would simplify

amplitude. In partÍcular,
his task by aiming for either a low

(hypo) or a hish (hvper) level variety with phonetic traces of
even perceptualiy negligible underlyinq seqments preserved at
both levels.

As a third possibility, it may be hypothesized that complete
seg'ment reductjon is marked sl-wì i qi i cal 1v so that traces of
underlying segments will remain and be perceived even thouqh
their strictly semantic value is insignificant. The above experi-
ment demonstrates that listeners are, in fact, sensitive to this
kind of variation. The difficulty of dealínq with it from a
semantic-perceptual point of víew suqgiests the need for adding
the phonostylistic dimension to the issue of seqmentâl invariance
in spontaneous speech.

Footnotes

1) Supported by the Swedish National Board for Technical Develop-
nent (STUF) and The Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation.

2) Most typicaÌly in grammatically functional morphemes, words
and phrâses.

3) The strong version would involve the claim that some acoustíc
aspect of a segment appears unaltered across a variety of contex-
tual transformations.

4) This recording session was conducted by Rolf Lindgren of the
Institute of Linguistics.

Re ference

Lindblom, B. 1987. Adaptive variability and absolute constancy in
speech signals: tr¡o themes in the quest for phonetic invariance.
Proc. XIth ICPhS, Taliinn, Estonia, Àuq.1987, Vo1.3, pp.9-lB.
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CINTRIBUTTONS .I,O TEMPOiìAL ANALYS]S OF READ SWEDISH

Gunnar Fant & Anita Icuckenberg
Dept. of Speech Communication and Music Acoustics

Royal Instit.ute of Technology. Stockholm

Introducti.on
This is a summary of some of the findings from Èhe Iast few years' work
on a project centerêd around t.he data bank now developing within our
group at the Royal Institute of Technology. Earlier reports dealing with
both segmental and prosodic aspects have appeared in Fantr Nord, &

Kruckenberg (1986; 1987). A more comprehensive report on Lhese stu'lies
will be given in a fort.hcomi.ng issue of the STL-QPSR' see also Fant &

Kruckenberg (1988). The prosody project to bê reported here aims at
studies of: (l) General reÌations between objective measures - durations
and pitch excursions - and subjective estimates of syllabic stress. (2)
Intêr-stress intervals and their interaction with syntactic boundaries
and pa.uses. (3) Relations beEween objective boundary region measures and
subjecLive estimates of degree of juncture-broundary marking. (4) Distri-
bution and individual variations of pauses.

Text material and processing
For the analysis performed in the present study, we have selected a para-
graph of nine sent.ences from a noveL by Kerstin Ekman, in all I33 words
of ab¡out 5O seconds' readíng tíme. This is but a smalI part of the data
bank têxt material. A major part of the analysis was devoted to the
reading of a reference subject, ÂJ, who has a clear and engaging reading
style without mannerisms. We al-so anal-yzed one of the nine sentences
read by 15 other subjects, including five females.

computer-generated spectrograms with synchronous F0, oscillogram, and in-
tensity trace were made of this limi.ted speech material. A segmentaLion
into successive speech sounds corresponding t.o a broad phonetic tran-
script was undertaken. The occasional difficulties and ambiguities in-
volved have been discussed previously (Fant, Nord, & Icuckenberg, 1986).

Objective and subjective measures of syllabic stress
Swedish is a stress-timed language with sequences of wstressed syJ-labJ-es
alternating with stress syllables. A stressed syllable carries a nucl-eus
of a long vowel- followed by one or two short consonantsr or no consonant¡
or t.he vowel- is short and foJ-1owed by one consonantr or a consonant
cluster. A stressed syllable also carries one of two contrasting tones,
accent 1 or accenL 2.

Duration appears to be the main correlale of stress in Swedishr at leastj-t is rnore readiJ.y quanlifiable than associated Fû measures. The zone of
durational increase wit.h increasing stress is the entire sylJ.able but a
larger part. is confined to the vo\^/el- and the following consonänt. This
VC nucleus will serve as our major objective measure but we have also
been studying durational patterns'of entire syllables and vowel--to-vowel
uniLs. For each of these different objects, we have constructed norma-
lized measures¡ syllable duration indexes, to account. for variaLions wíth
the number of phonemes within t.he unit.

We defíne the syllabJ"e duration index by
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si- = I * (l'-Tu)/(Ts -ru),
where T is the measured duration of a syllabrle or a voh¡el-to-vowel unit
or a VC unit and Tu is the typical duraEion of unstressed units and T. of
stressed writs detärmined sáparateLy for Ehe specific number of phonåmes
in a unit. The durat.ion index Si is thus att.ained by incerpolation/ex-
trapolation with respect to mean values of I for unstressed and 2 for
sLressed syllable units. t"lost. of our studies are based on VC and syJ.ì.able
final or single V unit.s, For our reference speaker ÅJ, we noLed Tu=53 ms

for V, Ts=185 for V:r and Tu=109 ms for unstressed VC- For stressed VC,
we made use of separate references of V:C=236 ms and VC:=2I2 ms.

A similar process was carried out for si calculated on the basis of syl-
labl-es and V-V units. These two latter alternat.ives gave ratner símilar
resul-ts. In other wordsr with proper normalizaEionr t.he durational corre-
Iates of stress are very much the same independent of the unit. of obser-
vation.

object
V+ C

SYLLABIC STRESS. OBJECTIVE ANO SUBJECTIVE.

ivÞ meûsores. VC -durolion index speoker ÅJ'

Subjeclive test. Speoker ÀJ.

5

3

2

1

l0

20

'10

0

30

20

10

0

-^\-,v \,/\--^..- -A/\-r\ tr--'^---/\
t0n.

Fiq. t. Syllabic stress. objective and subjective measures.

In Fig. l, the vc duration index has been compared to subjective evalua-
tions. Fifteen subjects r¿ere asked to make a direct estimate of per-
ceived prominence of each of the syllables in sentence 7. They first
made an introspective evaluation from sj-lent reading of t.he text and then
listened to subject ÂJ reading the same passage. The consistency was
quite goodr standard deviations for a singJ.e estimate were of t.he order
of three units within the given frame of l0 for unstressed and 20 for
typical stressed syllables. Apart from minor devj.ations in unscressed
syllables, the overall profiles display an apparent similarity. Devia-
tions between objective an<1 subjective scalings of Å;'s reading may in
part be explained by the occasional influence of more extreme inherent
durations' such as for /s/ and /a/. The senEence contains four phrases.
Those that end with a stresseal syllable receive a final lengthening which
apparenlly is ignored in the subjective estimaLe.

A conspj.cuous trait is the greaE similarity between the introspective
performance and Ehe l-istening to subject ÂJ. This couLd imply thaL
subjects might rely more on their inner "top down" expectancy than on
what they hear. However' control experiments involving J-istening to
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ÂJ Acc 2 words in spnìenrÞ 7

R

L

R =1,'l ì0,/,.Si (r=0.831

R= 1J + 1,1 Fs (r=0,?21

Fs.2,ór 1,7 Si (r= 0,7'11

x
/\ R= subjectrve rolrng

\ S¡=durution index,VC

\ r.=ro-step in

I Senll00es

severaL subjects'readings of one and the same sentence showed that
listeners estimates did fol1ow the individual variatj.ons of produced
sLress patterrrsr ês evidencêd from objective measures and expert lis-
tening. One conclusion is that subject. ÅJ's interpret.ation of Lhe text
is quite similar to the average of the subjects in the listening test änd
thus not extreme-

S¡

R

2,5

1,5

123t+5678910
WORD NR

In Fig. 2 we have included local
FO excursions as a second objec-
t.ive measure. For this purpose,
\./e have selected the ten stressed
syllables of sentence 7 carrying
accent 2. Thê F0 fall within the
voiced part of a syllable has been
plotted in semitones togeEher r.tith
Si values corrected for inherent
durations and the subjective re-
sponse. Èhe overall correlation
is apparent and of the ordêr of
0.7 to 0.8. Larger durations of
the voiced part allow larger total
F0 excursions, as expected. We

have also been able to demonstrate
similar covariations wit.h Lhe re-
lative F0 rise in accent I syl-
lables. Male and female subjecLs
produce simil-ar FO contours when
measured on a semitone scal,e.

FS

10

I

6

4

0,5

0

tåå*Ëç:E:Ë:
Fig. 2.

connective F0 traits
Ã-Ë\,¡ commeñfsj¡i-IT be made on the Fo-contour of the reference sentence,
Fig. 3. It. contains five intonational phrases supporting the s)'ntactic
struct.ure. Following Eva Gårding (1984), we have sketched an intonation
gricl. In the accent domains the grid has a width of the order of half an
oct.ave. The overall declination v¡ithin a phrase is aLso of this order,
i.e., six semitones. The final rise at the end of the sentence could be
described as indicating a focal domain. Standard descriptions of Swedish
intonationr e.g., Bruce (197'7)t treat the secondary stress of grave
accent \,rords as a discrete unit. The secondary hump is thus consíilered
to be presen! only in compounds or under the influence of a sentence
accent. We often find a weak secondary F.Ç-peak appear-ing in t.he second
syJ-Iable after the main stress, ".9., "uånã" sig'i "Èìrnãe hgn", dilda
sig", i.e.r a pattern of alternâtion. We feel thãt in connected non-
láboraÈory speech there is place for a more continuous aspect of stress,
the measurable correLates including a gradual appearance of a secondary
FO accent 2 peak. It is an open quesLion whether the high P0 in the
second syllable of the adjective "gula" belongs to the accent 2 domain of
the v/ord or wheLher it is a high FO reference point for the folJ"owing
accent I domain of the word "1jus". Perhaps we have an additive effect
here.

other ðspect.s of stress correlates that need to be quantified are voice
source characteristics and reduction phenomena including consonant-vowel
côntrast.
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The speech code
A special attention has been.l"aid on the study of rhyt.hinical qualities in
text reading. VJe have fresh evj,dence supporting a suggest.íon of Lea
(1980) that inter-stress intervals, defined by distances from a stressed
vowel to the next. stressed vowel of the sequence, acl as synchronizing
impulses for an inLernal clock which guides t.he t.ime we take in making
pauses bet.ween phrases and senLences.
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We have found that. the average duration of the inter-stress intervals not
spannj.ng a syntactic boundary sets the basic t.emporal module of the
internal clock. In rhyt.hmical readì.ngr the duration of an inter-stress
interval spanning a phrase boundary with. a pause tends toh¡ards the sum of
an intêr-stress inEerval predicted from t.he number of phonemes cont.ained
plus one modular unit of the inner clockr i.e.r an average inÈer-stress
interval- is added. At sentence boundaries with longer pauses, t.here is a
tendency of one or t$/o additional cl_ock units being added. In other
wordsf noting that. we always have a terminal lengthening before and to
some extênt after pauses, we may restate this finding as an expectancy
that Lhe sum of the physical pause and terminal lengt.hening equal_s an
integer multiple of the rhythmical time constant. This is illustrated in
îí9. 4.

Duratj-ons of inL.er-stress interval-s are thus Largely imposed by language
and do not. appear to be adjusted o retain isochrony while the rhythmical
demand becomes apparent in the planning of pauses. EVen without such per-
fect synchronlr e.Ç.r when a phrase boundary is realized v¡ithout a pause,
the finaL l-engthening alone is capable of signal.Iing the appearance of
the boundary.

The constants of the regression line relating inter-stress intervals to
number of phonemes appear to be a key to the analysis of component.s of
individual reading and talking styles. These consc.ants shoul-d also be of
interest in contrastive language studies.
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The subjective markedness of phrase boundaries as determined by listening
tests was found to correlate well wiLh the duration of the boundary
spanning inter-stress interval and with Fû-dip measures and appearance of
voice creak. In spite of large inter-subject variations of pause dura-
tíons' the group means showed a clear tendency tohrards what \^ras observed
as a rhythmical norm for a single speaker.

Relat.ive pause time¡ i.e., the ratio of pause time to reading tíme, was
found to be a consistent speaker-dependent characteristic. The general
tendency i.n speech that the variance of a larger unit is greater than the
sum of the variances of it.s parts as in¡ e.g.r V:C and C:V units appar-
ently also holds for pause durations and terminal lengthening as parts of
an inter-stress interval". There is also a weak tendency in this direc-
tion relating the total reading time to its parts, effective speech Eime,
and pause time. The larger unít is more stable than the parts.

STRESS INTERVALS
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A PHUNDTIC INVDSTIGAI'ION OF îHÐ SIØÌJ fN STA}¡ÐARD DANISH

Eli Fischer-Jørgensert
CoPentragen

The Danish stød is a prosodic phenomenon, whose distribu-
tion corresponds, roughly, to ac.cent 1 in Swedish and Norwe-

gian. However, in contradistinction to the tonal- accents'
the stød requires a long vo¡.¡e1 or a short vowel plus a voiced
consonant for lts manifestation.

The present investigati on started as a teamwork at the

Institute of Phonetlcs in Copentra6¡etr, but f have lâter en-

larged the material consicierably. It comprises ll subjects
in all, but all did not participate in the whole investiga-
tlon. the acoustic analysis is based on around l4oo word

pairs, the physiological investigatlons on somer+¡trat sn¡alIer
numbers. The words were read in frame sentences. The results
have been putrlished in ARIPUC zLt f987, P.55-265' and' in
an ak¡breviated form, they will t¡e published in two articles
in Ptronetica.

rn older descriptlons, including Jespersent ttre stød was

described as a glottal closure, i'e. acoustically as a pause'

This has, ttowever, not becn confirmed by instrumental inves-
tígations, and in the present material a closure was found

in only oner strongly emplratlc rexanple. Trregr¡1ar vibra-

tions were, however, found ín |of" of the corpus ( see l'ig.

1 ), Uut the degree of irregularity is very variable.

The most consistent characteristic of the stød ls a gþ-

c¡ease in intensj-ty , beginning about 6 cs after vowel start

and comprising 12 dB, on the average ( see Fig.2b) This de-

crease was found f r>r all 1l sub..iects. A restricted spectro-

graphic analysis showed that particularly the lower part of

the spectrr¡m is weakened.

Moreover, 1n !,¡orcls with stød all subjects have a higher

fundar¡ental in ttìe first part ot the syltable than Ín words

wittrout stød, ttre dífference being about 2L Hz. In the sec-

ond half of the syllable ( about 1o cs after vowel start)

the fundamental often starts falling, sometilres rather ab-

ruptly ( see fig. 2a).1his fall was found in 55'p of tLre ex-

amples, but in most of the other cases the measurement of

Fo vas made impossible bf irregnlarities' Îhis nteans ttrat
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a weak stød is characterised by a frequency drop, a strong
stød by irre¿¡ular vitrrations covering the frequency drop.
Þven or rising F,. in the stød syllab],e is very rare. Becausg
of the high start the second syllatrle of' disyllabic words
nray be loÍ'er than the first syllable ln contradistinction to
the normal rislng contour in the Oopenhagen Standard. this
happens particularly for speakers with a Jutlandish background
( see Fíg. 2a).

Inverse fi1 te¡inp of a few rvords read by two subjects
showed decrease of negative spikes, and the Íntegrated curve
showed lo\rer flow in the second half of syJ-lablee h¡ith stød.

It is of interest to look for the physiolo6ical. produc-
tion mechanlsm behind ttìese acoustic facts.

fn his thesis (ff44) Svend Smith advances the theory that
the decisive factor J-s a strong ballistlc contraction and
relaxation of the expiratory muscles (demonstrated by means

of surface electrodes). This will produce a corresponding
rise and fall of the subglottal pressure. The pressure rise
may cause a proprioceptive reflex activity in the vocal foldq
and if thei? tension is not adjusted to the quickly falling
pressure, irregularities may arise. the falling pressure al-
so causes a fâll ín intensity.

Measurements of airfLow ( 6 subjects) showed consistent-
ly lower airflon in the second part of tbe syllable.

It was not possible to record the expiratory musclesr but
subglottaL r)ressure ¡f,as recorded for one subject. It was

normally higher in the beginning of a word with stød than in
wor<ls without stød ( see Fig. 2e), tut the difference was

only Ì-2 cm H^O' and tlìe fall was very sl-ow. ltris cannot ex-
plain the fall in intensity nor the frequency cont our.

the constriction of the gloùùis was examined by means of
fit¡eroptics for 6 subjects (!o frames per second). vowels

with stød show corrstriction of the glottis in the latter
part of the syllable, and there is often a contraction of
the false vocal folds, but with large intersubjective va-
riation ( see ¡ie. I )

Etectromyography of the muscl-es of the larynx did not
show any partj"cular activity of posticus or transversus;
but 5 out of 7 subiects had strong activity in the Wcej-is
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muscle in words with stød with a peak at the start of the
frequency arop (see F'ig.2a). Tnere was also of.ten a (sflght-
1y earlier) peak in cricothyreocteus, which explains the hlgh
start of the syllable wlth stød. But there was generally no
valley corresponding to the fall, in frequency ( except some-
times for one subject Fi¿¡. 2e). LateleL-is (J subjects) naa
a peak for the stød 1ike vocalis.

îLìe extra rise in subglottal pressure often precedes the
extra vocalis activity, and in these cases the latter might
be a reflex innervation, but the rise in sub6lottal pressure
may aJ-so start later, and ttrere is much overlapplng between
the subglottal pressures Ín word.s ¡¡ith and without stød,
whereas there is hardly ever ove¡lapping in the vocalis re-
cordings, which nleans that ttìere are many câ.ses of strong
vocalis activity wlthout any higher sub61oùtal pressureo

Probably the stød involves an independent contraction of
several muscles (expiratory muscles, vocalis, Lateralis,
cricothyreodeus, and possibly more). The stød seems to be a
type of dynamlc accent¡ and the irrepiularities are hardly
due to maladjustment, as Smith assumes, but rather part of
an intended special phonation typeo

However, two subjects did not show any particular vocalis
activity in words with stød. In one of the cases the elec-
trodes may not have been in the right position. But in the
other case thls ís not probable, since this subject was re-
corded tr¿lce with the same result. This subject also had ve-
ry strong contraction of the false vocal fo1ds, and he often
had rislng fundamental- 1n the second half of the syllable in
stead of the normal fall.

Ït is possible that he uses ottìer muacles for the stød,
e.g. lateralis and the constrictor muscles. It was, unfor-
tunatelyrnot possible to try these muscles (lt is well knor¡¡n
that ÐMG of the larynx muscles is not very pJ-easant for the
subjects, and only few r,¡ant to repeat the experlence).

The present investigation should be supplemented by a
perceptual analysis of the relatíve importance of the dlffe-
rent acoustic cueso
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l'ig. L

Stød with irregular vibrations

Fig.2
Average curves
of Io recordings

(see the text)
Subject Btr'

Fie.3
Fiberopti-cs of the
vocal folds in the
first (A) and the
second (B) part of
the vowel with stød
1 subject HU
2 st¡bject JR
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FOCAL DEFORMATIONS OF STOCKHOLM ACCENT PATTERNS
AND THEIR FUNCTIONS

Eva Gårding

For Bengt Loman

In this paper I will show how focus signals not only the most
important part of the message but that it can afso signal
modality and have other functions,

My introductory exampte is a passage from a recording of a
spontaneous conversation which was moderated by Bengt Loman at
the Studio of the MaImö branch of Radio Sv¡eden in the early
sixties. I was asked to analyse it prosodically for the project
Svenskt Talspråk (see Gårding L964,1967 and Loman 196?). The
text of this passage and the fundamental frequency curves are
presented be1ow.

ä harninâra MINNEN ¡lrån å

SKOLÂLDERN AtIä LÄRARE hAT KRITISERAT

\\.\_
ert uttal eller föfsökl ä gjorl å

-\_è vA R D E R I NG A R om vilka LJ U D man skaanvända åvaman

\ ---
ska UNDVIKA âsàvidare

The curves are copied from míngograms. At the time I cafled the
contours marked by thick lines central stresses because they
marked points that vrere central to the message wíthout producing
the impression of contrast.

My auditive and acoustic analysís of the spontaneous Stockholm
material showed that there were tvto types of manifestations of
centraf stresses (focal- accents), both rising but with different
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ranges. One of them covered half of the speaker's range and the
other the whole range.
To understand this phenomenon, a special recording vras made in

which the main informant was asked to make a series of
imi-tations of his own focal accents in one and the same carrier
phrase. He did very weIl wíth the l-ess marked focus
manifestation but had a lot of resístance tordards the strong one
(Gårding 196'7') . I shall return to these difficulties fater.

It is only recently that I have understood that such
accentuations can express modality. To support this statement I
have other examples fron the same matería1, many observations
that I have made listening to the radio, in particular to a
program with many intervíews called Kanal-en rthe channel', a
renewed analysis of my old materíal (Fig.1) and an analysis of a
new material (Fig.2).

To begin with I will- comment on the term deformatjon which I
have used in the titl-e of ny tafk. I regard the focal accents,
Iike the expressions of other intonational features at the
phrase and sentence leve1 as deformations of certain basic
contours of the accents.

What are these basic contours? I went through my own Stockholm
material and the material that Gösta Bruce had presented in his
dissertation (1,977) to find common characteristics of the
accents in different contexts. It became apparent that the
dj-stinctive features could only be defined in a negati-ve way,
i.e. AL does not fa]l and A2 does not rise in the accented
syll-able of polysyllabic words.

To make the notion of deformation meaninqful (which I think it
must be particularly for the understanding of how accentual and
tonal- patterns are recognized in connected speech) I decided to
regard the citation form as basic and the influence of phrase
and sentence intonation as deformations of this form.

Figure l- shows the citation forms of the t¡¡o accents and below
each of them exarnples of the tr"¡o different deformations which
have arisen from the two different manifestations of focal-
accents.

Let us fook at the superposed curves of A2, värden 'values'
and A1, vär7den 'the worfd', singJ-ed out from a carrier phrase
det gä77er här ' 'we are for here' in statement
intonatíon with a falling terminal- contour. The curves represent
average values of five repetitions. In the curves l-ocal naxina
and minima have been encl-osed by grids according to a rufe of
thumb , described earl-ier (Gårding 1984) .

It is easy to see for A2 that the highs and lows have roughl-y
retained their positions relative to the segments afthough al-I
the absolute values have changed. These changes can be captured
in an economical way by means of the grid as an expression of
the intonation of the focussed part.

The grid lines also show that the stronger degree of focus
manifestation ís accompanied by a stronger inclination of the
grid. Note that the speaker, in order to achieve this effect has
l-owered the low. Another possibility woul-d have been to raise
the last high. That ís a strategy used by two of my ne\"t
informants. A fourth informant retains the same degree of
inclination but uses a wider grid i.e. a larger amplitude for
the pitch movements of the more marked focus.

The corresponding focus manifestations of A1 are more
influenced by the global- contour. The strong focus lies in a
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rising part of the contour r^'íth its highest point in the second
syl-l-ab1e. In contrast, the highest point of the weak focus
occurs in the fÍrst syl-l-abl-e. Correspondingly, the first part of
the strong focus j-s curved upwards and t.hat. of the r^reak focus is
curved downwards. In Bruce's investigration only strong focus
rn¡as taken into account (1977) .
After this description of two di.fferent deformations in focus

let me now pass on to theír communicative functions. The
spontaneous material- has many instances of the stronger focus
manífestation appearing in questions and in different discourse
situations that for the sake of simplicity we may call emphasis
or contrast.

To test this view I conducted a new experiment with different
informants. The nerd speakers, all from Stockholm, were given a
l-ist of questions modeled on questions I had heard in the radio
interviews with a sequence of focussed parts and answers to
these questions with a comparabÌe set of foci. There were also
requests among the test sentences and reassuring answers to
these reguests (not treated here).

Figure 3 shows some examples from this investigation whích
started recentl-y. I have used the beginning of the focussed
¡"¡ords as line-up points for the pitch contours of the focussed
parts. (Tempo varíat.ions and pitch differences outside of focus
have been disregarded.)

The figure supports the content.ion that !^¡e have traces of the
modal function al1 through the focus domain. A steep topline
inclination is used Ín a question raLher than ín a statement.
For this informant the ironic question has the steepest
inclination, but for my other informants the lowest one.

I would like to sum up my observatj-ons about the communicative
functions of focus and the focus domain in the following way. It
expresses weight and bringrs out the l-exical-distinctive
function. It has a grouping and demarcative functíon and as we
have seen in thís paper it can express modalíty and emotion. To
a certain extent this can also be said about the accent domains
but Ít is only in focus that aII the functions cooccur. To
paraphrase a famous definition in segmental phonology: Focus is
a bundle of i-ntonational functions.

Among the functions of intonation we usually also count the
extra linguistÍc ones, e.g. the porn/er of intonation to reflect
dialect. For this function I give priority to the focus domain.
lfhat happens to pitch Ín focus is perhaps the most powerful
tonal diafect marker, the true ostinato of the díalect and the
first feature to be copied in conscious imitation. Scanians
living in Stockholm seem to take after the local ostinato
unconscíously. Conversely the Stockholm ostinato tends to be
suppressed for Stockholm speakers livíng in Skåne for a lengthy
period of time.

The difficulties that my first informant had to produce marked
focus in controlled speech have come into new l-ight thanks to
comments from my new speakers. A sequence with repeated strongly
marked foci does not belong to the Stockholm prestíge díalect.
Rather, it seems to be typical- of a dialect (Ekenssnack) spoken
in some southern areas of Stockholm and something of a prosodic
shibbol-eth.
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Eí9. 2 Focal deformations in different modes
(Interviewer to politician) :

Har du nån ANrNG óm vad man skã-GöRA- för att få ORDNTNG
på det här?
(Question with suspicion) : _
Har du nån ANING om vad man ska GöRA för att få ORÐNING
på det här?

(Pofiticían, assuring): . ... .

.Tag har en ANING om vad. jag ska GÖRA för att få ORDNING

__på det här.
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EASTERN NORWEGIAN AND WESTERN SWEDISH INTONATON IN A COMMON
DESCRIPTIVE FRAMEWORK

Eva Gårding and Per Lindblad

The purpose of this recently started project is to apply a
method of intonation analysis to two neighboring dialects of
two different fanguages which permits a systenatic comparison.
Our material consists of símifar sentencesr pronounced as
statements and echo questions l4¡ith focus in dj-fferent places.

For this presentation we have sefected the statements J{anne
lever bedre ná tManne lives better no$t' (Norwegian) and Manne
Lever bättre nu (Swedish). Figure 1 presents fundamental-
frequency tracings for typical utterances. ü]e sha11 first
comment on the Oslô speaker. The accented words are located in
more or l-ess V-shaped pitch patterns.In focus the tvto accents
can be schematized as follows:

À1

LL
For the analysis we shall make use of the V-shape. Accent 1
(Ä,1) and Accent 2 (A2l are pl-aced in their respective Vrs
accordíng to different rules which give the words their
characterístic tonal patterns. The low point of Al- is in the
middfe of the accented syllable. For A2 the corresponding low
comes .1ater, more precisely at the begrinning of the
postaccented syl-l-abl-e. A difference ín the timing of the accent
contour for the two accents is well documented in the
literature for all Swedish and Norwegian dial-ects. Here we note
in particul-ar that the timing difference is present even at
the fírst high point, which for A1 ís the final high of an
earl-ier accent and for A2 is ín the middle of the accented
vowel. The last High on the other hand, is sinilarly timed for
both accents. Here A2 has caught up with A1 (Gårding and
Lindblad 19731 .

we shall calt this V the focus domain and give it the
representation HLH. Outside of focus we al-so fínd V-forms in
connection with the accented syll-abl-es, which we calf accent
domains. Very often the focus domain contains not only the
focussed word but also a group of foJ-Iowingr unaccented or
deaccented syll-abl-es. The term deaccented means that the word
has lost its lexical accent in the phrase. The internal weight
of the syllables is maintained by duration.

we have severa.I examples of deaccented words subordinated to
a V. In spite of their deformation by larger- scale falls and
rises, their ínherent pitch shapes are stifl- recognizable. This
has interesting psycho-acoustic ímplications suggesting a
constant represenlation at a higher l-eve1. However, in
synthesis these portions of the curve can be generated by
straíght interpolation.

A2
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Fig. 1. Fundamental frequency tracings for typical 0slo and Göteborg
utterances in semitone scale. Arrows show pivotal poìnts. See text.
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Let us now turn to sentence intonation. The focus domain,
which has a larger range than the rest of the contour, is set
off by two pivotal points (the arrows of Fig. 1).These pivotal-
points divide the intonation into smalfer parts of which the
Ìast part expresses modalíty, here statement. To il-lustrate
this, we can enclose the postfocal accents ín a grid. The width
is about one third of the total .range. It is obvious that the
declínation of the grid is determined by the length of the
phrase. In the focus domain the intonation is rising,
acoustically manífested by a rising topline. Before the first
pivotal point the intonation is falling or level. The size of
the obtrusions from the topline refl-ects the degree of
accentuation which is largest in focus.
In the Göteborg dialect the accents are al-so V-formed but the
contours of the accents and positions in the V are different
(see beford and Fig. L).

AI A2

H

L

It is A1 which accounts for the most important difference,
visual- as i"¡el1 as auditive, from Norwegian. As for Norwegian,
the tast focus high is a pívotal point for the intonation. The
final faJ-l expresses statement and the rate of declination is
determined by the length of the phrase. When Mânne is in focus,
our speakers have used two different strategies. Speaker LL
puts Manne into a V of its oi"¡n and deaccentuates Lerzer on a
high plateau. Tr"¡o other ínformants, include fever in the right
branch of the v.

The comparison between the dialects is summarized by the
figrure below. Dots denote tlre Oslo curve.

ST

æ

15

IB

ø
Ø m aæ gn W3 \W tiæ(ms)

The figure shows the sentences in which Lever has been in
focus. The trn¡o utterances which b¡ere similar in overal-l-
duration have been brought to a common length by a linear
change of the tíme scale, The superposition of the pitch
contours demonstrates that the most conspicuous difference
bet!^¡een the dialects can be tied to the manifestation of AL.
HLH marks the focus domain. The accented syl-l-able in Göteborg
is in the l-eft branch of the V (HL) whereas in OsIo it is at
the bottom of the V-shape (LH). .Another consistent feature is
that the focus domain has a rising intonation manifested by a

HH
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rising topline in osfo. Tn our Göteborq material- the situation
is l-ess c1ear.

What is this v, that has been given such an important place
in our description? We regard it as the phonetíc domain of
focus which maÈes it possíble to give precise boundaries to the
focal contour and predict this part of of the intonation curve
from informatíon about focus and accented syllables. For the
phonological domain of focus it would be reasonable to fet it
start e¡ith the focussed word'

In phonetics it is customary to differentiate phonetic and
phonoiogical entitíes. For segmental units and even prosodic
ãnes like accents or tones this is regarded as a natter of
course. ln agreement with this we would like to make a plea for
the importarice of differentiating phonetíc and phonological
domains of prosodic units larger than a syllable. The
distinction made here between the Phonetic and phonological
domain of focus is a case in Point.

Let us end this conparison with some cl-arifications
concerning our earlier $¡ork and also compare with the analyses
of other -researchers. In the analyses that were presented in
the project Swedísh prosody (Bruce and Gårding L9'18) ' sentence
accent was used as a term and concept instead of focus. No
representation for focus domain or phrase was needed since
phiase and sentence coalesced in the material designed to
änalyse íntonation in different prosodic categories of Swedish'
The postfocal high of the Göteborg dialect comparable to the
l-ast high of the focus-V in the present material was then
interpreted as a sentence accent, SA, although the authors hrere
well aware that the accent did not have the characteristic
acoustic qualities of a sentence accent. In the present
terminology it would be call-ed a high pivotal point.

rhorstein Fretheim (1988) calls everythíng that happens from
the accented syl-lable to the foJ-Iowing accent a foot or an
accent group (tonel-agsgrupp) . A sirnifar notion is stress-group
used Uy uina Thorsen (19?8) and Gösta Bruce (1987). The
rhythmic counterpart is denoted speech tact by Eva Strangert'
Frãtheim calls the larger group that afso incfudes proclitic
words an intonation phrase which seems to be a phonological
unit.

with the focus domaín as a parameter it is possible, in this
material at feast, to show thát the toplíne of the focus domain
has a different incfination in questíons than in statements'
Thís is corroborated by material- presented by Bredvad Jensen
(1984) and Gårding (19?9) .

Deaccentuation ñas been found to be much more frequent in the
Stockhotm than in the Skåne dialect. Some dialect specific
tendencies have been presented (Gårding l-964) and compared to
tendencies in Danish (Gårding et aI 1"974). One result of the
comparison of the diafects of Göteborg . and Oslo is that
deaõcentuation of lexical accents is simifar i.e. speaker
dependent and situation dependent rather than dialect
dependent.

i'le are al-so led to surmise Èhat what ín analyses of different
prosodic systems appears under many different names, accent-group, stress grouþ, spreading tones, floating tones and
Árückenakzente' may Ëe thè same phenomenon, i.e. phonologicall-y
deaccentuation or in a tone language neutrafisation of tone,
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hrhich phonetically corresponds to an interpolation betb¡een the
targets that the speaker chooses to accentuate.
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Abstract

A Nordic cooperative project has been started to develop a text-to-speech device
for the Nordii languages.-The development is based on the system-originqlly
created in Stockhõlm. Language specific features have necessitated modifica-
tions of the original structure. For Danish, this primarily involves the inclusion
of a morph basãd "text normalizing component". This paper pres-gnts the con-
struction and function of the system and also discusses some preliminary use of
the device.

Introduction

Speech synthesis has been a major line of research in our two deparünents for
several dêcades. In Sweden, thii effort has resulted in a multiJingual text-to-
speech system (Carlson & Granström, 1986), commercially available through
Iñfolno*-AB. A joint effort within the project "A Nordic text-to-speech,system",
financed by Thé Nordic Committee oñ Disability, is aimed at making this device
available to the handicapped in the Nordic countries.

Although the Nordic languages are mutually intelligible, Dqni¡h poses some
special-problems for a text-tó-speech system because the relation betv/een the
rt*¿*å orthography and proniinciation is rather complicated. To tackle this, we
have includedã 

"iri<iu" 
component in the system that fansforms words into an

idealized normalized orthography. This is accomplished through a

mo¡phological analysis basãdbna set of moderarcþ large morph.lexica. With a
hmited sel of rules,-the result is transformed to a phonetic transcription,
including stress.

In a phonetic rules component, special care has been taken to realize the
p.osðdic structure of Dânish whièh differs considerably from standard Swedish
õr Norwegian. There are also many other differences in structure such as the

ample usJof "stgd", a kind of creaky voice unknown in the other Nordic
lani¡uages but which corresponds roughly to the tonal word accent I in Swedish
and Norwegian.

Morphological analysis and normalization

The inclusion of a normalization component (NC) is a deviation from the
general philosophy of the KTTI system which is rule based. The work done by
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the NC corresponds to the work performed by certain early rules in the rule
components for the other languages. There was a practical and a theoretical
motivation behind the establishment at IPUC of a lexicon based NC for Danish.
The practical reason was that Danish orthography corresponds very badly with
pronunciation and that the number of rules in a rule based conversion system,
and also the degree of arbitrariness of most of such rules, would have been pro-
hibitive. For a more detailed description of'the peculiarities of Danish ortho-
graphy, see Molbaek Hansen (1983). The theorètical reason was that the use of a
morph lexicon should reflect more closely the human process of reading, since
we generally know the morphemes of ou¡ native language and only feel the
necessity of relying on some sort of mental rule system when occasionally we
come across a hitherto unknown word in a text.

The rule language developed at IPUC is of the same SPE type as the one used in
the KTH system, and the rule component of the IPUC system could, therefore,
be translated into the notation of the present system. However, owing to certain
technical differences between the input scanning routines and feature interpret-
ing procedures of the two systems, this üanslation could not be done in a sìmple
rule-by-rule fashion. One difficulty arises from tl-re fact that in the IPUC system
a segment is identifiable exclusively by its feature composition whereas in the
KTH system a segment is identifiable by its symbolic representation. Another
main difference lies in the way a sfring of segments is scanned by a rule. In the

The NC does two things: it supplies tfie correct morphological boundaries, and it
normalizes the spelling of individual morphemes. A few examples illusfrate this:
A word like 'dal' ('valley') is pronounced with a long vowel whereas 'tal'
('number') is pronounced with a short vowel. The NC will identify these words
correctly and output them as DAL and TAL, respectively, thus assigning to them
a notation which is consistent - but not identical - with a phonetic fansCription.
The symbol represents an abshact consonant phoneme which will prevenithe
vowel from being lengthened and the consonant L from receiving il're sød. A
word like 'kvindeemancipationen' ('the emancipation of woment) represents a
more complex case: It is analyzed by the NC as consisting of the morpheme
sequexce 'kvind' (a native root), + 'e' (a native suffix) + 'e' (a latin piefix) +
'*lt'.* 'cip' (latin rogts) + 'at'+ 'ion' (latin suffixes) + 'en' (a native ending),
and it is ouq)ut as: KVINDfmEOfiEffMANCIPATIONfpEON. The symbol-
sequences fm, f-i, ff, and fp represent various morphological boundaries with
different phonological effects. No boundaries are inserted between 'man' and
'cþ' nor between 'at' and 'ion' because such boundaries would not supply any
information relevant to pronunciation. The symbol sequence E0 represents ttré
vowel shwa. A word like 'hund' ('dog') is output as HU6ND. The sequence U6
represents a particular, abstract phoneme which resists an other'trise gèneral
phonological rule of Danish which lowers high vowels before homosyllabic
lqals. Thus, the inventory of distinct symbols which may be ouþut from the
NC is considerably larger than both the number of letters in the aþhabet and the
number of phonemes needed to represent Danish speech. The problems of inte-
grating the NC as such into the system have been few and small, since its ouq)ut,
i.e., the input to the rule system, is of the same type as the orthographic input,
namely a sequence of ASCtr characters.

The phonological rule component
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KTH system, the context is matched left to right, whereas the IPUC system
starts the match at the structure to be changed and then matches the left and the
right contexts. This has necessitated the reformulation of certain IPUC rules.

The phonetics of standard Danish

The vowel system is rich, with ten vowel phonemes /i e e a y Øa,u o r / which
may be either short or long (the difference is phonological).Generally, the long
and short vowels have identical phonetic quality, except for /a(:), o(:), (:)/, and
due to a language specific variation in some of the vowels with the phonetic
context, a total of 18 distinct phonetic vowel qualities must be distinguished:
[i e e æ.a a-o.y ø cR. çcEu o)Þ^] plus I a ].

The co¡sonant system is correspondingly restricted: /p t k b d g f s h v àj m n g I
r/. It differs from the consonantal systems of the closest Germanic neighbours in
the realization of, particularly, the stop series. Firstly, an opposition between /p t
V versus lb d glis found only initially in syllables containing a full vowel (i.e,
not la[). Secondly, the manifestation of the conhast is one of aspiration only.
I.e.., /p t lc/ are unvoiced aspirated, and /b d g/ are unvoiced unaspirated. Both
series are lenes, rather than fortes.

Stress is free and phonemic on the surface, although stress placement can to a
large extent be predicted from the syllabic structure and the moqphology, e.g.,
'biÍigst, bilisr'i'bilisd, bi'lisdl (chéapest, motorist). Phoneticalþ, süe;;'is
signalled mainly through fundamental frequency variation, but (full) vowel
quality and (longer) duration also contribute to the identification of stressed
syllables.

A complication in the phonology and phonetics is the Danish "stfd", a kind of
creaky voice whose occlurence, like stress, is to a large extent predictable, but
on the surface, stÉd versus non-stØd distinguish lvords, like 'Møller, møller'
['møllÂ, 'møl¡] (a proper name, Miller).

Standard Danish intonation can be decomposed into (and synthesized from) the
following components: a text contour, an utterance or sentence contour, which
may be decomposed into a succession of two or more phrase contours, a stress
group pattern, and a stod movement. These arç all speaker controlled. Involun-
tary variations arise due to the intrinsic properties of the segments. These com-
ponents are hierarchically organized so that components of smaller temporal
scope are superposed upon and subordinate to components of larger temporal
scope. Sentence intonation is signalled by the overall global course of the inton-
ation contour, rather than by a special local (final) movement. Ståndard Danish
lacks an obligatory sentence accent, which makes it prosodically rather simpler
than, e.g., Swedish and English, see further Thorsen (1983). The synthesis
incorporates the utterance, sfress group, and stød components, and further adds
certain segment conditioned fundame¡tal frequency variations.

Illustrated in fig. 1 are the parameters and the acoustic ouþut of the utterance
'Hvem har en soster der hedder Kamma?' l'veml 'ho:t en tsøsd,t da heàn
'kamal (.Whose sister is called Kamma). The corresponding transcription in the
text-to-speech system looks like this:
[V'ÄMQH'A::Q nN s'ösnÅz DA3 HEDH,Â2 K'A3MA1].
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The CTH - Speech Database

An inlegrated mullilevel approach

Per Heclelin, Dieter Huber, Per Lindblad'

Chalners- University ol 'l eclutology, Department of hþnnalion TlÌeory
' lJttivcrsity of Cotlrcnbur¿, Depaflnetlt o[ Linguistics

Göleborq, Sweden

INTRODUCTION

The scientifìc purpose of speech databases is
essentìally two-fold: (l) to provide the raw-
material for invesligative speech research, and (2)
to provide the reference-material for sinulative
speech lesearch.

Ideally, the same speech database serves both
purposes simultaneously. In addition to thal, it
should also pernlit systemâtic comparisolr and
exchange of speech data and analysis paraneters
between different databanks both nationally and
internâlionally. To acheive these purposes, three
basic requirements have to be fulfilled:
Standardization at all levels of data collection,
registr¡ìõn, sampling and quantizat¡on, analysis,
transcription, statistical and linguistic evaluation,
database nanagement. etc.
Integration of signal processing. analysis, and
synthesis routines on lhe one hand. and between
different levels of acoustical. statistical ând
linguistic analysis and evaluation on the other.
Adaptability, i.e. tlre speech material once
collected and analysed lo study one aspect of
speech comnìunication (e.g. the phonetic
clìaracteristics of certain speech sounds) should
also be accessible for research on diffelent
aspects (e.g. long-time spectral properties), at

different levels (e.g. prosodic variations), over
different domains (e.g. complete texts), and from
different points of view (i.e. auditory evaluâtion).

There is wide agreement in the speech research
community on tlÌese points, as expressed lately
during the databank meetings at the European
Conference on Speech Technology (held in
Edintrurgh. September I 987). the Swetlish
Phonetics Corference (held in Uppsala, October
1987) and the Meeting of the Association for
Computers and Humanities on Text Encoding
Practices (held in New York, November 1987).
Efforts in the direction of standardization,
integration and adaptability have lately been
reported among others in Itahashi It], Ladefoged

[z]. and Pérennou [:].

APPLICATIONS

There are several applications of speech research
tlrât can share and use a large speech material.
Fol speech coding it is impoltant to have access

to a variety of speakers and speaking conditions
in order to evaluate the performance of a speech

coder. In addition, modern speech coding is often
based on large code-books, for instance for
LPc-vectors. These code-books require very
large training sets involving many speakers for
adequate training. Essentially, the same
code-books can be used in speech recognition for
a raw classifìcation of speech segments. ln this
case, tlìe code-book represents the knowledge
built into the recognizer regarding the mapping
from phonetics to real signals. The purpose of
the codc-book is to split the signal space into
subspâces that can be phonetically labelled. The
validity of such a partitioninS of the signal space,
obviously, depends on the amount, and the
quality, of the speech data available during
training. Future development in both these areas
is expected to strongly rely on the development of
well trained and well balanced code-books, For
speech recognition and synthesis it is vital to have
a data-base for collecting information regarding,
for instance, diphone data or intonation patterns.
The speech material must, for these purposes, be
carefully analysed and lal¡elled from a linguistic,
phonetic and prosodic point of view.

The CTH-SPEECH DATABASE

Our paper describes the approach tâken at
Chalmers University of Technology (Department
of Information Theory) in building up an inte-
grated multilevel sp€ech database for the purpose
of speech research (analysis and synthesis) and
the developnìent of speech coding techniques.

Giv€n the research goals at our department, our
material comprises today isolated speech sounds
(phones ând diphones) as well as short unrelâted
sentences ând coherent texts. f)atâ collection is.
to start with. reslricled lo Suctlish tttrlttirl ttrtrl

read speech. Registrâtion of the speech santples
was carried oul under optimal conditions (sound

insulated, unechoic studio) at the department of
applied acoustics (CTH), using digital recording
equipment (SONY PCM- 1). Speakers were
chosen in an attenpt to minimize possible diâ-
lectal differences (Rikssvenska) and to represent a
high standard of professionality in oral reading
skills (radio journalists, experienced public
speakers). The SAP signal analysis t'outines [4]
are used for LPC, pitclt estimation, inverse
fìltering, etc. Transcription of the entire malerial
is performed interactively in 16 msec frames and
comprises narrow phonetic lranscription at the

acouslical level (i.e. narking not only allophonic
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variation, but even different phases in the
production of various speech sounds) together
with prosodic (âccentuat¡on, inlonation ulrits),
sentence linguistic (constituent structure,
parts-of-speech, frequency ralings) and textual
analysìs (text attribution, pâuse, breathing
patlerils. boundary phenomena).

THE PHONETIC LABELLING

All phonetic labelling is perforned nranually.
Several automatic and semi-automatic methods
have lreen considered and evaluated. With the
aim of high reliability in the transcriptiorìs in
nrind there were no doubts after tlìe evaluation
that manual classifìcation is preferable.

Labelling is nâde in a sound segment donrain. A
sound segment is defined as an event in lhe
acoustic signal. A continuant allophone consists
of one sound segnìenl. A glide has two sound
segments. Stops have 4-.5 sound segments. The
sound segmenls have been chosen to ensure a

close correspondence to the allophonic domain.
The labelling distinguishes 52 allophones. silence
included. The vowel labels are, following Elert's
notation for Swedish: [o:], [a], Ie:1, te], Ia],
[í;], tll, [¿¡:], [r¡], [u:], [e]. ty'1, IY],
lo;1, ¡rt, [€:], [€], [æ:], [æ], Lø;1, ¡rt,
[úe:] ând [æ]. The consonants considered are

tbl, tdl, tdl, tfl, tsl, thl, til, Ikl, tk'1, tll,
ft1. tml, tnl, tn1, [pnl. [p]. trl, t4l, fs1,
tpl. t/1. Ir']. Irl, tfl, tç1, lv]. Finally there
is silence [l ], as a technical member of the
allophone family.

Each of the 120 sound segment labels used is a
part of a careful pronunciation of one of the 52
allophones. Labels are written in technical
notation to faciliate computer handling of labels.
The long vowel [í:] lìas the corresponding sound
segment labels Ill and Il2. Ill is continuant,
whereas Il2 corresponds to the fìnal part in the

lijl pronunciation of /i:/. The stop [pñ] has four
colresponding sound segments, with labels Pll,
Pl2, PI3 and Pl4. Here, Pl2 denotes oclusion,
P13 the burst and Pl4 the aspiration.

The principle of using sound segnlents for the
manual transcription allows considerable
freedom. The method as such does rìot assume or
inply that all realizations of a particular
allophone use the sanre segments. In the actual
labelling, tlìe voice-bar of a [b], i.e. Bl2 can be
omitted wlìenever needed to take one example.

SIGNAL PROCESSING

The standard processing done on all rnaterial is

LPC-analysis and pitch extraction. Whenever
needed, several othef interactive analysis tools are
available, such as spectral analysis of single
frames or spectrograms of several seconds of
speech. For close examination of the glottal

excitation, there is an accurale and autonìatic
inverse fìltering routine.

LPC-analysis is performed using 48 nts
Hamnring windowed segmenls at an update rate
of l6 rns. Adaplive pre-emphasis is employed.
The auto-correlatior âpproach to LPC is used.
This is a fast and robust nlethod that has alnrost
tìo problenìs allached. The resul{ of the
LÞC-analvsis is a l0trì-order LPC-filter. The
coefficienis of the filter can be converted to the
fornlant domain if formant estimates are required
for the nranual labelling.

Considerable effort has been spent on selecting
an accurate and robust pitch extractor for the
pitch analysis, Several differcnt schemes have
been evaluated including time donìain methods
such as the Gold-Rabiner algorithm, auto-
correlation domain methods such as the
SlFT-algoÌithlìr as well as cepstral methods. All
methods tested have proven to generate errors,
typically 95-99 7. of the frames are correctly
handled. Among the prominent problems âre
incorrect voicing decisions and pitch donbling.
For fenrale voices some methods occâsionally give
p¡tch estimates tlìat ale one octave below the true
values. Some methods, such as the Gold-Rabiner
algorithn, are nore noisy in tlte sense lhat pitch
estimâtes have low precision whereas aulo-
correlation methods can rneasure pitch with an
accuracy much better than 0.5 Hz.

The final choice for the pitch extractor is an
extended and inrproved version of the SIFT-
algorithm. The original SIFT approach decinates
the speech signal in order to decrease the
computational burden. As an artefact, accuracy is
lost in the pitch values. The basic SIFT
procedure was augnìented with a final analysis on
the non-decimâted speech signal in a vinicig of
the prelininary pitch value. As a result, high
precìsion pitch estimates were oblained with only
a slight increase in computational complexity.
The sinple and straightforward voicing
discrimination of the SlFT-algorithm was com-
pletely revised. A statistical hypothesis test was
introduced. This âlgorithm uses speech level.
spectral tilt. the nornr¡lizerl ¡renk o[ lhe
auto-correlation function, zero-crossing r¿ìtc. lalc
of pitch change and formant inforrnatìon in order
to form a composite voicing decision. In the
evaluation, the pitch extractor thus designed
outperformed all other methods included in the
tests, in particular as regards voicing errors,

The fìnal result of the pitch extrâction contains
voicing errors with typical error rates in the
interval l-2 Vo, Or, in other words, each sen-
tence typically contains several incorrect voicing
decisions. Manual corrections were made on a
routine basis during the nanual labelling step.
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STATUS

The CTH-Speech Database comprises todây about
2.5 hours of sampled speech data (ca 550.000
l6-msec-frames). Slgnal processlng and sentence
linguistlc/prosodic/textual analysis has been per-
folned for nearly two thirds of this material (ca
320.000 frames = 1.4 hours). Narrow phonetic
transcription has so far been completed for ca
42.000 frames (applox. 1l nrin). Further signal
analysis and linguistic-prosodic-phonetic
transcription is ongoing.
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RECOGNITION OF PROSODIC CATEGORIES IN
SWEDISH: RULE IMPLEMENTATION

David House, Gösta Bruce, and Lars Eriksson
Lund University, Department of Linguistics and Phonetics

Francisco Lacerda
Stockhotm University, Department of Linguistics and Phonetics

INTRODUCTION
This paper represents a status report from an ongoing joint research project

shared by the Phonetics Departments at the Universities of Lund and Stockholm.

The project, "Prosodic Parsing for Swedish Speech Recognition", is sponsored

by the National Swedish Board for Technical Development and is part of the

National Swedish Speech Recognition Effort in Speech Technology. The

primary goal of the project is to develop a method for extracting relevant

prosodic information from a speech signal. We hope to devise a system which

from a speech signal input will provide us with a transcription showing

syllabification of the utterance, categorization of the syllables into STRESSED

and UNSTRESSED, categorization of the stressed syllables into WORD

ACCENTS (ACUTE and GRAVE) and categorization of the word accents into

FOCAL and NON-FOCAL accents. We also hope to be able to identify

JUNCTURE (connective and boundary signals for phrases). We are currently

working with a restricted material of 20 prosodically varied sentences spoken by

two speakers of Stockholm Swedish.

The type and structure of the information to be presented to the recognizer

has been based on a series of mingogram reading experiments (see House, et al.

1987a,1987b). Descriptive rules were then formulated and tested using two non-

expert mingogram readers.

Our scheme for automatic prosodic recognition can be broken down into

three main steps. First, intensity and fundamental frequency are extracted from

the digitized signal. Second, intensity relationships and fundamental frequency

information are used to automatically segment the utterance into "tonal

segments" which ideally correspond to syllabic units. The prosody recognition

ru|es are then applied to these tonal segments giving us prosodic categories as the

output of the system.

AUTOMATIC SEGMENTATION
The automatic segmentation component of the recognition scheme has been

designed using inænsity measurements in much the same way as that described by
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Mertens 1987. Similar algorithms have been described by Mermelstein 1975,
Lea 1980, and Blomberg and Elenius 1985. In short, the algorithm uses

relationships between maximum and minimum values of both filtered and

unfiltered intensity curves to accomplish a broad segmentation. A -3dB threshold

prior to the intensity maximum of each segment is applied to locate the onset of
the vowel for each syllabic nucleus. The end of the tonal segment is marked at the

point where voicing ends prior to the next vowel onset, or if voicing continues,

the end of the tonal segment will coincide with the next vowel onset. These tonal
segments comprise the basic syllabic units for prosodic recognition.

RULE IMPLEMENTATION
Our preliminary strategy has been to reduce the information available to the

recognizer in an attempt to attain the best results with the least possible amount of
information. In this way we hope to isolate the most salient cues and build upon
them to improve our results. It is clear from our descriptive rule testing that
fundamental frequency information is crucial to the recognition of prosodic

categories, especially word and focal accents. Evidence from our rule testing
indicated that an impoÍant area of Fo information is the average Fo level during

the first 30-50 ms after vowel onset. This also corresponds to results from speech

perception experiments (House 1987). Another important area of information
in the rules is the syllable final Fo-level. We therefore decided to assign two Fo

values to each tonal segment, ave{age Fo during the first 30 ms (B) and average

Fo during the last 30 ms of each tonal segment (E). This amounted to a linear
stylization of the tonal contour. In order to test this stylization and see how much
prosodic information is lost, we synthesized both speakers' productions of ten

sentences using LPC synthesis with the stylized tonal contour as the pitch
parameter. In several informal listening tests, the majority of the stylized
sentences could not be distinguished from their original counterparts on the basis

of intonation alone. These results give further strength to our preliminary
method of reducing Fo information.

To incorporate Fo relationships between tonal segments, each segment is

assigned two additional Fo values representing the high (H) and low (L) from the

preceding (stylized) segment. Finally, two more values are assigned to each

segment representing amount of (stylized) Fo change (C) during the segment and

total duration (T) of the tonal segment.

In a first implementation of the rules using these six values, conditions for
three word-accent categories (grave, acute+focal and acute+non-focal) were

formulated based on the descriptive rules and on actual measurements of these
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values from the categories in question in ten test sentences. The conditions are

listed in table 1.

Table L. Rule conditions for three word-accent categories.

Grave
C<-20H2
T>150 ms

B>H-5 Hz
EcL-5 Hz

Acute+focal
C>5llz
T>100 ms
E>H
B>L-5 Hz
(B+E)/2>(H+L)/2

Acute+non-focal
-30IIZ<C<O FIz

T)80 ms

B<I
E<L
B<(H+L)/2

Where B=Fo beginning, E=Fo end, C=Fo change, T=duration of tonal segment,

H=Fo high in preceding tonal segment, L= Fo low in preceding tonal segment.

A recognition routine checks each condition against the six values for each

tonal segment. For each true condition, the segment receives one point for the

category containing the condition. When all conditions are checked, the category

having the most points is assigned to the segment. If two or more categories

receive the same score, the following rule hierarchy applies: grave, acute+focal,

acute+non-focal.
Finally a relative score threshold can be set where ifthe highest relative score

does not reach the threshold, the syllable is assigned the category

UNSTRESSED. If the score reaches the threshold, the category STRESSED is

assigned by implication.

RESULTS
The automatic segmentation algorithm successfully detected 168 of 178 syllabic

nuclei in ten test sentences. Five extra segments were added by the algorithm

rendering a detection score of 92Vo. Four of the five extra segments were caused

by a dental nasal [n] following the vowel. The vowel onset was not as successfrrlly

detected in all cases, especially when the vowel was preceded by a nasal or a

liquid. In these instances the -3dB level often occurred in the middle of the

consonant. The rule conditions for the three prosodic categories, with the

relative score threshold set at 0.75, gave the following results: GRAVE 12

recognized of 13 occurrences, ACUTE+FOCAL 11 of 13, ACUTB+NON-
FOCAL 7 of 10 and STRESSED 34 of 37. The category UNSTRESSED,
however, was recognized in only 39 cases of 82 occurrences. In most cases, the

missed unstressed syllables were categorized as ACUTE+NON-FOCAL.
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DISCUSSION
Our preliminary results from the segmentation algorithm are promising as is the

success of the rule implementation in separating the three accent categories

tested. The major problem is of course that half the unstressed syllables are still
categorized as stressed. To a certain extent, this reflects the results of the expert

reader who identified 1007o of the stressed syllables but only 73Vo of the

unstressed. We hope to improve the results by using a seventh value representing

the vowel duration of each tonal segment. It might also prove useful to replace

the value for tonal-segment duration with a value representing duration from
vowel onset to vowel onset. These new values will be more useful if we can

improve detection of vowel onset locations. We are currently investigating the

use of intensity curves from different filter bands as an aid to vowel onset

identification.
Other problems such as identifying juncture cues and separating these cues

from word-accent cues may necessitate the use of additional values for each tonal

segment. For example, maximum and minimum Fo values could be added. Our

recognition scheme will enable us to test these changes as well as further
additions to the rules.
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Laryngealization as a Boundary Cue in Read Speech

Dieter Huber

Chaltncrs Univers¡ty of I-echnology,
LLtld Utúversíty,

D(pailtllent of ltt[ornntion Theory, Götebory
D e parttrerrt of Li n gui st i cs

The function of laryngealization as a potential
boundary cue at sentence, paragraph, and turn
junclrrres has l¡een noted by several researchers

It],[2],[4].[5]. In these studies, laryngealization is

mostly treated as an either'-or-phenomenon that
occurs as a conìplenìentary feahrre together with
otlìer, nìore prominent boündary cues (pânse,
pre-boundary lengthening, phonologlcal blocking,
non-level intonation) to mark an extra degree of
lrorizontal break. No differentiation between
kinds of laryngealization has been suggesled in
the literature, and related tenìls suclì as creak.
creaky voice, glotfal fry, and glottalization are
usually enrployed indiscrinlinately and iu an
synonymous way.

In a sludy of lext intonation in Swedish [:] four
different patterns of laryngealization were
observed to occur consistently ât different kinds
of junctures. These patterns are examplified in
fìgure l, and will be denoted in the following as
creaky voica, creak, diplophonic phonatiotl, a¡d
glollalízal¡otr,

Ditloplonia

til!

Figufe I Pailerns (ìl' lary¡gealization ¡n thc Ìea(ling of
coherent texts lry lorrr Swetlish sulrjects.

Creaky voice and creak occurred predorninantly
ât ple-boundary (utterance fìnal), and glottali-
zation exclusively at post-boundary (utterance
initial) locations. Diplophonic phonation. i.e.
alternations behveen stroug and weak glottal
excitations, were observed both al utterance
intefnal and utterance finâl junct[res.

Allhough each of the four speakers participating
in this study (2 female, 2 male; 2 radio
journalists, 2 experienced public speakers) used
each of the four rnodes of laryngealization at

sonìe time or another duling the text readillg
sessions (3 texts: I nanative. I descriptive. I
afgurnentafivel conrplising a total of 2610
rurrning words), there are cleâr indications irì orrr
dâta for sorne kind of preference patterning both
with respec( to speaker variability and kind of
boundary.

Inter-speaker Yarlîbility
It appears fronr these data (l) that both fenrale
speakers make nrore frequent use of laryngeali-
zation as â boundary nrarket thân their mâle
counterl)arts, and (2) that creak and diplophonic
phonation are lhe two nrodes that were preferred
by our female subjects, while the two men (in as

much as they use laryngealization at all)
apparently prefer creaky voice. The use of
glottalization at post-boundary positions does not
appear to differ significantly between our urâle
and female speakers.

Boundary locations
The correlatiorìs of different patterns of
laryngealization with different kinds (and/or
degrees) of textuâI, sentential and prosodic
juncttrres (paragraph, sentence, clause, phrase,
coostituent, intonâtion unit, declination resetting,
speech inhalation pâuse) indicate the following
general tendencies:
Creak appears to be closely associated with
intonat¡on ùnit boundaries lhat are not marked by
a low lerminal Fo contour.
Creaky voice was found predonrinantly at
inlonalion unit offsets with a low ternrinal Fo
contour.
Diplophonic phonation occurred either at
intonation unit offsets with a low ternìinal Fo
colrtour (female), or in utterance internal
positions at word junctures between âdincent
voiced (mostlv vowel) sounds. At intotlation ollset
locations, diplophonic phonation occurred
together with other vocal fealures (e.9.
breathiness) ol in the tlansitiou before a pe[iod
of aperiodicity and/or devo¡cing.
Glottalization was most often used to mârk
sentence intelnal clause l¡oundaries. irrespectiYe
of whether lhey coincided with the onset of a new
intonation unit or not.

It thus âppears that creaky voice, creak and
glottalizatiÕn serve as genuine boundary cues. the
use of which varies between different speakers.
Diplophonic phonation, on the oth€r hand,
occurs predom¡nantly in our material as a
trânsition phenomenon between adjacent

Cr6k
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coarticulated voiced speech sounds and might
thus be a consequence of source-trâct inleraction
rather than an independently controlled laryngeal
gesture used as a boundary cue.
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CLINICAL USE OF NASAL AIRFLOI¡J IN ASSESSMENT OF THE VELOPHARYNGEAL lvlECHANISM

Birgit Hutters, Inst. of General and Applied Linguistics, Univ, of Copenhagen

Kirsten Brøndsted Cleft Palate Departm",Inst, for Speech Disorders,Hellerup

l,lhen inappropriate in degree or timìng, coupling between the nasal

cavity and the rest of the vocal tract may result in two related symptoms,

namely nasality and nasal emission of air. Nasality refers to the altered

resonance of voiced sounds caused by the inclusion of the nasal resonance

system, while nasal emission of air refers to the escape of air via the na-

sal route durìng speech sounds produced with a velopharyngeal leakage. Nasa-

ìity and nasal emission of air are central concerns in cases of veìopharyn-

geal insufficiency. The clinical routine assessment js - in Denmark at
ieast - normally based on: 1) the perceptual impression of speech, 2) oral

mirrorinspection, and 3) various traditjonal tests. However, important li-
mitations are jnherent in these methods: re i) the relationship between the

perceptual judgment of speech produced by speakers suffering from inadequate

velopharyngeal function and its physiologÍca1 causes is very compìex, and

re 2) and 3) the traditional examination procedure and tests can onìy be

applìed to non-natural speech - typically iiolated sustained speech sounds -

or to non-speech tasks, and there is general agreement that these conditions

are poor indications of velopharyngeai behavioulin natural speech.

Thus, there is obviously a need for supplementary methods, which more

directly inform about the behaviour of the velopharyngeal mechanism in (qua-

si-) natural speech. There are various possibilities, but most of them are

not practicable as tools in the clinical routine assessment due to a compli-

cated appljcation procedure and/or because they are very expensive' One pos-

sibility, however, is registration of nasal airflow in order to detect and

quantify nasal emission of air. Unfortunately, the relationship between the

amount of nasal airflow and the degree of opening at the velopharyngeal port

is not simple, since the amount of flow depends not only on the magnitude of
the opening but on the behaviour of the whole speech apparatus - including

the respiratory mechanisn. This is a very important point when we deal with
cleft-palate speakers, as they very often exhibit a deviant glotta1, sub-

glottal, and supraglottal behaviour, when they attempt to camouflage or com-

pensate for thejr speech handicap. Therefore, in order to control these

other factors, oral aìrflow and oral pressure should be recorded simultane-

ously wìth nasal airflow, if it were not for the compìicated recording pro-

cedure. Thus, the question is whether nasal airflow - as a single measure -
can be a useful tool in the assessment of the veìopharyngeaì nechanism in

determinìng the choice of treatment and ìn the subsequent evaluation of this
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treatment.

Nasal airflow may be monitored by varÌous instruments based on diffe-
rent principles,but irespective of principle, the requirements to an opti-
mal flow meter are the following: linear registration, good frequency res-
ponse, separation of expiratory and insplratory airflow, non-sensitivity to
local tubulence, independence of temperature, and a stable zero-level. The

Cleft Palate Department at the Institute of Speech Dîsorders in Hellerup
(abbr. CPD) possesses an Exeter Nasal Anemometer. However, this .instrument

fulfil none of these requirements, since it is based on the sìmplest version
of the hot-wire princr'ple. But i.t is a cheap and handy litile box, which are
important qualfties seen from a cìinical poiìnt of view.

In order to answer the question whether nasal airfiow - wìth special
reference to the Exeter Anemometer - can be a useful tool .in the assessment

of the velopharyngeal mechanism, wer have - at present - recorded and ana-
'lysed nasal airflow from l) l6 Danish speakers suffering from velopharyngeal
insufficiency and from 2) a normal group comprising l0 speakers. The speech

signal has also been recorded. All speakers have been exanined by an ENT-

doctor and by a speech therapist. For practical reasons, .it has not been

possible to match the two groups. For the patient's sake and due to the l.i-
mited time available for the recordings, the test material is minimized to
consist of l) isolated, sustained speech sounds Ii o u s m] and 2) the words

'pige' (girl), 'side'/'sure' (side/acíd), 'lampe' (Lørp) said in the frame

sentence 'jeg siger .,. i dag' (I'"oA .., ta-daa\. The isolated oral speech

sounds were included for comparison with other investigations published .in

the literature - all dealing with non-Danish speakers - and with the normal

routine examinations based on these same sounds. The Exeter Anemometer is
delivered with a standard cajibration curve, which seems to be only rough-
1y reliable. Therefore, Im] was included as a relative reference in case
the calibration should prove to be useless. The test words include a stop
consonant, a sibilant, and a stop fo1ìowing a nasal consonant, as these
sound categories are the most sensitive to velopharyngeal insufficiency. The

test material was recorded several times for each speaker in order to ob-
serve the variation in airflow from token to token, which is supposed to be

a powerfuì cue in the assessment of the velopharyngeal mechanism.

The recordings were made at the CPD by a speech therapist. As she has

access only to an AM-tape recorder, two FM-tape adapters have been construc-
ted by S.E. Lystlund and P. Dømler at the phonetics laboratory - one for
the recording at the CpD, and one for the reproduction at the phonetics la-
boratory, where LP-filtered nasa1 airflow traces and standard curves for
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segmentation are made. At the time being, the data processing is performed

'by hand' .

The figures below present nasal airflow traces obtained from two normal

speakers (to the left) and from two patients (to the right) showing the inter-
speaker variation within the two gt"oups. As exPected, the normal speakers in

most cases show no nasal airflow durìng oral sequences as illustrated in

fì9.ì. 0n1y with low vowels - as it appears from lsl - more than a third of

the normal speakers produce nasal airflow, and the amount of flow is of the

same order of magnitude as seen in the patients. However, some normal spea-

kers produce a small amount of nasal airflow during sequences containing only

non-low oral vowels and obstruents, which is exemplified in fig.2.
As for the patìents, the airflow may be considerable and may show a

pattern which tends to be simí'lar to the pattern of intraoral pressure pro-

duced by normal speakers as shown in fig.4. In these patìents the nasal air-
flow pattern reflects mainly the supraglottaì articulation due to a very

poor velopharyngeal function. lllith other patients the amount of airflow is
smaller and does not show this 'pressure'pattern, which indicates a better
velopharyngeal function - provided that it is not due to a compensatory or

camouflaging articulation. The patient presented in fig,5 shows only a small

amount of nasal airflow, which does not deviate very much from the normal

speaker seen in fì9,2. However, other parts of the material obtained from

this patient show a considerable degree of airflow and an appreciable incon-

sistency from token to token, which reveals an inconsistent velopharyngeal

mechanism. This is exempìified in fì9.6, which should be compared to fig.3
showing the same normal speaker as in fig.2. Finally, patients may show air-
flow traces more normal in the isolated sounds than in the sentences - or

vice versa - which also indicates an instable velopharyngeal function.

This kind of observations leads us to conclude that nasal airflow can

distinguish speakers with velopharyngeaì insufficiency from normal speakers'

and it can serve to differentiate faìr, poor, and very poor velopharyngeal

mechanisms. Thus, nasal airflow - as a single measure - is a useful tool in

the assessment of the velopharyngeal mechanism. But it should be emphasized

that the patient's speech always has to be controlled in order to prevent

misinterpretation of the airflow traces. Further, with the Exeter Anemometer

one has to take into account especially its poor frequency responce and the

non-separation of in- and expiratory airfìow.
It was mentioned above that the Exeter Anemometer is a cheap and handy

instrument. However, to produce airflow curves and curves of the speech sig-
nal involves quite a number of expensive accessory instruments, which are
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normally not available to speech therapists, and thus, the Exeter Anemometer

can no longer be considered a cheap and handy tool. In all fairness it should

l¡e ntenlione<j LhaL a more advanced - and a more expens'ir¿e - vefslon of the

Exeter flowrneter is available. l¡lith this version the signais are recorded on

a small cassette, which can be mailed to a processing centre in England, and

from the centre the speech therapist receives a dual-trace chart containing
speech and airflow signals (which, howver, do not seem very informative to
us). t^le are convr'nced that establishlng a Nordic centre for signal process-
ing, comprlìsing all kind of signals which nay be relevant for the clìnical
assessment, would be received with open arrns.

NORMAL SPEAKERS PATI ENTS

'ì /mi n 'ì /mi n

fig.l t0 fì9.4
10

'Jes s jser 9-j--99 i

l/min

'jeg sige!" p i ge i d a g'

ì/min fig.3
l0

a g'

20

'10
f is.2

fig.3

'jegsiger p igeida9'.

'I /njn

Jegsiger p ige i dag'
Þñ'

t/nin fig.6
l0

20

't0

'jeg siger I a m pe í d a g'
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À FOR!4A¡T_BÀSED I1IODEL FOR PREDICTING PERCEPTTJAL DISTÀÀ¡CES
BEI'I{EEN SW ED I SH STOPS

Diana Krull
Institute of Linguistics
University of Stockholm

This paper constitutes a part of a larger investigation (Krul-l-, 1988)
whose aim is to evaÌuate thê capacity of different perception mode.Ls to
predict Listeners' responses. Such models are needed especially in
autornatic speech recognition.

The investigation is based on the notion of a perceptual space where
distances are inversely related to perceptual similarity, that is, the
shorter the distance' the greater the similarity. The perceptual
distances should be predictable, given acoustic data and a good
perception model.

To oblain a quantitative measure of the perceptual (dis)similarity,
listening tests were performed using fragments of nonsense words of the
form V1C:V2 where v=[,e,a,3,U] and C=[b'd,q,g] The tapes with the
st.imuli-werõ presented to 20 listeners whose task was to try to identify
the consonant. Thè greatest number of confusions hrere obtained using
stimìlfus fragments of 26ms beginning at the moment of consonant releâse.
The resuLts were accounted for in 25 confusion matricesr one for each
vowel context. Three examples of the matrices are shown in Fig.l¿ for a
compfete set of matrices see Krull (1987¡ l9g8). The confusions
displayed a reguJ.ar patlern which was cJ.ear1y dependent on the vowel
contextr especialJ.y the foJ.Iowing vowel. For example¡ /g/ before a front
vcr¡ef was often confused wi.th a dental- or a retroflex but seldom with a
Iabialr when foÌ1owed by a back vowelr however, /g/ was often confused
with a 1abia1 but almost never with a dentaL or retrofLex. The
perceptual distance is thus short betvreen velar and denta.L in front
vor'¡el context and long between ve.Iar and labial. fn back vowel context
the reverse is true.

I-I a-a 1t-1-t

bdqs bdqs bdqs
b
d
q

I

93

25

58

97

3

28

/r0

3

2

41

2

2

5

2

9B

1 5

1 5

1 5

2

B3

23

78

2

2

63

5

l
85

23

37

5

59

30

5

t7

't3
30

5

Fig. J. Three examples of confusion matrices
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The l-isteners'confusions vrere now plotted as a function of the
calculated distances. The resulting plot contained much noise in the
form of ovcr and undcreotimations of perceptual confusions. Part of
these were due to asymmetries in the listeners' responses - the same
calcuLated distance would thus be related to different percent
confusions, as for example in the case of b-"9 and g+b in the /ugu/
stimulus (see Fig.l). An analysis of the asymmetries showed that they
were dependent on the acute-grave dimension of the folLowing vowel in a
regul-ar way and consequent.J.y predictabl-e. The listeners'answers were
therefore temporarily symmetrized by calculating tlÞ mean vafues of the
confusions in the two directions, Second1y, there were differences in
the formant-based distances depending on the foJ.lowing vowel: aIL
distances were relatively short before front vowelsf and longer before
back vowels. ALsor the cafcufated regression lines for percent
confusions as a function of acoustic distance had a steeper slope with
st.inn:ti with front v2 than \^rith back V2. Thirdly, in calculating
distanceq reference vãLues with the same Vr as the stimuLus were used.
Listeners may not have recognized t.he voweL a'nd may have used references
with another - for example neutral- - vowel context.

Regression analyses were performed taking alL these aspects into
account. The calculations were performed separately for each of the
three groups: stimuli with a front voweL, /a/ and back vowel as V2. Àn
additional- listening test was performed, showing that V2 coul-d not
always be recognized, especialJ-yr back vowel-s after i dental- or
retrofLex stop rrere perceived as front or neutraL vowefs Experimenting
wíth different reference val.ues showed that those with yr=/a/ gave thle
best correÌation to perceptual confusions except for labial and velar
stinn:li with back v2 r{¡here the vowel could be clearly recognized. In
these cases references with the same V2 as the stimulus were used.

The results now showed that for stimuli \,rith V2=/i,e/ or /a/ lhe
confusions diminished with distanèe up to about 2 Bark and remained
unaffected by further j.ncreasing distance. With back V2 loor large
distances gave few confusions, Hok¡ever, there were several labial-velar
pairs which were rel-ativeJ.y seLdom confused in spite of a short distance
between them - listeners must have used some additional cue(s). A
possible cue in this case was the Ìength of the noise segment after
consonant rel-ease¡ it is known to be long for velars stops and short for
l-abials. the noise burst was therefore measured for aLl stimuli and the
dj.fferences in its Iength between stímuÌus and reference were
cal.culated. Thereafterr these differences were incl-uded in the distance
measure using the equation

om1, 
1=P { (w a*of i, ¡ )P+(w2*Db1, ¡ )P

Es. ( 3)

where Dm is the modífied distance, Df the formant based distance and Db
the difference in burst lengthr i and j different stimufi, w1 and w2
different weighting factors and p a variabfe. In this cêsêr vr1=l.O¡
w2=.1 and p=2 gave the best resuLts. (That means that 10ms was given
ab-out the same perceptual weiqht as J Bark.)

This new distance measure gave markedly better correlations between
acoustic distance and percent confusions for stimuli with back V2l and a
slight improvement for the other stimufi (rig.3).
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What acoustic properties correspond to these perceptual distances? I
found a possibJ.e exampJ.e of such properties in Fant (J-973) where F2 and
F" at cv-boundaries were plotted against each other, C in this case was
/t,d,g/ fol-towed by nine different Vowêlsr the syllabJ.es were read by a
mafe Swedísh speaker. The F2-F1 points for /g/¡ for example¡ \"rere near
those of dentãls and retr-ofl-exes in fronL voweL contextr and near
Iabials in back vowel context. A corresponding plot wilh the materiaL of
the present investigation showed simiLar acoustic distances (rig.2).
Ho"Jeverf the overlap between F2-F3 points for dental, and retroflex
consonants appeared to be too great in relation to the confusions
between these two places of articulationr therefore F4 was added - the
frequency of this formanl constitutes an important difference between
the dentaL and the retroflex place of articulation. The formant
frequencies had been measured in Hertz. In order t.o get distances better
corresponding to what is recej.ved by the human earr the frequencies were
first converted to Barkr usi.ng Lhe equation from Traunmü11er(f983)

z=Q6.al-*f/ (I960+f ) )-.53 Eq. ( l)

where f is the frequency in Hz and z the value in Bark corresponding to
that frequency. Thereafterr the Euclidean distânces in the three-
dinensional formant space were calcul.ated according lo the equation

D= (A 12)2+(a 13)2+( a tlz+)2 Es. ( 2)

where Fr] is the critical band rate in Bark of the n-th formant.
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Fig.2 F2 and F3 at the cv-boundary.
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Vr=cv

Bark12345 12345

Fig.3 Percent confusions as a function of calculated distances based
on formanÈ frequencíes in combinatíon with differences in burst length
(eark').

Finalìy, the asymmetries in the fisteners'confusions were caLculatêd
using formant values (eark) at the Cv-boundary and in the middle of v2
as predictors (see KruIl¡ 1988 p.108 for details), and percent
confusions for each stimulus was predicted. The correfation coefficíent
betvreen the predicted and observed percent confusions was r=.85. The
predictions were ca.Icufated separately for the V2 contexts fronl, /a/
and back. Normalizing the V2-dependent differences in the formant-based
distances (Krul1,1988, p.9ff) made it possible to calcuLate percent
confusions afso for aL.I voweL cÒntexts together, which resulted in about
the same correlation between the predicted and observed vaLuesr r=.86.

The formant-based model- is an improvement compared to the spectrum-based
one described in Krull (1987). Now percent confusions can be predicted
not only for mean vafues for each V2-context but also for single
stirn:li. In particular, the asymmetries Ìn the fisteners' answers can be
predicted. It is a.Iso more satisfactory to be able to perform the
cal.cul-ations for stimuli with all vowef contexts together.
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Presentation of a Method for Comparlng Chíld
and Adult Phonological Forms

Ingrld Landberg and Llselotte Roug
Department of Llnguistics
University of Stockholm

rn thls lnternational proJect we need crlteria 1n
common wlth the other groups to declde what shal1 be counted
as a word. This is a presentatlon of a procedure for
determlnatlon of words prepared by Dr. Marllyn Vlhman at
Stanford University and Dr. Lorraine Mccune at Rutgers
University. In the Swedish branch of the proJect we have
used this procedure wlth certaln nodlficatlons.

In thls project we concentrate on early words based
upon adult forms, i.e. we do not conslder 'protowords'. rn
early chilcl Ìanguage there is on one hand phonetlc forms
mirroring an attempt to produce an adult form withln the
constrictlons of chiJ-d language reduction rul-es and
phonologlcal processes such as frontlng, stopplng, gliding,
and consonant/vowel-harmony , on the other hand there ls an
intentional use of this phonetÍc form ln due context,
submltted to semantic rules of chlld langnrage.

The adul-t wordform may be nomlnal as well as
onomatopoetic, lllustratlng anlmal and vehlcle sounds or
eating. There are two baslc criterla whlch shouLd be met by
the child form. one ls that the utterance of the chll-d must
have a minimal phonologlcal slmllarlty to the adult form. ey
minimal- phonological simllarity we mean at least a two
segment match. The words must have been used ln a plausible
context related to an event or obJect.

If these functlonal and phonoÌog1cal condltl-ons are
met, the utterance achieves the status of a 'lvord candidate'
and wiII be submitted to a thorough examlnatlon before the
final declsion regardlng word status 1s taken.

After an evaluation lncludíng a very strlct
phonologlcal scoring procedure as well as observations and
estinations of determinative context and other evldential-
factors such as frequency of use and stablllty of form and
context the word status of the utterance ls settled. This
procedure is described by Tabl-e I.

Table r

BÀSIC CRTTERIA

Plausible form? Plausible context?

WORD CANDIDÀTE

FORM
Exact match
CompJ-ex match
Prosodlc match

CONTEXT
Determinative context
Identificatlon by the mother

ÀDDITIONAL EVTDENCE
Frequent use in and/across sesslons
Stablllty in context and form

WORD
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Concerning phonological matching there are forms thatercner snow an exact match to the adult form or a complexmatch, 1.e. more than the mlnlnum two segments of the ããu1tform. There are also for¡ns that show a piosodlc matctr in-fundamental frequency or volce gua1lty.
expllcit scoring-procedure is set for phonologlcalmatching, _where bonus is giien for agreement wfth tirè---'correspondlng adult form-and penaÌty-for certain deviances,could they not be related to ðommon'processes of chlldlanguage.rn that case they wtl1 be aãcepted wftñoùË---penalty.

lûe find ln this elaborate scoring system asympathetlc alm at credlting every refléction or-trre adultform on segmentaJ_, syllabicl or plosodlc fevã:_.-Th;- ----
fg1!a19nfaf princlplé is that eaèh seg,mentar agreàment oreach feature that ls not expressed elÃewhere rñ trlã-ãiriiaform should be credited wltir one bonus point. oemands õi-agreement, however, are heavler between-consonants thanbetween voweLs. vo$rers are allowed to deviate ã"ã-rãätü"along the parameters- high,/mld,zlow, front,/centrafT¡ããÈ,--
rounded,/unrounded, whllé consonanls should have fuif '
agreement to get bonus, except for the featurevolced/voiceless and the feature pl_ace for sibllants.Àdditlonally scores are given for'devr-ant 

""g*-"[;-*úere youcan trace a common phonologlcal process as a cause for thedeviation. Bonus is-given ã1so fðr langmage-speciflc traitsof English. such as oif-g1lde and vowel-Leñgthi
_, On the syllablc level agreement in fhonotactlcstructure- 1s given bonus. Since it is beli-eved thatqost-tonal syllables in pory-syltabic words are àtrflcutt

I:I.tlg ghlld.to perceivè, ône'bonus polnr is sivÃñ-[ã---syLrabtes that foll_ow. the post_tonal Ëy]lable,-irrespectiveof numbers, provided there'are post-toña:- syfíaË:_;-ñ-tñ.adult form. on the prosodlc 1eväl bonus vili-Ë-õr;"n--rã,pltch and,/or volce quality rnatchlng the adult foim.
-^ _ , fplplty score wltl be. given-for added segments andror substitutions that cannot be understoocl as ã product of
î?iT9l phonologÍcal processes in chl1d 1anguage. ñi,ã-fiããvierdemand on agreement of consonants than of vowðls is partlydue.to.lhe greater difflculty in reachlrrq u"."piuÈi"-----rel1abilily_ inter transcribe-rs when dealíng wfiñ-vãwefs.Àdded syllable including a 'true' consonanÉ wílr ¡e sããreotwo penalty points, while added syllable withoui ;irùã;--
consonant will be scored one penalty point. t"tismatcñ-inunstressed voweL wllt fgnggr õne peñaity poin[. sãt.."-turerrors- 1n pre-tonlc sy11ab1es as ñeII as in unstreõsedsyllabJ-es are disregaided.

To appl_y a scoring system 1lke this is somewhatproblematfc. rt rs r¡ard_to -guarantee that yãu ñãüè'-äððo"nteafor aL1 factors lncr.uded. oñe major probleñr is to ¿ãèiãã--onwhat_leveI, phonetical or phonológicãt,tne adult f;ñ;--
snouJ_cl be represented, whether on phonetic or phonolooic
rever-. one form representing a plausible articütation"miqht
snow a great varlatlon on account of reduction degree,spgggh rate, focus etc. By all means the transciiËi"-áfchild forms are more narröw than the correspondln'grepresentation of the adult form.

The results from the other groups will show to what
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extent the scoring system has been ailaptecl to the dlfferent
languages in the stuity. The Swedlsh group has proposed the
following modlflcatlons for the Sweclish data: Bonus scores
should bé rendered for vowel and consonant matching length,
for matchlng accent Ir, and for correct number of
sy11ables

¡¡e do not consider vowel off-glide bonus relevant for
Central Standard Swedlsh. Nor do we use the classiflcation
pretonal, tonal and post-tona1 syllable as references for
scorlng slnce the reductlon rul-es and stress rules of
.nmerlcán Engtlsh are slgnlflcantly dlfferent from those of
Swecllsh.
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Phonetic reality of the mora in Eskimo

Yasuko Nagano-Madsen
Department of Linguistics and Phonetics

University of Lund

Introduction
Based on the results. of a pilot stud¡r, this paper discusses to what
extent such an abstracf unit as "mora" is realized phonetically in West
Greenlandic Eskimo (henceforth WGE). The mora is generally defined
as a unit of timing that takes approximately the same length of time
(e.g. Ladefoged 1975, p.224). Heavy syllables like CVV and CVC may
be regarded as consisting of two moras, CV-V and CV-C, respectively.

Pitch patterns of WGE words
The relevance of such a unit as the mora for the description of WGE
has been most convincingly demonstrated in relation to pitch patterns.
According to Rischel (1974, p.79), "phrase final neutral intonation
contour high-low-high" is placed on the last three vowel moras rather
than on the last three syllables.

Examples

ataatãa
('his father')

anaana
('mother')

ataâtî
(father')

but

Examples of the pitch curves are shown in Fig. l. Note that in all the

words, pitch movements of the last three moras are very much alike
when they are lined up at the end point. An important observation is
that the pitch change takes place at mora boundaries and not at

syllable boundaries. For example, in @4, the most notable pitch
change (rise) occurs in the last [na] starting from the onset of the

consonant. Similar pitch movement is observable in the last [ta] for
ataata though the earlier part is masked by the voiceless consonant'
In the word ataataa, however, this pitch rìse occurs only in the latter
part of the last syllabl.e, ltaal. 'We assumç that this poltion that has the

iise movement correspods to the last mora [a]. Similar observations
were made for the phrase internal intonation where the last mora,
rather than syllable, has a pitch fall- The relevance of the point of
pitch change for the perception of accent categories is discussed
èlsewhere in more general perspective (Nagano-Madsen and Eriksson

forthcoming)
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Durational patterns of WGE words
It is then reasonable to assume that the mora also plays a role in
determining the durational pattern of WGE words. Since the mora is
defined as a constant time unit regardless of its segmental
composition, we expect that the duration of a word can be captured, at

least as a first approximation, in terms of the number of moras it
contains. The following short experiment was designed in order to test

this hypothesis.
Four phonological words made up of a nominative stem 'ataata

(=father)' plus different affixes were prepared. They have an
increasing number of moras and also contain various types of mora
(i.e. CV, V, or C). They are all real words. A female subject read the
list of words twelve times with the same intonation at moderate
speaking rate. The durations of individual segments as well as of the
whole word were measured from mingograms. The result is shown
below:

word number of mora ratio

1.
,
J.
4.

ataatî
ataataa
ataataata
atîatatta

duration
in ms (S.D.)
675 (31.0)

-833 (35.7)
997 (41.9)
978 (37.0)

4.0
5.0
6.0
5.9

4
5
6
6

In no. 2 one mora [a] is added, in nos. 3 a¡d 4, two moras (a-ta or t-
ta) are added. The mean duration of the word ataata was 675 ms.
When one mora was added, it increased by 158 ms. When two moras
were added, it increased either by 322 ms (no. 3) or by 303 ms (no. 4).
Two observations were made. First, each additional mora increased
the total word duration by roughly the same amount (152-161 ms).
This is in contrast to languages with lexical stress such as English and
Swedish that tend to keep the duration of a word relatively constant
by adjusting the duration of a stressed vowel systematically when
more and more unstressed syllables are added (Lehiste 1972, Klatt
1973, Lindblom and Rapp 1974, Port 1981). As there is no lexical
stress in WGE, the duration of each segment in ataata. except for the
last [ta] that is affected by prepausal position, stays basically rhe same
for all four words.

Second, whether the mora is a CV, a vowel V, or a consonant C does
not affect the duration of mora much. However there is evidence from
the data above that a consonant mora C is slightly shorter than the
other types of mora (cf. no. 4). This is in agreement with the figures
obtaind for the single-geminated ratios of this language. Geminated
vowels have a higher ratio than consonants exceeding sometimes well
over three times the length of a single one (Nagano-Madsen
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forthcoming) while that of geminated consonants generally ranges
between 2-3 that of a single one (Mase and Rischel 1971).

These points become clearer when the duration of each word is
expressed in ratios with reference to the duration assigned to one
mora. The total of the mean durations (3483 ms) was divided by the
total number of moras contained in the material (21). We get 165 ms
by this method and assume that it represents one mora at this
speaking rate. The duration of each word was then simply divided by
this figure. The ratio shows such a good correspondence to the
number of moras that one can roughly predict the number of moras in
a given duration, at least for the kind of material used here. Note that
the regularity observed can only be captured in terms of constant
temporal units (moras) and not in terms of segments or syllables.
From a given duration, we can neither tell the number of segments nor
the number of syllables it contains.

A syllable, defined in a traditional way, does not seem to play a
significant role in determining the durational pattern for this language.
Both nos. I and 2 consist of three syllables but their durations are
very different. There is, however, an indication that a syllable is a
relevant articulatory unit for this language as well since the duration
of the last [t] in ataata was very similar in the first and second words
when it occured in prepausal syllable but much shorter in the third
and fourth words.

The kind of regular mora-timing observed above was found not to
exist to the same extent in a connected discourse (Nagano-Madsen
forthcoming) but this is not contradictory to the perceptual impression
since WGE sounds more mora-timed when spoken slowly. Likewise a
strong version of mora, e.g. that each mora in WGE tends to be constant
regardless of its inherent segment duration, was refuted (Nagano-
Madsen 1983). At this point then, I am inclined to think that the
reality of mora in the temporal dimension comes most strongly from
the manifestation of the so-called single-geminated dichotomy
discussed above. Since WGE is a typical quantity language in which
most segments have this dimension of contrast, they are carefully
manifested. Further study is needed in order to confirm some of the
points made in this paper.
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The research presented in this paper is part of a longitudinal project
where groups of language disordered and normally speaking children
are studied with the aim of identifying the linguistic abilities that
are most important, or even indispensable, for learning to read and
write. The pioject started four years ago when the chi[dren were six
years old, ile.'one year before ihey stãrted school. Beside testings in
iné pre-sônool, testíngs were also'done in the first and third giades
and 

'a 
follow-up is planned in grade four

ln the discussion of reading and writing acquisition and subsequent
problems, a lot of interest has been shown in recent years for the
iole of linguistic, or more precisely phonological, awareness and for
the relatio-n of 'phoneme 

áwarene'ss' to reaTing and writing. Some
researchers regard phonemic awareness as a prerequisite for learning
to read and write, while others regard it as an effect of reading and
writing acquisition. Those who hold phoneme awareness to be a
prerequisite often base their opinion on work with children, e.g. on
studies where the effect of phoneme awareness on reading and
writing achievements, and the training of such awareness, are
studieil in beginning readers ( e.g. Mann & Liberman 1982, Bradley &
Brvant 1985). Amono those who see ohoneme awareness as an effect
of'literacy, we ofte-n find researcheis who have worked with older
readers or with illiterate adults who, in some studies, have been
found to be unaware of phonemes (Morais et al. 1979). An
intermediate position is taken by those who argue that phoneme
awareness is both a prerequisite and an effect of reading acquisition
(e.g. Ehri & Wilce 1979, Valtin 1984).

It is well known that reading ability is not indispensable in order to
become aware of phonemes as evidenced by all the non literate
pre-schoolers who enj-oy. rhyming and. other playful .activities that
iequire an awareness of phonemes. On the other hand, from the ability
to 'read does not automaticallv follow an awareness of ohonemes as
shown by the f indings thal readers of non-alphab'etic writings
systems aie phonemicalfy unaware (Mann 1986, Read et al. 1986).

Linouistic awareness is often discussed as if children were either
lino-uisticallv aware or totallv unaware. ln our studies of non literate
prõ-school bhildren (e.g. Magnusson & Nauclér 1987), we have noticed
that the sam-e subjects appear to be more or less. aware. depending on
the type of task they"are given: more children show linguistic
awareness on a rhyme recogn¡tion task than on a phoneme
identification task. Furthermore, ít seems to be important which type
of seoments thev are asked to manioulate and which seouences or
structúres these' segments are part of. The present étudy was
undertaken with the aim of looking into how syllabic structure and
segment type (or phonetic substance) influence children who are in
the process of developing phoneme awareness

PHoNEMEAWARENESS,Txb$?î^ir.tåucruRE,ANDPHoNEïc

PROCEDURE
For the study we have used data from our longitudinal project. At the
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time the children were six years old and still non literate
pre-schoolers. From the various meta-linguistic tasks the children
were given at the pre-school testing (Magnusson & Nauclér 1987), we
have chosen two tasks: identification and segmentat¡on of phonemes.

were asked to identify two consonants, a fricative /s/ and a plosive
ltl , and two vowels, a back vowel /u/ and a front vowel lil in a
number of familiar words. The target sounds appeared in either
initial, medial, or final position of the word - or not at all (see table
1). The children were asked if they could hear the target sounds in
words said bv the exoerimenter and their task was to indicate
whether or noi the sound - in their opinion - was part of the sound
sturcture of the word.

ldentif ication of nhonemes ln the identification task the children

ntification task.
ldent. of iul
bit
Ola

lclent. of /i/
nalle
katt
mus
tak
äta
nål

mor
kaka
dörr
ko

lda
mage
docka
bi
bok
pil

Seomentation of ohonemes ln the seomentation task the children's
ffier of phon-emes by selecting the correct
number of markers of some kind. The wÒrds used in the task varied as
to the number of phonemes as well as to syllabic structure, e.g. VC,
CV, VCC, CVC, CCVC, CVCC. Both monosylìabic and bisyllabic-words
were included (see table 3 below).

RESULTS
Even if both the tasks were designed to measure the awareness of
phonemes, the identification task turned out to be easier than the
begmentation. More children understood the task and suggested a
solution for each of the test items in the identification task than in
the segmentation task (92 out of 114 as compared to 83). This was so
although the identification task contained more test items (24) than
the seþmentation task (18).

ldentification Both segment type and position of the segment in the
ñÏi-lñäuõñced the óh¡ldrerí'b abilitú to identify phõnemes. As
regards segment type, Vs were easier to identify than Cs (see table
z)I There ùas no ififférence as to how well the ôh¡ldren ideùìtified the

Table 2. 92 subjects' correct identifications of phonemes. ( ) number
of possible identifications.

Tvoe of Þhoneme Position
C '(1 104) V (1 104) lnitial (368) Medial (368) Final(368)

Table 1. Words
ldent. of /s/
sol
Lisa
apa
myra
hus
båt

834

used in the ide
lrlent oi lll

91 6 306

lsl
Iil

44 7
387

tit 463
I ul 453
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two Vs, lil and /u/, but there was a difference between the Cs so
that the fricative /s/ was more often correctly identified than theplosive ltl and almost as often as one of th-e Vs, namelv lul . lf
position. is considered irrespective of segment typê, we fÍnd that
more .phon_emes were correctly identified in init¡ál than in either
medial or final position.

S,egmentation The length of the word seemed to influence children's
ab¡l¡ty to segment words into phonemes so that words with four
phonemes were more difficult to segment than words with three
phonemes (see table 3). However, such a difference was not found
between words with two or three phonemes.

ln wqrds with two phonemes, syllabic structure was imÞortant so
that CV syllables weie easier to sêgment than VC syllabled. Seqment
type, whether a fricative or a plosiv-e, did not influeríce the chilðren's
abil¡ty to manage the task as in the identification task.

ïable 3. 83 subjects' correct segmentat¡ons.

CV
se 62
gå 60

VU
ös 51
ek 55

CVCV
bada 28
titta 1 6

vcc
ost 59
arm 43

cvcc
dans 22
mask 24

ccvstå 43bra 38

cvc
katt
sol

49
52

VVC
56
50

aoa
åka

30
14

ccvc
glas
spik

ln words with three phonemes, the segmentation was influenced by
whether or not there were consonant clusters, the position of thé
cluster, and to some extent by the type of 

' clustejr. Words witñ
clusters (e.9. 'stå', 'bra') were niore diffíiult to seoment than words
w¡th only singletons (e.9. 'sol', 'apa') and words vùith initial clusters
(e.9.. 'stå') were more difficult than word with final clusters (e.g.
'ost').

To be able to segment the cluster /sU in final position as in 'ost' did
not ensure that the children were able to segmejnt the same cluster in
initial positio! as in e.g. 'stå'. Nor did the ãb¡lity to seqment /sV in'ost' and 'stå' guarantee the segmentation of éC-clustðrs in words
like.'mask' and-'sp.ik' whith one- additional segment._ These longer
words make larger demands on short term memoiy, and mav for some
children exceed their short term memory capacfti. When'tested for
short term memory it was found that dome' of ihe children had a
memory span of only two or three items.

The type of cluster made the task more or less difficult. Clusters
with /s/ were easier to segment than clusters with /r/ ('stå' was
easier than 'bra'), although we cannot argue that clusterè with /s/
were easier than all clusters containing lìquids as e.q. 'qlas, was
segmented correctly by more children thãn 'sþik'.
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SUMMINGUP
Seoment tvoe ¡s imoortant f or the children's results on the
¡de"ntificat¡oñ' task. Thi's is consistent with the way the task was
presented; the children were given a sound as a model and their task
bould be described as finding- a perceptual match to the target sound.
ln order to do this, they haÚe to perceive words not just as entities
but have to have gaineô at least 'some insight into thê possibility of
seqmentinq words -into smaller units, even ìf the demands on their
knõwledoe-about the seomental structure are not as heavv as in the
seomeniátion task. Posii'ron in the word also influences th-e children's
ide-ntifications so that segments in initial position are the easiest to
identif y.

ln the segmentation task, on the other hand, segment type does not
seem to be as important as in the identification task, while word
lenoth and svllabic'structure plav a more important role. Provided
thai the numtíer of ohonemes in the word doed not exceed the short
term memorv limit (which we have reason to assume in a number of
cases) svllábic strùcture is important, whether it is a CV or VC
syllabfe, ívhether or not there are clusters, and whether the clusters
aie word initial or word final.

ln conclusion it can be said that both type of
substance) and svllabic structure are crucial for
children rilrho areí in the process of dev.elopi
phonemes. The importance of each factor is pa
type of task the children are given.
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MEASURING SPEECH COMPREHENSION

Robert McAl I lster & Mats Dufberg
Unlverslty of Stockholm

lnstltute of I lngulstlcs

1. BACKGROUND. ln many areas related to the study of tanguage,
both theoretlcal and appl led, there ls a need for measurements
of speech comprehenslon. Two such areas dealt wlth ln thls
report are the assessment of functlonal hearlng loss anct oral
speech comprehenslon ln second language aqulsltlon. As we see
It, understandlng speech ls dependent on two sources of lnfor-
matlon, slgnal dependent and slgnal lndependent lnformatlon,
respectlvely. (Cf. top-down and bottom-up, respecttvely.) The
interactlon between the two sources ls shown ln flg. l. Accor_
dlng to thls model, the more stgnal dependent lnformatlon that
ls aval lable for the I lstener the less slgnal lndependent
lnformatlon ls needed and vlce v€rsa. Common audlometrlcal
measurlng methods have a blas towards slgnal dependent lnfor_
matlon, and the correlatlon between tone and speech audlometry,
on the one hand, and speech comprehenslon, on the other, ls
commonly questloned,

Here we wl I I report on a
p I lot study wh lch ls part of a t-=

I arger study we have recent I y q
started, whlch we wl I I present 2
ln McAlllster & Dufberg (forth- Hcomlng). The alm of thts _pilot 

",study ls to test two aval tabte 
=methods and one new method that. i

at least partty, ctatm to tesi i
speech comprehens I on. I f our g
mode I of I nteract lon between U'

slgnal dependent and slgnal ln-
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dependent lnformatlon ts correct SIGNAL_DEPENDENTand lt ls correct to assume that
nolse wlll mask the stgnat tt ts INFORMATION

reasonable to assume, flrstly, Flg 1. Mutallty of speaker-
that nat I ve speakers w I I I be I lstônêr lnteract lon. (Repr Intêd
able to stand more nolse (that from Llndblom' 1987')
is, lower slgnal-to-nolse ratlo)
than L2 speakers, secondly, that persons wlth normal hearlng
can stand more nolse than hearlng lmpalred persons.

2. SUBJECTS. ln thls pl lot study we used two groups of
subJects; one group of forelgners with Swedlsh as second
language who speak broken Swedlsh, henceforth referred to as L2
speakers, and one group of hearlng lmpalred persons wlth
Swedlsh as thelr flrst tanguage.

The L2 speakers were four persons worklng at our lab,

SPEECH
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three of whlch are tralned phonetlclans and the fourth
belonglng to the technlcal staff. All four of them speak
Swedlsh wel l. The group of hearlng lmpalred persons conslsted
of only t$/o persons. They are both members of the staff of our
department. Thelr hearlng loss ls falrly severe, 50 to 70 dB.
As a control group we used slx natlve speakers of Swedlsh wlth
normal hearlng, al I of them memÞers of the department staff,

Both exper lment groups have perturbed speech compre-
henslon; the L2 speakers on thelr abl I lty to use slgnal lnde-
pendent lnformatlon, and the hearlng lmpalred persons on thelr
abl I lty to use slgnal dependent lnformatlon. We regard
measurlng functlonal hearlng loss and testlng speech compre-
henslon ln language learnlng belng speclal cases of measurlng
speech comprehens lon.

3. METHODS. ln thls study we tested three related methods. The
flrst method ls one deslgned by Walker & Byrne (1985). ln thls
method the subject ls I lstenlng to a text and asked to set a
nolse level so that s/he can only barely fol low the text. The
slgnal-to-nolse ratlo at thls threshold level of comprehenslon
ls taken to be the measure. Thls method has been successful ly
used by A. Rlsberg and M, Dahlqulst wlth relatlvely hlgh level
of rellablllty (personal communlcatlon). ln the followlng we
wl I I refer to thls method as the Th!'eshold method.

The second method ls slml lar to the flrst. lnstead of
lettlng the subject choose the nolse level s/he pressed a
button whlch gave an lncreaslng nolse level. When the subject
released the button the nolse level fel I to a mlnlmum. The
lnstructlon to the subJect was to press the button and to
release lt when s/he could not follow the text. The method has
also been iested by Rlsberg and Dahlqulst who report that lt is
less rel lable and has a greater learnlng effect than the
Threshold method (personal communlcatlon). ln the followlng we
wl I I refer to lt as the Ramp method.

Wlth our thlrd method, whlch to our knowledge has not been
trled before, we trled to create a less unnatural sltuatlon
where comprehenslon real ly ls tested, not the subJectlve
lmpresslon of comprehenslon. We presented questlons ln nolse to
our subJects and asked them to answer the questlons. When they
gave a correct answer we lncreased the nolse level one declbel
and ln the case of an lncorrect or no answer we decreased the
nolse level one declbel, The questlons presented were so cal led
Helen questlons (Ludvlgsen 1975) whlch anybody speaklng Swedlsh
would know the answer to. ("What color ls a lemon?" etc.) We

took the slgnal-to-nolse ratlo at a correct answer after an
lncorrect one (that ls when rve had decrease the nolse level one
declbel) as the measure of thls method, We wlll refer to lt as
the Helen method ln the fol lowlng.

The nolse we used ln thls study had the same long tlme
spectrum as male speech and was low frequency modulated. lt ls
the nolse descrlbed and used by Hagerman (1984), We assume that



It falrly wel I matched the male volce we used for our speech
materlal.
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Flg 2. ln tho flguro a flllod symbot r€prêsents the mean of a fow
repet I t lons of ono subjêct. Each subJoct ls reprêsênted three
t lmes ln tho f lguro: oncc for êach tost m€thod. An unf I I ted
symbol represents thê mean of thc têst group for each test mêthod.

4. RESULTS. ln flgure 2 the results of our study are presented.
lf we can assume that the Helen method ls more valld for
testlng speech comprehenslon and that our speech materlal lor
the dlfferent tests are comparable, we can conclude that natlve
speakers seem to underestlmate thelr speech comÞrehenslon ln
nolse. (Compare squares for the three methods. Note that the
decrease on the S/N scale lndlcates more nolse. ) The L2
speakers, on the other hand, seem to be more accurate ln thelr
estlmatlon (trlangles), The hearlng lmpalred group (clrcles) ls
too smal I to let us draw any concluslons, but we can notlce
that one of them ls not worse than the control group.

Let us f I na I I y compare the resu I ts for the three test
groups for the Helen method. The means of the control group anct
the L2 speakers are ldentlcal. Al I L2 speakers are ln fact
wlthln the control group. One of the hearlng lmpalred ls also
wlthln the control group, the other ls wel I above.

5. DISCUSSION. For two of the methods, the Threshold and the
Ramp methods, the relatlonshlp between test result and speech
comprehenslon ls at best lndlrect. Flrstly, we cannot assume
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that al I subjects have the same crlterlon for decldlng that
they can only barely follow the text or cannot follow the text.
Secondly, both tasks are very dlfferent from normal speech
lnteractlon. The Helen method, on the other hand, lnvolves no
subjectlvlty. What ls measured ls the abl I lty to do the task,
l . e. answer l ng the quest l ons. l f you have not heard the
questlon you cannot guess, and lf you have heard lt you wl I I

certalnly be able to answer lt. But there are certalnly
problems wlth the speech materlal we used ln the Helen method,
l.e. the Helen questlons. Flrstly, they are very predlctable ln
form (Just wh-questlons), secondly, lt ls very I lmlted what
they quest I on (co I or-of , oppos I te-of etc. ) . These two factors
make the rlsk of learnlng qulte hlgh.

ln flgure 2 we can, flrstly, see that the L2 speakers can
stand more nolse than the control group for both the Threshold
and the Ramp methods. ì¡le suggest that L2 speakers are more used
to low comprehenslon level and therefore have a lower requlre-
ment for what they conslder to be thelr subjectlve threshold.
Secondly, and more surprlslngly, lt seems I lke the nolse has
the same effect on speech comprehenslon for natlve speakers and
L2 speakers, assumlng that the Helen method real ly tests speech
comprehenslon. Such an result ls clearly counter lntultlve.
Both authors of thls report clearly feel that they are more
sensltlve to nolse ln L2 than Ll sltuatlons, and that ls a
wldespread vlew as far âs we know. (One suggestlon ls that the
nolse type ls very speclal. ln our forthcomlng paper we wl I I

report from studles wlth a dlfferent nolse type.)

6. CONCLUSIONS. ln thls study we cannot see that second
language speakers are more sensltlve to nolse masklng than
natlve speakers, whlch contradlcts our expectatlons, We cannot
as yet glve any reasonable explanatlon for the result.
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Departrient of Speech Communication and Music Acoustics,
Royal Institute of Technology (KTII), Box 70014,

S- 100,+4 Stockholm, Sweden.

l.INTRODUCTION

This is a brief surnmary of recent work on segmental analysis and synthesis.
Specifically, the aim is to improve the quatity of nasal sounds in our text-to-speech
synthesis system, developed at the Speech Department in Stockholm [1].
Our acoustic-phonetic work is presently making use of some new software facilities,
developed at the Depafment. Another recent feature is the support from our speech
data bank that is being structued. A number of earlier reportlhave dealt withiifferent
aspects of the data bank project [2-6].
For expanded versions of this report, see [7,8].
Theoretical and modelling work has given us a good insight into the acoustics of
nasals a¡rd the effects ofnasal coupling t9-1411. Still, perceptual evaluarions of
synthesis systems, usually give high elror rates for nasals còmpared to other speech
sounds.

DATA BANK ANALYSIS AND NASAL SYNTHESIS

Lennart Nord

2. NASAL SYNTHESIS

2.1 Serial synthesizer
Synthesis work at the Speech Communication Department traditionally exploits a
serial type of teminal analog formant synthesizer, the OVE III as ¿¡ part of our text-to-
speech system [15]. There is thus a fixed relation between fomant frequencies and
relative spectral levels, which has to be taken into account in the spectral matchings.
As there are numerous extra resonances and zeroes to be found in nasal spectra, the
matchings are difficult.

2.2 Evaluation of present text-to-speech system
Systematic listening tests have been performed during the years, using /VCV/ words
with V-V = la-a,I-L, U-U/. As a complement a separate test was made with /CV:Cal
words with /V:l = la:, i:, u:/ and the consonant C = all combinations of /m,n,V, giving
words like mila, lama, nolø. An analysis of the nasal errors show errors in marurer as
well as in place of articulation. Specifying the probable sources of error will give a
representative repertoire of the nasal acoustic cues. In Table I some of the typical
errors are listed, together with a brief comment of source of error. Error scores are not
given here as they fluctuate considerably with sound quality and listener
sophistication.

TABLEI

lnl ->lml
lnol -> lmo/
lmol -> lvol
Ir¡rl ->lji, srl.

Probable Main Source of Error
formant transition
formant transition and poor nasal resonance
transition rate and poor nasal resona¡rce
intensity level and poor nasal resonance

2.3 Continuing synthesis work
2.3. I Software facility.
We are presently using a convenient software tool, RULSYS, developed at the Speech
Department, The program package will allow us to select a natural speech sample,
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make an FFT analysis of it and display a spectrogram on the monitor together with the
rule synthesis output in the form of synthesis parameter tracks. The resulting synthesis
can be played back and compared to the sound ofthe natural speech sample. At any
point along the time axis a spectral section can be derived both of the synthesis output
and the speech signal, a necessary component of the matching procedure.

2.3.2 Pattemmatching and testing synthesis strategies.
The software facility is used in two ways. Firstly, to generate a set of detailed pattem
matchings of vowel-nasal-vowel syllable, trying to achieve synthetic copies with as
good quality as possible. Once we get perceptually and acoustically acceptable
matches, we start degrading the paraÍ¡eter tracks to establish the relative importance of
the acoustic cues. Formant transitions, transition rates, bandwidth values, nasal
segments as opposed to nasalized vowels, etc are evaluated. The other line considers
the testing of various synthesis strategies. As there are some built-in restrictions of the
synthesizer, this will give us a quick feedback regarding some of the principles that
should be used in synthesizing nasals. The nasal segment can thus consist of the single
nasal resonant, the vowel formants with proper ba¡rdwidth modifications etc, For
earlier work on nasal synthesis, see [6,17]

3. A SWEDISH SPEECH DATA BANK

3.1 Purpose
An important component in improving the text-to-speech system is the supply of real
speech data and especially the possibility to analyse large materials. Our data bank is
labelled at a phonemic level, a¡ld a systematic sea¡ch can be made through the material
by the use of phoneme strings. Our long-term goal is to include ten males, ten females
and ten children, but so far only four males and one female have been recorded reading
the enti¡e material, and only two of the male readings have been partially labelled.
Eventually, it will be very interesting to get data on suffixes from running text
material, that frequently consists of vowel-nasal syllables.

3.2 Recording and labelling
The speech is digitÞed at a sampling frequency of 16 kIIz and edited on a computer by
means of a speech wave editing program. After editing, the material is stored on 80
Mbytes computer discs. Fi¡st, aphoneme string is generated from the text-to-speech
system, Ca¡lson & Granström [], using the orthographic strings as input. The
phoneme strings, including prosodic markerc, are synchronized to the speech wave by
means of the speech editing program. To facilitate the placing of labels, part of an
automatic speech recognition system, Blomberg & Elenius [18] can be used. By using
computer generated spectrograms as a complement, the automatically produced
segmentation is adjusted by moving the marks along the oscillographic tracing on the
computer screen, while listening to the signal. This process is very time-consuming,
and as we at the same time a¡e trying to improve our segmentation criteria there is no
way to make this phase of the work automatic. When finally an accepted labelling of
the material is attained, the label files will be stored together with the speech files on
the 80 Mbyte discs and the material is ready for usage.

3.3 Analysis
The analysis will also rely on the text-to-speech program that generated the phoneme
strings, in an automatic search procedure. The search is made by specifying the
phoneme or the class of phonemes that are of interest, together with prosodic markers,
The result can either consist of automatically derived measures of segment durations,
spectral enveþes or simply a subset of phones for visual inspection and subsequent
later analysis. Depending on the detailed prosodic marking, contextual specifications
may include details of stress levels and position within the word, thus, for example
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enabling an analysis of unstressed verses stressed syllables. As an example of data
bank usage this routine has been performed on another set of speech maierial by
Carlson & Granström, who reported on duration mea¡iures of Swedish ar¡d American
vowels and consonants, all of which were derived in this fashion [4].

3.4 The phonemic principle
Our label string is thus basically phonemic, and allophonic variations âre not taken
into account, unless they are clearly the result of some higher level rule (e g the
dialectal pronunciation of proper names). This means that any allophonic variation will
be seen in the distribution of analysis data. If we for example ask fõr a formant plot of
all stressed /ö/phonemes, we will probably get a bimodal distribution in the formant
plarie, in this particular case due to the fact that there are two contextually dependent
/ö/ allophones in Swedish. There are two reasons for this 'phonemic' approaðh. Firstly,
it will lessen the demands on part of the labeller, who otherwise could spend an
infinite amount of time, trying to chose among IPA symbols and diacritics. Secondly,
as we are trying to improve the quality of synthetic speech, we are usually in a
situation where, starting from a phoneme string, the goal is to generate a satisfactory
acogstic outlrut. The statistical distribution of how certain phonemes strings will be
modified by coarticulatory processes and realized is easily found by makiñg a search
in the material, using the string of interest.

3.5 Texts
Our choice of texts tries to satisfy a number of demands from a phonetic-acoustic point
of view. The material consists of speech sounds in various contèxts, ranging from
isolated phonemes to text passages. Vowels, consonants, syllables and words
pronounced in isolation with a lexical stress are included as a means to establish â
basic acoustic mapping of the speakers, and also enabling studies of reduction
properties when going from careful pronunciation to more relaxed. Different fypes of
text: isolated sentences, newspaper articles of different complexity (politics, general
news bulletin, speech research), and part of a novel by a Swedish novelist,
complemented by one page that is read with some variation in style (normal, clear,
weak, strong) and a short piece of dialogue from the same novel constitute the enti¡e
text matefial.

3.6 Choiceofspeakers
Speakers are chosen according to two principles. On the one harid we a¡e interested in
trained speakers, such as radio announcers, that can read well ærd come close to a
natural sounding, almost spontaneous speaking style. On the other hand we are also
interested in normal, non-professional speakers, and especially for recognition work it
would be fatal not to include variation for the analysis. In the work on Swedish
prosody by Fant, Nord and Kruckenberg [6] and Fant and K¡uckenberg [19], one of
the aims is to understand the personal variations in reading styles.

3.7 Principles of segmentation and labelling
Most of the labelling difficulties occur in the text passages. There is indeed a great
difference between this kind of material and isolated sentence material. In the fluently
read texts strong reductions often occur, and in contrast to the isolated sentences, large
parts of the text, sometimes whole phrases lie out of focus.
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PHONETIC ASPECTS O[' LARYNGECTOMEE SPEECH

Lennart Nord
Department of Speech Communication and Music Acoustics,
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Britta Hammarbere
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The altemative speech methods that are available today for the laryngectomized have
each one its advantages and disadvaritages. and each niethod seems tõ have its
PÌoponents. It is important to investigate the features of the different techniques and
also to get a deeper insight into whaisignifies an acceptable voice following
laryngectomy. Moreover, the basic mechanisms of ttre different kinds of alú¡mgeal
pfonation are not very well known, and a comparison with the function of thä ñormal
glottis is therefore of interest.
W".-" prese¡tly investigating three different techniques: (i) esophageal speech, (ü)
tracheo-esophageal speech (TE-speech) where part of the esophagus is usèd as voice
source, and thedriving pressure is generated by the lungs viaã valve and finally (iü)
efectrolaryngeal speech,_using an electromechanical device (servox) that emits'pulses
through the pharynx wall. Foi a suwey of the area, see [1,2].

STI]DIES OX' ALARYNGEAL SPEECH

The introduction of the tracheo-esophàgeal technique has in many ways implied a
significant improvemerrt for the estãbliõhment of a new voice aftér hr¡mgeôtomy. A
number of recent studies have compared the different types of alaryngãaispeecli.
fPeech intensity_, intonation range,^intelligibility and üifener uc""pta6'itity have been
investi-gated [3-5], as well as prõsodic aspects of the different speåking niethods [6,7].
we will.present s-ome preliminary findings of acoustic-phonedô anary;is of esophageal
and tracheo-esophageal speech. Parts of this pro.ject haie been presente¿ eadiei [8,Þ1.
-t'br more extensive reports, that will also cover some clinical aspects, see [10,11].

SPEECH MATERIAL

The speech material was designed with the aim of testing prosodic aspects of
communication. sentences with contrastive word emphasiì and short questions and
statements typical of a dialogue were thus included. Ã few vowels were embedded in
carrier phrases and the subjects were asked to produce them with low, medium and
high intensity. A reading,of a shof paragraph gave us the material to extract a long
term average spectrum of the voice as well as establishing the pitch range of the
subject, To investigate air pressure and air flow conditions and also to g-et an estimate
of the voice source characteristics, a flow mask [12] was used in a sepãate reading of
nonsense words.

SPEAKERS

Presently, we have recorded three male esophageal speakers and three male TE-

INTRODUCTION
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speakers. A few laryngeal speakers will also be recorded and used as reference. So far,
only one male speaker of the same age group has been analysed. Our intention is to
collect a represéntative amount of speakers, that are using the different techniques and
also record some multi-technique speakers.

ANALYSß

The acoustic analysis includes measurements of pitch, intensity, duration, speaking
rate, long time average spectral shape and voice source cha¡acteristics, derived by
inverse filtering. Detailed spectral analysis of articulation and source features a¡e also
performed at selected points.
As an important part of the study the acoustic measurements will be correlated to
perceptual evaluations, using different groups of listeners.

Overall speech quality
The speech quality differs a lot between the speakers in our material. In Figure I
spectrographic illustrations of two of the speakers are shown. As can be seen the
esophageal voice looks quite normal (top), the deviant quality is here mainly perceived
in the prosodic pattem a¡rd the low pitch. The TE-speaker has a very ha¡sh voice
(bottom) with irregular formar¡t excitations and superimposed noise.

Pitch and timbre
Pitch extactio¿. Pitch extraction tumed out to be difficult and uncefain for these
deviant voices. The reasons for this seem to be that the pitch values are usually
exûemely low and sometimes very aperiodic. Moreover, in contrast to the case of a
laryngeal low pitched voice, inverse filtering revèals that the instant of excitation in a
tracheo-esophageal voice is not well defined. In Figure 2 a shof interval of the vowel
/a/ is shown together with the extracted voice source pulse, for a tracheoesophageal
speaker, who is using a Panje-valve (note the difference in time scale).
In the frequency domain the fundamental (F0) is very weak relative to the formants,
which means that a pitch extraction algorithm based on a spectral measure will work
poorly.

Yoice source spectrum
Vy'hen changing from strong to weak voice a typical feature of laryngeal voices is that
the fundamental will dominate the spectrum. This is not the case for these voices.
Instead, the fundamental will maintain a low level irrespective of the total intensity.
This lack of dynamics probably contributes to the ur¡natural quality of the voice. The
perceptual dimension hyperfunctionøl, or ténse voice also correlates well with the
$pectral dimension of relatively weak fundamental [13].

INTONATION

In the production of voiced sounds there are no intricate laryngealJikre mechanisms to
stretctiand manipulate the vibrating parts in the esophagus. Although a pseudo-glottis
is deveþed, we know little about its function, apart from the fact, that for some
speakers it will serve as a surprisingly good substitute.
The analysis of the sentences containing emphatic word stress was made manually,
using a speech wave editing program, deveþed at the Speech Communication
Departmènt. Each subjectively judged periodic cycle was ma¡ked andthe pitch was
autõmatically calcuhtêd. Figúfe 3 éhows a set of emphatic sentences Gunnar målade
dörrarna grönafor one of the TE-speakers, where the word stress was moved one step
to the righi for each display a) to d). Two things are wo¡th ngticing. First, the mean F0
value is-rather low for this-speaker. Second, the sigaalling of emphasis seems to be
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reasonably well managed by the speaker, in these plots an F0 hump is seen moving to
the right for each new sentence (the approximate location of the emphasized word is
underlined).
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THE ROLE OF INTRINSIC FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
IN THE PERCEPTION OF SINGING

Niels Reinholt Petersen
Institute of Phonetics

University of Copenhagen

Introduction

It is a well established fact that in speech high vowels have higher fundamental frequencies
(Fo) than low vowels, everything else being equal. Although the mechanisms underlying these
intrinsic Fo differences among vowels are still subject to discussion, it is generally aggreed
that, in contradistinction to the Fo variation associated with higher level prosodic categories
(such as stress, tone, intonation), they are not under the voluntary control of the speaker.

In singing where a high degree of precision of Fo control is crucial for the realization of
musical categories intrinsic Fo differences between high and low vowels are also observed,
although they are smaller than those found in speech. In a study by Greiffenberg and
Reinholt Petersen (1982) on unaccompanied solo-singing, two trained singers were instructed
to sing an interval of an ascending minor third (embedded in a short carrier tune) on the
vowel sequences a-a, a-u, u-a, and u-u. As it turned out Fo in the vowel ø was lower than
in ø by 40 cents on the average (range 21-50 cents) at the same intended pitch, and - as a
consequence - the minor third was produced almost one semitone wider in the ¿-¿ vowel
sequence than in the !.¿-a sequence (see fþre 1). The two singers also read the text of the
song and here the intrinsic Fo differences were far larger than in singing averaging 320 cents
in stressed and 75 cents in unst¡essed syllables.

Intrinsic Fo differences in singing have also been also reported by Ternstrôm, Sundberg and
Colldén (1983 and 1987) who had singers sustain a tone at a given pitch and make a change
ofvowel quality at mid-tone. A change between high and low vowels produced a fundamental
frequency change approaching one semitone in a great majority of cases, when the singers'
auditory feed back was masked by noise. With normal auditory feed back the Fo changes
were smaller, but equally frequent.

From the results outlined above it is evident that the effect ofvowel height on Fo is reduced
in singing as compared to speech, but it is not eliminated and it is still well above the thres-
hold of detection. On this basis the question arises why the singers listening to their own
voices did not detect their deviations from the intended musical intervals or their fundamen-
tal frequency changes in the sustained notes.

The experiment reported below was intended to try out the possible explanation that in unac-
companied solo singing (choir-singing and accompanied singing may be different) listeners,
including singers listening to their own voices during singing, perceptually compensate for the
intrinsic Fo differences among vowels, i.e. the perceptual system expects, as it were, the same
note to be realised at slightly different fundamental frequencies depending on the vowels
sung.

Method

The test stimuli were synthetically produced tunes consisting of four dZ -syllables. There were
four different vowel sequence conditions, namely dndadndn, dadadadu, dududa.da, and dudu-
dudu. The first three syllables all had a fundamental frequency of 110 Hz (42). In the fourth
syllable Fo was varied in 11 steps from 124 to 139 Ílz, i.e. from 207 to 405 cents above the
first three syllables. The stimuli are schematically displayed in figure 2. The steps were
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a-a a-u u-a u-u

Figure 1: An intended minor third as prodaced under different vowel se-

quence conditiorc (adapted from Greffinberg and Reinholt Peteßen

1e82).

intended to be 20 cents, but had to be rounded to the nearest integer number of Hertz,
resulting in unequal step sizes. The eleven Fo steps were combined with each of the four
vowel sequence conditions, making altogether 44 stimuli which were arranged in 10 different
random orders in a test tape.

The test was taken individually by two musically trained female listeners, both of whom were
university students of musicolory and phonetics as well as experienced singers. The task of
the listeners was to decide for each stimulus whether the musical interval between the third
and the fourth syllable in the tune was a major second, a minor third, or a maior third

Results

The response patterns of the two listeners were very similar, and it was, therefore, thought
jusitified to pool them. The identification functions for the three musical intervals are

displayed in fþre 2 (left graph), together with the 507¿ cross-over points (right graph).

It is clear that the boundaries are shifted systematically as a function of vowel height. The
boundary between a major second and a minor third is about 20 cents higher in the ø-a

sequence than in the t¿-ø sequence. The same pâttern of variation is seen in the boundary
between a minor and a major third, although the effect ofvowel height is less pronounced. It
is also seen from figure 2 that the median of the stimulus values having received minor-
third-responses is influenced systematically by vowel height. An Extended Median Test

showed the effect to be significant for the lower boundary (p<0.001) and for the median of
the minor third responses (p<0.05), but not for the higher boundary (p>0.05).
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Discussion

The results of the experiment reported aLove has shown that the perception of musical inter-
vals is systematically influenced by vowel height, and is thus giving support to the hypothesis
that listeners to solo-singing perceptually compensate for vowel height. In addition to this
main finding there are, however, two points which will also have to be considered in the dis-
cussion of the nature of the compensatory effect.

Firstly, the effect of vowel height revealed in the present experiment is far smaller than
should be expected on the basis of the production data reported in Greiffenberg and Reinholt
Petersen 1982 (cf. figure 1 above). The difference between extremes (i.e. a-u and u-a
sequences) was about 80 cents in the production of an intended minor third, whereas the
corresponding difference between medians of minor-third-responses in the listening test was
only about 13 cents.

Secondly, as can be seen from liglure 2 the effect is gteater by a factor of more than two at
the boundary between a major second and a minor third than at the boundary between a

minor and a major third.

Research into the perception of pitch of vowels seems to give evidence for the existence of
two types of vowel quality effect on perceived pitch. Although both are working in the direc-
tion to be expected under a hypothesis of perceptual compensation for intrinsic Fo, the two
types of effect have - in my view - distinctly different origins (a more detailed treatment of
this point may be found in Reinholt Petersen 1986).

One effect is a psychoacoustically conditioned pitch bias effect (as it has been aptly termed by
Chuang and Wang 1978), and can be accounted for by reference to pitch perception
processes common to the general class of complex periodic signals, of which vowels are, of
course, a subset. The pitch bias effect is quite small, ranging from less than 17a to less than

'1"/ñ' 
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The other type of vowel height effect on the perception pitch may be assumed to be speech
specific, conditioned not by the spectral properties as such but by the phonetic characteristics
of the vowels. It is demonstrated in experiments where listeners are to decide about prosodic
categories of language (Rosenvold 1981, Silverman 1985), and - in contradistinction to the
pitch bias effect - the magnitude of the phonetic compensation effect is very close to what
should be expected from the intrinsic fundamental frequency differences found in speech pro-
duction, i.e. aboú 10Vo.

In the perception of solo-singing it might very well be assumed thât only the pitch bias effect
and not the phonetic effect were involved. Actuall¡ the relatively small boundary shifts
observed in the present experiment point in that direction. This explanation does not, how-
ever, account for the fact that far larger deviations from an intended musical interval go
unnoticed by singers Listening to their own voices. Nor does it account for the shift being
greater at the boundary between a major second and a minor third than at the boundary
between a minor third and a major thhd.

On this basis it may be argued that the phonetic compensation effect is involved, after all, in
the perception of solo-singing, but contributing to the perceived pitch to varying degrees
depending on factors having to do with the individual listener, or with stimulus or listening
conditions in general. Within this theoretical framework the discrepancy between the results
of the Greiffenberg and Reinholt Petersen experiment and those of the present could be
accounted for as follows: Listening to a human voice., and particularþ, perhaps, to one's own
voice during singing may be assumed to increase the degree of involvment of the phonetic
effect in the perception of pitch, whereas listening to a synthetic voice will reduce it. Simi-
larly it may be hypothesized that some musical intervals, and consequently their adjacent
boundaries, are more resistant - so to speak - than others to the phonetic influence on per-
ceived pitch, possibly depending (as was suggested to me by Robert McAllister, personal com-
munication) on the functional importance they have in music. If this view is tenable, it could
be the explanation for the the vowel height effect being less pronounced at the boundary
between a minor and a major third that at the boundary between a major second and a minor
third.
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Proqress report:From Babbllno to
tfseIõEte -îõug ocñ'-rñqElf-LãnãEe

Department of Lingulstlcs
Unlversity of Stockholm

Speech
rg

The proJect "From Babbllng to Speech" constitutes the Swedi_shpafl gf a. larger international þroject. The study is persued incollaboratíon wlth !h. ltnguistið departments tn 'stanford,
Parfs and Padua. The aln of thls work-1s to determine how and
when the young chlId first agulres language specific phonetic
Td phonologlcal characteriStics from-thé ambient langüage. eyobserving chlldren acqulrlng dlfferent mother toñquesÀmerican English, French, Japanese, Italian and Swedísh - we
hope to be able to define at whát polnt and by what means thisacqulsitlon takes pJ-ace.

Method
Sf;--h11dren, three girls and three boys are audio- and video-recorded on a bl-weekly basis, in their-homes frorn the age ofni.ne months until they spontaneously use 25 words in arecording sessl-on, the so called 25-word po1nt. Each sessionl-asts 30 mlnutes and conslsts of 20 miirutes of mother-chlrdlnteractlon followed alternatlvely by 10 mínutes of chÍldplaying alone wlth prlvate_toys o? 10 minutes of chtl_d playingwith.a group of standardlsed tóys brought by the assistaät. onesesslon per month ls transcilbed 1n orãer to determlne thel-exical stage of the chlld. Àt the 4- and ls-word point anextra recording ls made to ensure sufflcient clata fiom thesepolnts. Slx sessÍons, one each from the O- and 2s-word pointand two each from the 4- and Ls-word polnt are chosen foranalysls. These word-points are chosen siñce thev reÞresentstable levers ln thã rexical- development (vihman ånd rärguson1986). rt is expected that the child has aÈ least twice- thenumber of words 1n hls,/her Èotal l-exlcon than that which occursin a sesslon. Thls means that the 4-word polnt ls equival-ent toa lexlcon of at least I words and the 2S-ivord polnt'to at l_east50. The_word-point sessions are transcrlbed by-two independenttranscribers. For -a transcrlption to be accêpted as thä basisfor statistical analyses, agreèment of at tãast 80 percent
between the transcrlbers on-prace and manner for consonairts and
on.number of syIlables in thê utterance is required. when thechíIcl ls 13 and 16 months, an lmitatlon test is macle. Thls testls repeated if the chitd is older than !7 months when the2s-word polnt ls reachêd. The aim of these tests and of thegroup of standardised toys mentloned earlier, J-s to allow foran evaluatlon of the cognitive development of the child. Once a
month the asslstant ald the mother go- through a questionnaire
concerning the chl1d's general cõmmunlcative development. Inconnection with the imitation test mentloned above, tñey alsogo.. through g Tore detalled questionnaire of the same tyþe. rhemother is asked to keep a diãry on the child's lexiðãt andgeneral- communlcative developmènt.

What constltutes a 'rword', ?
ffi the l-exical stage of a child, it lsnecessary_to-identify the words that the ðni.fa 1s usíng. Àmethod of . dlstinguishing early words from babbling has-beendeveloped at Stanford by r,orraine Mccune and Uarilin Vihnan(1988). My coLleague Ingrld Landberg wt1l describe this methodin_greater detall in the following þresentation. Here it issufficlent to say that there are a-number of criterla which a
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vocallzatlon suspected of being a word must meet ln order to
achleve "word-status". Flrst of all, the vocallzation must meet
the criterla of plausibl-e form and plausible context ,
whereby lt achleve;---Elle staläE- of "worãlEãñZiÏlãtãñ-ãnd-:"s
awarded two points, one for form and one for context. Each
word-candidate must thereafter meet a number of additional
criteria in order to be accepted as a word. Each criterj.a met
is rewarded by a polnt. A word-candidate must achleve at least
five polnts in order to be accepted as a word.

Ànalvsis
The groups are analysed with respect to certain phonetic and
phonological characteristlcs. These are tentatively divided
into universal and language specific. the unlversal- features
are those that can be expected to occur lñ-ãff children,
lrrespective of language background, these are: reduplicated
babbling by ten months of age, preference for open syll-ab1es,
single consonants and front vowels. Further, it ls expected
that the amount of "trueÍ consonants (not glottals and glides)
will lncrease durlng the period studied and that stops wil-l
constltute at l-east 50 percent of these. The universal features
can be said to be a result of the chlld being exposed to a
human language ln general.
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These Figures show the age of the indivldual chlldren ln the
four language groups at the four word-polnts.

The l-anguage speclflc effects on the other hand, are those
that can be said tõ-rêEüft from the child belng exposed to a
specific language. These effects are divided lnto prosodic and
segmental characteristics. The prosodic characterstics are:
degree of reduction, length of vocal-ization, fundamental
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frequency varlatlon wlthln words and vocalization closure. The
segmental characterlstics are: gemlnated (long) consonants,
diphthongs, nasal vowels, front rounded vowels and líquids. the
language groups are expected to dlffer in freguency of
occurrence of these features. Às mentioned earlier, slx
recording sessions will be analysed. The analysis consists of
frequency counts of phonetic symbols and addltlonal acoustic
analysis. Further, certain parts of the mother's speech to the
chlld will be analysed. Thls procedure 1s the same in the five
research groups and constl-tutes the basis for comparlson
between them.

PreLlmlnary results
The recordj.ngs have been completed In the English, French,
Japanese and Swedish groups. In the ltallan group the
recordings have Just begun. In Fígarre I lve see the age of the
indivldual chlldren at the four word-points for the four
langnrage groups. From this Flgure we conclude that the
indlvidual varlatlon withln each group is qulte large. In the
Swedish, French and English groups there appears to be a
relatlvely stable amount of individual varlatlon across tlme
whiLe in the Japanese group, it seems to lncrease. In Figure II
we see the mean for each of the four langnrage groups at the
four word-points. we see that the Japanese chil-dren as a group,
reach the 4-word point, about two months later than the others.
The mean age in the English, French and Swedlsh groups lies at
L2 months while the Japanese have an mean age of 14 months. At
the lS-word polnt the four groups have spread over a three
month perlod in the order from earliest to latest: English,
French, Swedlsh and Japanese. This order remalns at the 25-word
point. Agaln, we want to stress that these are prellmlnary
results that might be subJect to later revision.

Flguie rr
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This Figure shows the mean ln age at the four word-points.

We al-so want to point out that the individual variatlon withln
each group is so large that it seems difficult to draw any
direct concl-usions about language speclfic effects based on
these data only. Even if 1t is too early to say anythlng
definite about when and how the language groups dlffer, there
are some characteristlcs which seem to surface differently ln
the groups. One such characteri-stic is the occurrence of longer
babbling sequences, known as Jargon. French and Japanese are
tradltionally analysed as havlng longer surface phonological
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units than Swedish and Engllsh (Ferguson t9B5). Thl-s is
supposed to be reflected ln a higher occurrence of polysyllabic
vocalizations in the French and Japanese infants. Titis- e-xpecteddifference seems to be confirmed by the available -data.
Further, there appears to be a differenðe in the use of finalconsonants. The Engllsh infants have a higher use of final
consonants than do the Japanese and French. Thère also appearsto be a dlfference in preference of manner of articulatfõñ for
consonants, so that. the English group shows a higher proportion
of stops whlle the French have a more even distribuiion ofstops, frlcatives, nasals and laterals.
In Fi$¡re III we present the results from the imitatton test at
L3 and 16 months. From the histogram we read that there is adramatic increase in performance between 13 and 16 months. The
tendency to imitate increases by 47 percent in three months (lfthe sixth child, Maltn is excluded, the increase drops to 39percent but ls stil1 lmpressive). Four of the chll_drèn havereached their 4-word points by the tlme the 13-month test isconducted. The same four chil-dreñ have reached their ls-wordpoint by 16 months and they all have over BO percent correct
responses at that test. The fifth child (Setl is just assuccessful as the other four at 13 months but fails -to do aswell- at 16 months. the sixth child (Mal_in), does not respondcorrectly at all at 13 months but does as weII as the firstfour at 16 months. Both these children (Set and Malln) were thelast to reach the 4-, 15- and 2srword points. the iurpose ofthls test Is to determlne whether the tenãency to imitate canbe correlated with the lexical developmènt. R tentative
conclusi-on ls that there seems to be a éorrelation betweenthese two factors so that the lexical "spurt', that occurs
between the 4- and l5-word point co-occurs anã to a certainextent might be said to depend on, an increased lmltatlve
ab111ty.

Figßrre III
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This Flgure shows percent correct response of the four
Swedlsh children at 13 and L6 months Ímitation test.

A final-report on the Swedish flndings of thls project should
be avallable by autumn 1.989.
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ON UTILIZING SIMILARITIES BETWEEN LANGUAGES:
THE PERCEPTION OF DUTCH WORDS BY SWEDISH SPEAKERST

Eva Srangert
Department of Phonetics, University of Umeå

Introduction

Swedish and Dutch are closely related languages with apparent similarities
phonologically as well as phonetically. In consequence it is possible for those
who have Swedish as their native language to understand Dutch to a high
degree. People without any previous knowledge of Dutch may understand about
60-per ceniof the words in newspaper texts, while spoken words in a textual
context are somewhat more difficult (Hedquist, 1985). If only Dutch words
related to Swedish are considered and if these words are presented in isolation,
the figures for correctly understood written and spoken words are about 60 and
35 per cent respectively.

This paper focuses on somc of the difficulties with spoken Dutch leading to
misunderstanding by Swedish listeners. Only isolated words and words related
to Swedish are accounted for. The data to be presented refer to 12 subjects
lacking previous experience with Dutch. The subjects translated the words and
noted thèir pronounciation by representing their component sounds with letters.

The specific difficulties to be discussed are: 
'

- lxl, the unvoiced velar or uvula¡ fricative which corresponds to l9l, lkl or Ä/ in
Swedish. Compare Du. "goed", /xut/ and Sw. "god", /gu:d/; Du. "schat", /sxal
and Sw. "skatt", /skal; Du. "macht", lmaxtJ and Sw. "makt", /makl; Du.
"kracht", ll<raxtt and Sw. ukraft", lk¡aftl.

- Consonant clusters with /r/ or lll and afollowing consonant into which there is
often a vowel, described as /a/, inserted between the consonants' Compare Du.
"film", Æilam/ and Sw. "film", film/.

Some erroneous hanslations of words with /x/, /sx/, and clusters wi¡h lrl and lll
are listed below:

Dutch Swedish Translation

lxl

lsx/

cons
clust

god
elegant
weg

schip
schat
schouwen

merk
volk
film
um

goed
elegant
väg, väck

skepp
skatt
skåda

märk, märke
folk
film
urna

elefant

tripp,skräp
skratt
skruva

måirklig

rot

vers

följa
fylla
öron,
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Regarding,- lxl and /sx/ the üanslarions contain an lrl in the position
corresponding to lxl, the only exception being the word "elegant". Æso, the
words with lrl- md l/-clusters are fianslated into t'wo-syllable words. To find
out why such franslations occur the following questions nèed to be answered:

- How are the sounds perceived? And, more generally:

- what is the relation between the üanslation and the perception of the sounds in
a word?

The perception of /x/, /sx/, and clusters with lrl anil fil
The perception of lxl and /sx/ in different positions is shown in Table I.

IeUJq l. tle pe,rceptign of lxlin initial, medial, and final position and /sx/ in
initial pottion.for different groups of words as represented with letters by the
subjects. Distribution of answers in per cent. N = ttre number of wordj in a
specific category (the number of words in the group x 12 subjects).

sch ch h schr chr hr sr r rch *

/x/ ir.i.t
N=144

/x/ med

N=60

/x/ f.in
N=96

/sx/ j-nj_t

N=1 44

* miscellaneous 1ow-f requency ansv¿ers

Transforming the letters into sounds the high frequency of /rl- or fncanve + hl-
representations appear from the table. The figures also point to a sfrong tendency
by the listeners to adhere to the principle of sonority (see e.g. Sigurd, 1965) in
tïose cases where /x/ is represented as a combination of lrl and a fricative: /r/
occurs after the fricative in initial position, b_elo¡e or¡flçr in medial position,
and before in final position. Further, the tendency to perceive an /r/ is extra
strong in the case of /sx/.

15 22 10
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These representations thus explain why there are üanslations with /r/ in words
wittr Dutch /x/. Table tr (below) likewise explains rhe occurrence of two-syllable
answers for words wittr /r/- and Ä/-clusters.

Tabldl. The number of perceived vowels a¡rd their quality in clusters with /r/
and /l/ as represented with letters by the subjects.

*
u e u a

nerf
verf
merk

urn
hoorn
eekhoorn

film
kalm
elk
nelk

golf
volk
I^tof k

* includes 3

There is a general tendency to perceive a vowel between the consonants in the
cluster, though this tendency is sûonger in some cases and weaker in others. The
quality of the vowel seems moreover to be contextually determined with /r/ and
Â/ as well as the preceding vowel as conditioning factors. Thus the listeners
perceive several different vowel qualities rather than one single schwa-like
vowel.

It is reasonable to assume that the different perceived qualities reflect different
formant pattelns due to coarticulation with the surrounding sounds. Similar
coarticulation effects on the formants of reduced (unstressed) vowels have been
described by Nord (1986) for Swedish.
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The relation between the perception of the sounds in a word and its
translation

Apparently, knowledge of how the sounds of Dutch are perceived may be used
to-explain how the words are fanslated. However, this is not always-the case.
Often there is a clear discrepancy between a subject's representation of the
sounds in a word and the translation. Thus, not everyõne giving an /r/-
representation for Dutch /d gives a fianslation with an "r'i in it. -And 

likewise,
tlrc hanslation "el€fant" for Dutch "elegant" does not reflect the perception of /x/
in this word. None reports hearing an lfl for lx/, ^[he listener apparently is very
flexible as regards the sound impression, thus indicating a ðõmpler relatioir
between sound and translation.

The observations make it reasonable to assume that normally the analysis of the
sounds in a word is very fragmentary. The listener interpréts the meaning of a
word on the basis of 'percept skeletons' which are deiived from both-input
44y9" qqd knowledge driven cues (see Sajavaara, 1986, p 75; see also Bannert,
1987). The analysis is seldom detailed. It is the whole, tlie 'gestalt', rather than
the parts that determines how a word will be translated. Also, it is reasonable to
assume that disregarding the deails and concenfrating on the whole is a
prerequisite for understanding a related language in which all words deviate to a
greater or lesser degree from those in the native language.
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SPEECH DIRECTED TO CHILDRTN

Ulla Sundberq

DIPARTMENT O[ LINGUISTICS

UNIVERSIIY OF STOCKHOLM

ln speech communicalion differenL modifications or changes are made in
order to adapt. the speech Lo the listener and Lo different conditions. The
speech sLyle used when talking to younq chiÌdren has not been thoroughly
lnvestigated and yet it Ís an important and inLeresting field as a
potential in speech acquisition.

ln this arLicle I will present a short background and give some examples
from the lit.erat.ure. I will aÌso make a shorl presentation of a pilot study
regarding lundamental frequency, pitch range, stress, duration, and tempo.

Previous research
{he earliest studies of chilcl directed speech (CDS) rtere mostly

discriptrve and did not pay attention Lo whaL the child said or clid. t¡lith
these sLudies one wanted Lo refute the view that language acquisition was
based on the child's innate capacily and almost independent of t.he languaqe
environnent. Chomsky claimed at Lhis time' i. e. Lhe lale s.ixLies, that the
utterances which the child hears are il.l-iormed, contain false starts and
unqrammaLicalities and that thêy break aqainst rttles. Later studies made
quite opoosite findinqs; the CDS is easiÌy transcribed thanks to its
clearness and well-formedness and lhat it is characterized by feul
hesiLations, ieul dislluencies and that lalse starts only rarely occurred,
to give some examples.

Bellinger points out. the consistency and absence of variability in
moLher's speech to their children. He desc¡ibes how children s ages very
precisely could be predicted from the mothers' speech. The rat.e at which
the moLhers'speech chanqed was greatest ulhen the children riere between l;B
(one year and eiqht months) and 7;) and least v!hen they were beLween 2;J
and 5;0.

Accordinq to l(aye (1980), CDS has some universal charact.eristics fallinq
int.o five general classes:
l. Prosodic f,eatures - hiqher pitch, greater range of, frequencies' more
varied intonation.
2. Lexical ieatures - specj-al forms Ìike pippi or vovve in Swedish.
3. ComplexiLy feaLures; shorter utterances, f,ewer embedded clauses, fewer
verb auxiliaries etc.
4, Redundancy f,eatures; more immediale repetition and more repetition of
the same words or phrases over a period of time.
5. Cont.ent f'eatures; restricLion Lo topics in the child's world.

Some ol these phenomena are verifications of findings earlier made by
Ferguson (1984) in a cross-language study oi Baby Talk.

He regards e. S. (l) repetltion, (2) t.he exaçgerated intonation-conLours,
and (J) reduplication of nords ancl parLs of words as probable universal
features. He a.lso claims that the most common phonological changes are
simplificalions ol consonanl clusLers and replacement of /r/ l¡y anoLher
consonant. Also, there seems to be a general tendency of using.Labial and
apica.I slops and nasafs in Baby Talk.
The modilications oi speech directed lo children must afso be related to

the aqe and sex ol the addressee as well as Lhe sex of the speaker him-
/hersel f.

Concerning the age ol the addressed child BeL.linger's study was menLioned
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above' His findings are to some extent in coherence with results obtained
by Garnica (1977) in an investigation ol prosodic and paralinguistic
features of speech to two - and five year oJ-d chi.Id listeners anã adult.
listeners. she noticed, for exampìe, Lh¿rt the average f,undamental frequency
was siqniFicantly higher in the speech directed to the two year old than to
the five year old children. lhe frequency range ol t.he speaker's voice was
greater in speech directed to the sma.l.lest- chi-ldren. In Lhe speech directed
to the two year old listeners instances occurred of, risinq sentence final
pitch terminals with no gramnatical motivation.

Regarding the relationship between speech directed to children, Lhe sex
of the addressee, and lhe speaker Johansson (1982) found that. the sex
identity was reffected in the fundamental frequency as follows; men used
higher F0 and greater lrequency ranqe in their speech Lo six year old girÌs
than to boys while women more often used high vocal pitch and extended
pitch range in their speech to boys in comparison to girls.

There is a varÍety of, explanations and more or less speculative theories
concerning the Function of the modÍfications in speech st.yle that are being
used uihen addressing younq children. The speech lesson theory claims that
the speech adjustments would make it eas-ier lor the chil-d to learn lanquaqe
structure, This Lheory .is based on a ',fine-tuning" hypothesis meaning that
the speech directed to children is perlectly and optimally adjusted to it's
capabillties in diflerent aspects.

Fernald (l9Bl) discussed an interesting theory on small children's
perceptual and alfective predispositrons. In her opinion the expanded pitch
ranqe, the hiqher degree of tonal and temporal continurty contribute to
make CDS suitable for the child from a perceptual point of view.

Garnica (1977) suggests Lhe specia.l features of CDS to have anã.1ytic
and/or social lunctions. The former f,uncLion is saici to facilitate the
child's analysis ol linquistic material; for example the risinq pitch
termlnals might help the child to locate sentence boundaries. The social-
function of certain leatures is. to initiale and maintain communication
between adult and child.

As we can see there is no commonly accepted explanation urhy the
modifications in CDS occur. Also, sìmìlar changes of speech occur when
peop.le talk to flowers (Plant lalk) or to pets (Animal Talk) and even
sometimes between adults in intimate situations.

Pj.lot study
F¡om Lhe recently closed Jollerprojektet aL The Dept, of Linguist.ics SU,

I chose typical ut.terances made by three mot.hers. They werb addressing
their ,14 monlhs old children. These utterances are called SV (spontaneous
version). They were written down and presenLed to Lhe moLhers again. The
women read, in a neutral way, Lheir own utterances in an anechoic chamber.
These uLterances are called NV (neutral version). The reco¡ded speech
siqnal was fed into a compuler programmed to analyze fundamentaÌ irequency
and intensity in terms of means and standard dev.iations. The programme ls
from The department of Speech CommunicaLion and f'4usic Acoustics at KTH
(Royal Instilute oi Technology), Stockhclm.

The syÌlables wiLh primary stress have been rrnderllned. Pause lenqth ls
measured between main clause and "tag"-question,

The fundamental lrequency was, as expected, higher in the 5V: betneen 15
and 60 Hz. In one utterance, one of the mothers reached a top of about 400
Hz whÍle in the NV lhe corresponding va.lue was 280. Utterance K 6,
howevet, is an exception. This phrase was pronounced in a slightl-y
reproachful w ay.
Frequency range and standard deviat.ions were qreater in SV as compared t.o

NV. The figures qive examples of the exaggerated int.onation contours, that
many invesLigators have found in CDS, K 6 is an interest.inq example of
fundamental lrequency expansion in the lower paÌts of the frequency range.
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lable l. Resu.lts from computer analysis

UT IERANCIS

J]6 SV

NV

JIz SV

NV

K6 SV

NV

KlI SV

NV

MEAN FUNDA-
fV]INTAL
F RTQUENC I TS

Hz
260
220
2to
201
t40
.iB 5

210
190

STANDARD

D[V]AT]ON
Hz

LINGTH OF

U T'IERANCES
sec

P] TCH

RANGI
Hz

250-440
t50-280
-t00-200
t60-240
t70-280

(63)
@j)
Þa¡
(33)
22
'J2

3,3
2,5
o,9
o'l
4,5
t,9
),r
3,9

UTIIRANCES.
J -16: "JätLeduktig har du vart! Jaa!" ("You have been so good! Yes!")
J l2: "Tea time'l
K 6: "Du f,år inte utveckla ett sånl dãr humör qumman, kan vi inte stå
uL med, nä." ("You mustn't cleve.lop such a temper, girl, we can't put
up rriith Lhat., no.")
K ll: "Va är du uLe på för äventyr? Ha?" ("LrlhaL are you up to? Say?")

Fiqures in parenthesis are uncertain.
SV = sp6¡¡"n"ous version, NV : neutral version

Table 2, Results lrom specLroqram/computer analysis

UTTIRANCES DURATION
OF PRIMARY
STRTSSED
SYL L ABL I

PAUST LTNGTH LENGTH OF
,'1 ¡6"_qUEST I0N

KB

V4

Jt6

vt0

b) 40
h) 24

a)
a)

SV 45 csec
NV 27
SV 

'6NV 74
SV 85
NV 42
SV 78
NV )9

I

205 csec 40 csec
36
30
t5
7B
40

0
0
2

22
40

Utterances:
K 8: "Va. V 4: 'rHur

håller du på med? Hörrul" ("hlhat are you doing? Hey you!")
många maqar har du egentliqen va, säj? Ha?" ("Tell me, just

how many tumnies do you have? Hey!")
J L6:"Jãtteduktiq har du vart! Jaa!" ("You have been very good!

Yes! ")
V l0: "Inga fossingar i maten val" ("No feet. in the food, ha!")

Table I also shows that, in most cases, Lhe speech was slower in SV than
in NV. The primary stressed syllables had longer durations in SV as
compared to NV¡ in two.cases, K I and --l 16, the dif,ference was doubled.
Utterance V l0 shorred Lhe opposite situat.ion, which in my speculation might
be due to this mother's elaborated at.tempt t.ourard acling durinq lhe
recordinq of t.he NV. These findinqs agree with Lhose reported by Garnica,
who aqrues thaL a prolonged duration of stressed words might help the child
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in rdentiiy the "key" words in the sertence. she even found many cases of
Lwo primary sLresses withi.n a senLence, but only in speech direct.ed t.o the
t.wo year old children and not to five year otd children or adults.

The length ol pauses and.Ienqth ol "tag"-questions were qreater in SV
compared to NV. The funclion oi l-ag- quest.ions is discussed in a paper by
Blount and Padguç (1977). They betieve that tag-questions in adull-directed
speech have several purposes: confirmation, query lor inlormaLion or it may
serve as a device for Ínteraction. In child-directed speech, houever, t.here
is only one funcLion; to initiate and/or maintain interaction. The "Lag"-quesLions are often characlerized by a final fundamental frequency riie,
and, according to these authors children react very early to this
phenomenon,

The observatlons presenLed in this pÍlot study should be taken with some
caution as they were based on a rathel small number oi measurements. Also,
the comparison between SV and NV may reilect not only the difference
between speech child-di¡ected and neutraì speech but also the difference
between sponLaneous speech and loud reading. The advantage in this Lype oF
comparison is that the linguistic material is Lhe same,

In summary, the result.s oi this investigation seem promising as they, by
and large, agree wrth previous observatjons, and hence the method should
preferably be applied to a larger material. For instance, the issue of
speech reduction would be inLeresting to apply to child-directed speech in
iuture investigat.ions. Also, cross-languaqe studies may reveal further
lnterest.ing similarities between child directed speech .in different speech
communitles.
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VOICELESS STOPS AND FO IN KAMMU
Jan-OIof Svantesson

Institute of East Asian Languages, Lund University

It is a well-documented fact that voiceless stops increase fundamental frequency
in the first part of a following vowel, while voiced stops do not have this effect.
This has beèn shown for several languages, including the tone languages Thai and

Yoruba. It was found in these investigations that the F¡ pernrrbation due to a

voiceless stop lasts for a relatively long time period, more than 100 ms in non-
tonal languages such as English and Swedish, but only for 30-40 ms in the tone
languagei that have been investigated. See Hombert 1978 and Silverman 1987 for
a general discussion and a survey of the literature.

In Kammu, an Austroasiatic language spoken in northern Laos, two tones
(high level, denoted 'and low level,') have developed in connectio¡ with the

meiger of voiced and voiceless initial stops, *voiceless stops (or other conso-
nanú) giving rise to high and *voiced stops to low tone, as in the example: *kaa>

káa'séal'; *guuu kàa'to climb'. The original state with an opposition between
voiced and voiceless stops is preserved in some Kammu dialects (see Svantesson

1983 for details).

Experimental procedure
In order to find out if the voiceless stops of Kammu have a raising effect on F6,

recordings of 24 Kammu words consisting of open syllables were investigated.
These words were obtained by combining each of the four voiceless unaspirated
stops in Kammu (p, t, c and k) with the three (out of ten) longvowels aa, ii and
uu, and the two toñes. There are also aspirated stops (1, th, ch, kh) and implosives
(6, d), which can be followed only by high tone; they have not been investigated
here.

A list consisting of these 24 words inserted into a sentence frame Ô Ìì¿
pàar pàt. 'I said - twice.' was read six times (each time in a different, randiñ
order) by a male Kammu speaker, Kàrn Ràw, living in Sweden' The recording
was made in the sound studio at the Deparnnent of Linguistics, Lund University.
The recording was digitized at the samplingrate20 KHz, and the length of the six
first periods of the vowel, as well as the duration of the occlusion and aspiration
phasès of the stops were measured directly from computer oscillograms, using
an interactive wave form editor developed by Lars Eriksson. The vowel period
durations were converted into frequencies. The main results are shown in Table
l andFigure 1.

F6raising
The Fs raising effect of voiceless stops is present in Kammu, and its magnitude
(the average is 17.7 Hz in low-tone and 25.8 Hz in high-tone words) is
comparable to what has been found for other languages. On the other hand, its
duration is small, comprising mainly the first period of the vowel (i.e. 6-9 ms),
whose Fs is in all cases except lor káa and kíi significantly higher than that of the

second period. In most cases the second period has higher Fs than the third, but
the difference is usually not significant, and F6 does not change significantly in
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periods 3-6. In Table 1, the average F¡ ofperiods 3-6 is given, representing a
stable pitch value for the beginning of the syllable. At the end of the syllable,
fundamental frequency usually falls slightþ, but the distance between the two
tones remains fairþ constant.

As seen in Figure 1, the raising effect is, in all cases except for caa, smaller
for the low than for the high tone. Because of the rather large Fs variation in the
first period (see Table 1), this difference is significant only for paa (p<l%o), taa
(p<S%o) and.kuu (p<S%o). According to Silverman 1987:4.10, F6 raising does not
increase with increasing F¡.

Stop duration
Since the voiced stops have been devoiced fairly recentþ in Kammu, one possible
cause of the different size of F¡ raising for high and low tone may be a remaining
lenis/fortis difference in the stops, although oscillograms show that the *voiced
stops have become completely devoiced. In order to investigate this, the duration
of the stops was measured. As is usually the case, the 'unaspirated' stops have a
short aspiration phase, longer (averagng26.6 ms) for kthan for t (123 ms), and
still shorter (and difficult to measure) for p. Although analysed as a stop, c has a
short (37.1 ms) fricative/aspiration phase.

There is no systematic difference in the total stop duration between words
with high tone and those with low tone. Before the vowels aa and il, the total
consonant duration is greater in high{one than in low-tone words, but before uu
it is shorter. (The mean differences were 10.6, 10.0 and -l.6}{z) This difference
is significant only for paa, pii, tii (p<57o) and kaa (p<0.1 7o), however.

Intrinsic pitch
My data also show that the effect of vowel intrinsic pitch is smaller for the low
than for the high tone. The mean Fs for periods 3-6 is on the average 20.5 and
19.4 Hz higher for uu and ü , respectively, than for aa in the high tone, but only
11.4 and ll.5 Hz higher than aa in the low tone. Although the intrinsic pitch
effect increases with increasing Fe (Silverman 1987:4.4), the difference found
here is much larger than the expected proportional increase.

Conclusion
The F6 raising effect of a voiceless stop has a short duration in Kammu, affecting
only one or two periods of the vowel. Raising is smaller for the low than for the
high tone, and this can probably not be attributed to any remaining difference in
the stop itseH. These facts, as well as the fact that the intrinsic pitch effect is
smaller for the low than for the high tone, suggest that Kammu speakers control
these features in order to avoid the fundamental frequency of the low tone
becoming so high that discrimination of the two tones is endangered.

This active control contradicts the theory that F6 raising after voiceless stops
and intrinsic pitch are due to purely aerodynamic factors. The simultaneous
suppression of these two effects in the low tone may suggest a cornmon control
mechanism for them, probably involving the crico-thyroid muscle, whose
activity has been shown to be correlated with intrinsic pitch by Dyhr 1988 and
with F¡ raising after voiceless stops by Baer et al. forthc.
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Figure 1. Fundamental frequency in the first six periods (Hz). Each point
represents the average of six values.
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Tabte 1. Mean values and standard deviations for the total duration of the stops,
the duration of their aspiration or fricative phase, and for F¡ in the first two
periods as well as the average F¡ in periods 3-6 (n=6 in all cases).

Total duration
(ms)

xs
pèø 122.5 6.57
páa 132.8 5.25
pìi 136.3 6.64
pû 147.6 8.96
pùu 142.8 3.80
púu 140.2 8.58

125.9
129.3

r30.9
r40.6
r45.7
144.5

6.10
4.43
5.83
4.92
4.49
8.93

118.0 6.90
123.7 5.5s
r37.4 10.65

144.4 15.35

t45.9 tt.o7
145.r 8.r3

lo5.l 7.32
ln.8 7.94
130.7 8.61
142.5 t5.79

kùu 135.3 7.61
kúu 133.5 8.72

Asp.Æric.
(ms)

-.

--

Period 1

GIz)
*s

116.6 5.01
153.1 11.28

143.4 12.67

186.1 8.58
140.1 3.47
183.0 24.3s

Period 2
GIz)

ls
100.5 3.65
124.3 3.78
120.8 5.25
151.7 8.70
118.0 3.50
153.7 4.r9

4.23
3.80
4.63
5.47
4.O9

4.34

112,7

130.6
1r9.6
156,2
120.4

Period 3-6
(Hz)

i
102.1

t25.1
116.4
145.0
113.8

149.9

101.1

t28.6
t17.2
148.1

114.4
151.9

107.0

127.7

1t4.5
150.3

t15.4
149.8

2.66
2.69
4.30
3.48
3.37
3.35

tàa

tÁa

ùi
ú
tùu
túu

càa

cáø

cìi
cîl
cùu
cúu

kàa

ká^
kìi
kfi

10.3
8.9

t7.0
13.3

13.0
11.3

0.69
0.68
1.90
2.51
1.72
1.90

100.1

126.9

t20.4
150.7
rt3.7
156.6

3.73
3.28
2.39
4.23
4.65
1.02

tt2.6 9.02
146.1 4.72
t40.2 9.18
t79.5 24.77
133.8 8.77
189.0 13.75

10.80
19.27

17.91

t4.27
t4.33
23.92

19.59

26.39
9.53

20.44
17.10
16.38

27.1
28.2
56.4
39.7
38.8
32.4

135.7

153.5

133.8
173.4
135.5
179.1

112.7

135.6

I 16.1

152.0

119.3

152.4

5.15
5.81
5.91
9.19
5.84
4.33

105.1

134.7

113.6
150.0
1t7.5
146,4

4.89
5.48
3.33
8.35
2.57
4,61

3.41
L.4l
7.29
5.85
6.84
6.04

24.2
2L.t
32.0
24.7
32.s
24.8

4.s5
3.s2
4.49
4.84
5.52
4.54

131.1

r50.9
129.3
174.6
134.7

187.2

6.25
6.42
8.21

10.33
5.35
3.68

1.34

3.62
2.74
9.35
2.6t
3.7 6
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DEFAULT SENTENCE ACCENTS AND EOCAL STNTINCE ACCENTS

Nina Grønnum Thorsen, Institute of General and Appì ied Linguistics,
Unìversìty of Copenhagen

This paper summarizes part of the results of a comparative investìgation

of prosodic phenomena jn Standard Copenhagen Danish, Regional Bornholm Dan-

ish, Skanian (Malmö) and Stockholm Swedish. For a complete treatment, doc-

umentation and references, see Thorsen (1988).

'Sentence accent' (SA) is to be understood thus in the foìlowing: one (or
possibly more) of the stressed words in an utterance is (are) perceived as

being more promìnent than the other stressed words; this extra prominence

'is brought about with tonal means (ìarger and quicker pitch movements).

These are the poìnts I wish to make:

(A) There are (at least) two different kinds of sentence accent

(l) a prosodically or syntactically determined. f'rnal, defauL¿ sentence

accent - and

(2) a contextually (semantically and/or pragmatically) determined

focaL sentence accent

(B) i,leither default nor focal sentence accents are universal, i.e. there

are (regional ) languages without a compulsory default accent, and like-
wise focus does not necessarì'ly get signalled prosodical ly.

(C) When focus does get signalled prosodicalìy, there are (at ìeast) two

different ways to go about it
(l) with a sentence accent
(2) or mereìy by reduction of the prominence on the surrounding

stressed words.

The material analysed consisted of three utterances, recorded in three dif-
ferent contexts:

Kønma strnrrner fra h¡aneke (!g:ttS4l,/Xo 
" konrnen fz'ån Soarteke.

Andez,s og lk¿rmna skaL tíL Sandttíg (Eakse)./Andet's ochKanvna ska tíLL Sanduik.

Torbens s[sten heddez, Xønna. /Toz'berts sgstez' heten lkttmnz.

(Kamma comes from... Anders and Kamma are going to... Torben's sis-
ter's name is Kamma.)

These utterances occurred in isolation and as answers to two questions

which were intended to provoke a focus signalìing either 0N'Kamma'or on

some other word in the utterance, as indicated b¡r the underìining above'
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The material was recorded by seyen speake¡s from Bornholn, and two speakers
from Copenhagen, l"Jalmö and Stockholm, respectively. the tapes were pro-
cessed by hardware instrunentation, whose output was regìstered on a mingo-
graph. Fundamental frequency (Fo) was measured on a ìogarithmic scale to
an accuracy of t 0.25 senitones, the dìstance.in time of each measuring
point from the first one was likewise measured, with an accuracy of t 0.5
centiseconds. The number and location of measurìng points were determined
in a manner which permits a faithfu'l average reproduction of the six rend-
erings of each utterance.

An auditory search for sentence accents (and focus indication by stress re-
duction) yielded the followìng results:
Stockholm: Isoìated utterances receive a final, default, sentence accent

always.

Contextually invited initiaì, medial and f.inal focus gets sìg-
nalled with a (focal) sentence accent always.

Bornholm: Isolated utterances receive no sentence accent in 64% of the
items. They receive a f.inal, default, sentence accent in 30%

of the items. (These latter are due mainiy to three of the
seven speakers, the rest of whom did not produce default sent-
ence accents at all.)
Invited initial focus gets signalled (with an SA) nearly ì00%.

Invited media.l focus lets signaìled (with an SA) ìn 57% of the
i tems ,

Invited final focus gets signaì1ed (with an SA) in 80% of the
i tems.

Malmö: One speaker did not produce any sentence accents, be they de-

fault or focal, at aì.I, nor any other focus indication.
ïhe other speaker never produced any default accents in isolat-
ed utterances, and produced focus s.ignals only reluctantly:
Invited initial focus got siÇnaììed in 4j% of the items.
Invited medial focus got signalled in 17% of the items.
Invited final focus got signalled in 33% of the.items.

Copenhagen: One speaker djd not produce any sentence accents at all, nor
any other focus signaìs.
The other speaker pnoduced neither default nor focal sent_
ence accents, but signaìled focus (by stress reduction) in two
pos i ti ons :

Invited initial and medial foci got signalled every tìme, but
no final focì got any prosodic marking.
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The figures above are ayerage tracings from a Bornholm speaker (HP) and a

Copenhagen speaker (NT). HP illustrates the difference between an isolated

utterance without default accent (ful1 line), and one with a final default
accent (thinner broken line). The default accent is phonetically distinct
from the invited final focal sentence accent (thìcker broken line): the

focal accent invoives a greater change in the preceding Fo course, i.e,
the first stress group ('Kamma') is lower in the range and has a smaller

movement, and the downwards twist of the second stress group ('stammer fra')
is initiated sooner. A final focal accent may also be somewhat more
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,,boosted,' than the default accent (not apparent in this example). Further,

a final focal accent shortens the preceding part of the utterance more than

does a default accent (and this is NoT due to the different condìtions: iso-

lated versus second utterance in a text, see further Thorsen, 1988, p. 64 f)
The in.it.ial focal accent (dotted/broken line) is cìearly "boosted" and near-

ly annihilates any autonomous Fo movements.in thersucceeding part of the ilt-
terance. contrast this with NT, where the isolated utterance (fu11 line)

is indistingu.ishable from the utterance where a final focus signal was in-

vited (broken line), and note holv an initial focus (dotted/broken) line

does nothing to affect the focussed item, but lowers and shrinks succeeding

Fo patterns.

In brief: The default accent is compulsory in stockhoìm, it is facultative

in Bornholm (some never produce it, some do so, but not consistently)' it
is non-existent in Malmö and copenhagen. Focus signalìing is compulsory in

stockholm, it js facultative in Bornholm (where it is more frequent than

the default accent, and there ìs no speaker completely without it), it is

also optional in Malnö (but it is comparatively rare, and one speaker does

not produce any prosodÍc focus signal at all). The situation in copenhagen

as regards focus signalìing resembles l4a'lmö, except that focus signals seem

to be excluded finally.
The focus signal is a sentence accent in Stockholm and Bornholm whose mani-

festation is of the same k'ind as -the default accent, onìy stronger' In

Malmö and copenhagen focus gets signalled, not by any particular boosting

of the focussed ìtem, but rather by a reduction of surrounding stress

groups.

These are rather striking differences in the prosodic systems of ìanguages

that are otherwise obviously and cìosely related, and one.is left to

wonder if and how thìs may be tied up with differences in the spoken lang-

uage syntax. This is obviously an immense field for future research.

Thorsen, Nina Grønnum, l9B8: "Intonation on Bornholm - between Danish and

Swedish", Ann. Rep. Inst. Phonetics, Univ' Copenhagen 22,25-138.
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PERCEPTICÙ{ OT' TTIE QIIÀ}¡TITY DISTT}¡CIIOÙ{ IN SI¡ùEDIST ACI-SEQUENüCES.
I{arkrut Traurrfll-Ler ancl ¡l¡a Bigestans

INIROEIJCTION
In scne gennanlc langurages, lncluding Swedish, there j-s a coq>laren-

tary relationshlp betwem the durations of tvl and [c] l¡ [vc]-seqLren-
ces. In posltlons carryÍrtg word-accent, Sv¡edish plonotax alJ.orls onfy
/Vz/, N:C/, and ,/t/C:,/ (Etert, 1964). In search for an j¡rvarlant de-
scription of the ilurational properbies of these sqpences, invariant
with respect to variations in speech rate and context, it has been
proposed to conslder the ratio of vco¡el- duratlon to consonant duration
(v/c), or the ratio ofvcxoel to [vc]-sequence duration (v/(v{C)),
(Bannert, 1976). vJhithin ttre scope of the present ilvestígation, the
valldity of ttrese ratios as descriptors of the qrantity distinctlon was
tested, al-so c¡nsidering tte perceptfon of the duratlons of any kind of
speech segnents in general.

ME'ITÐD
À fsnale speaker of standard Slv¡edish produced each word anong the

mininaffy distj¡ctlve p,airs [Êe:na] - [g€n:a], [de:sa] - [des:a], and

[me:ta] - [mÊt:a] ln a carrier ph¡ase lde va ju _Ja sp:], that was
uttered at flve different rates of speech, distrih¡ted over the whole
range of variatlon ocurrilg i¡ natural speech.

The utterances were recorded and a ccrquter progran allcruing the
eljmj¡ation or repetition of slngJ-e glottal periods, or sections of
slmllar duration in unvolced speech segrents, was used to maní¡rrlate the
durations of ttle tvl- and [C]-segrnents in suctt a way as to obtai¡ a
rurrìber of utterances l¡ which these segre¡ts had duratlons inter¡nlated
between those ocanrrilg j¡ the nab¡raL utterances with /V:C,/ and NCz/
sequences. The acbually obtained durations of vo¡¡el, consonant, and
utterance are listed i¡ Table I for one exarple. The fl¡al vc¡¡el of the
carrler phrase has been e:<cluded frc¡n what le here refer to as "utter-
ance duratlon". Àn e:<tra fast speech rate was obtal¡ed þz shortening the
whole utterance s¡nken with the fastest s¡:eech rate o:r speaker corld
achrieve by uniformty distrihted rsn¡va1 of glottal periods.

Table r: Segn€nt duratlons (jll lns) j¡ one series of st1rull (1 to 5):
l4ani¡ulated versions of [de va ju me:ta Ja sD:].

Orlg. [e:t] 1 5 Orig. [et:]2 3 4

uUtteranceu
Vcn¡el
oonsonant

The utterances were presented via head¡:hones ln order of lncreasing
speectr rate, and ln randcmized order wlthl¡ each rate, to 25 ailult
subiects, aLl- natíves of Gntral Sv¡eden, usi¡g a ccnçuterizecl systan of
response coLlectlon. Tte suþecbs had to ldentify the word contairtirrg
the nnnip:lated segrents. The res¡nnse alternatives were 1 (/dzAa/), 2
(/Ç\'l3.a/), and x (undeclded).

RESULTS AT.ID DISSJSSICT{
Figure 1 shc'r¡¡s the results obtained for two series of sti¡nrli based

on orlglnal utterances opposed in qrantity onJ-y. There vrere 18 such
palrs of stim¡lus serles, hrt the following presentatlon ls limited to
one cmcial poi-nt j-n each of these: the rean position of the quantlty

r.r_65
r01
266

1136 rr32 1128 114r. rr29
185 155 r29 107 92
L8t 207 229 264 267

1144
220
154
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borndary, i. e., tÏre nean of tÌre two crossover points of the dashed anil
wholedrav¡n cr.rrves labeled 1 and 2 tn Figure 1.

The durations of the vor¡el and the consonant for sti¡n¡ll at the
N:U-/\,lC:/-kp¿ndallt are shcú¡n in Flgure 2 as a ñrncbion of total utter-
ance duratlon. Fígure 3 shor,¡s the ratio V,/(VJC) as a fi.¡nction of utter-
ance duration.
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Figure 2: vov¡el (left) and consonant durations (right) at the ,/V:C/-
,/vC:,/-borndary, as a frrnction of utterance duration. Drrations in ms.

fbotnote: There was an [h]-like segnent (preasplration) at the end of
the vc¡r¡¡el when follov¡ed by ttl or tsl. In Fi$rrè 1 ttlis ls included in
the consonant duration, whlle it is included i¡ the vcxoel duration i¡t
alt the following flgures.
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ff all segrrental durations wculd vary proportionally with changÌag
speech rate, implying invariant ratios v/C and V/(V+C), the data poilÌts
ln Figure 2 $rc¡.ùd faIL on straight lìles going througùr origo. In Figure
3 they wouJ-d faII on 1i¡es j¡ para1Ie1I with tTte x-axls. wh-iIe thls may
be sald to be ttte case ln rorgh approxlrnation, we observe regiular devia-
tions frc¡n such a ccmrse.

Non-proportlonal variations in segnent durations have been observed
and talcen into consideration prevlcusly (fvlatt, 1979; Lj¡rdblcrn et al,
1981). Accordi¡g to the approacles taken þ fhese zuthors, o¡r data
points in Fígure 2 shcLil-d stiLl- faIL on straight thes, hrt these need
not go thro:gh origo. While an ìmproved fit wculd be obtalned j¡ ttús
way, irspectíon of o:r figiures 1ed us to the conjecture tl¡at a cerLaj¡r
cl-ass of crrrved l-j¡es whiclt do go throrgh origo might describe our data
stil] better and npre adequately.

Figurê 2 (rigùrt) shcws substantial- differences i¡ duration between
the consonants [n], [s], and ttl. rn addition, the duratlon of the vov¡el
is depenclent on the follovring consonant, as can be seen il Flgure 2
(left). Both observatlons agree qualitatively with what has been ob-
served prevlorsly (Elert, 1964; Llndblcm et al, 1981).

Flgure 4 is equlvalent to Figurre 2, except for the scal-ing of the
duratlons, which nc¡v¡ 1s logarittrnic. the li¡ear regression 1j¡res shov¡n
irt Fj-gure 4 can be seen to fit the data very we1l. Àccordj-ng to these
l-j¡e-s, the relation between the durations Dy (y-axls) and Dx (x-axis) is
described by 1oS(ry) = p log(D)<) + c, where p is the slope of the 1j¡e
and c lts displacørent. The slope of the li¡e i¡dicates the ccnpliance,
with res¡:ect to clnnges in speech rate, of the segnent whose duration is
plotted along the y-axis, as ccrn¡nred wj.th the one plotted along the x-
axis. If these segnents vary proportlonalJ-y j¡ duration, then p = 1.9.
Figure 4 shc,r^rs the cøçl1ance of the vcn¡el segnent to be dlstinctly
lonrer (0.76) thân thât of the whole utterance (1.00). This figure also
shco¡s the influence of the follcnrlng consonant on ttre duration of the
vov¡e1 to be rorghly constant, e:<pressed ln logaritlmic units, t. e.,
a-Iso j¡ terns of a percentage.

ÀIt this neans that a pomer-l-aw with exponent p hol-ds between u7 and
Dr. I{e e:çect th-is klnd of lav¡ to ho1d, i¡ satlsfactory approxirnation,
for any khds of segnents, lncludìng also parses, whose ccnrpliance p
wiìI be higùer thãn that of any real speech segnents. The pov¡er law also
holds satisfactorily for the duratíon of ttre [VC] segrênt, as produced
by cr¡r speaker, with p = 0.86, relatlve to the duration of the whole
utterance.

In this connection, lt should a-Iso be noted that a poe¡er Iaw with p =
2.O has been fornd to hold bet$¡een speech rate neasured physically
(syllables per mirnrte) and psychophysically (GroÐean and Lane, 1981).

The po$¡er-lar,, for segrental durations, in the follcruing form, can be
used, i. a., to vary the speech rate of synthetic speech:

o=kPo-
U

where D is segrent duration, D^ lts i¡1tia-L value, k the fastor þ which
an utterance is to be streched"i¡ duratlon, and p the corpllance of the
segnent relatlve to ftat of the whole utterance. Hov¡ever, before th_is
laur can be used practically, the segrrent s¡reclfic values of p nust be
kno¡¡n, ln additlon to the initial durations.

Figure 5 ls equlvalent to Figure 3, h¡t with utterance duratlon and
the ratio V,/(V{C) both scaled logarlt}rnically. The slopes of the regres-
slon lj¡es shov¡n l¡ this figure reflect the difference in ccrnpliance p
of the vcr¡¡el [e] and the consonants [n], tsl, and ttl.
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FO ÃNALYSIS PROBLEI,IS

sidney wood
Departnent of Linguistics and Phonetics

University of l,und

ÀBSTRÀCT
Thís paper reports an investígation of the sensitivity of
speech analysis programnes to voice quality and signal quality,
with a view to optinizinq paraneter settings for successful FO

analysis. Results $¡ere tnore successful with data frane l-enqths
of 10 ms than 5 ¡ns and with better, less breathy, voices. In
the speech samples used here, voice quality seerned to be more
important Èhan signal quality.

TNTRODUCTION ÀND PROCEDURES

It is vre11 knostn that FO analysis by ILS and si¡niIar progranmes

sometirnes yieì.ds incongruous results vrith regard to phonetic
properties like voicing and intonation. For example, Èhey may

fail to recognize the presence or absence of voice tone, on
both vowels and consonants, and they nay propose a high soaringt
tone on voiceless sibilants and plosive bursts. Àno¡nalous ana-
lyses can always be cleaned up by edíting the results, but this
will obviously tead to circularity in some experi.nental con-
texts. It ís particularly distressing if the analysis is
required for a speech recoqnition device that is expected to
identify segrnental voicing/voÍcelessness or interpret an into-
natíon pattern.

obviously, phenornena like creak and vocal fry are readily iden-
tifiable discontinuities in the waveforn that arê perfectly
audible disruptions to tbe otherwise melodic vibration of the
voice tone. cases like tbis are dealt with at Length by Huber
elsewhere in this volune. The puzzl-ing cases are nore subtle
and exa¡nination of an expanded segment of the waveforn does not
al-!Íays reveal just why the programne has overlooked the vocal
vibrations duríng a vowel or has settled for harrnonic vibration
during the aperiodic hiss of a voiceless consonant. sibilants
and voiceLess stops are particularLy tricky.

Sorne voices seem to be more successfully analysed than others'
suqgesting that sone personal factor is involved. one such
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factor might be the degree of breathiness of the voice. which
superinposes an aperiodic component and weakens the higher par-
tia1s. Studio recordings fro¡n tgro speakers were therefore
conpâred, both adult male native speakers of Bulgarian who read
the sane rnaterial, the one with a relaxed and non-breathy voice
and the other very breathy.

One might al-so expect the quality of the recording to have some
influence on the resuLt, depending on the anount of dístortion
and on the signal/noise ratio. The presence of mains hurn rnay
also confuse F0 analysis. À studio recording of originally good
quality. of a traÍned professional speaker of Swedi.sh, was
degraded by being copied in several qenerati.ons on prínitive
equipnent in order to obtain a bad copy for cornparison with the
studío recordings of the two Bulgarian speakers.

Às far as the progra¡nnes thernselves are concerned, the speech
satnples were analysed by two nethods for comparison: the ILS
routines API (a rnodified cepstral processing technique) and SIF
(the SIFT algorithrn).

Finally, there are many progranrne parameters that can be set,
and it need not be the case that the default settings are the
optinun. The digitaJ.ized waveforrn is quantized into dat.a frames
of optional lengrth. the lonqer the frame the poorer the ten-
poral and spectral resoLution but also the greater the chance
that it will include at least one fundamental period. The de-
fault frame length, 64 data points, is optinized for input and
output operations. not analysis. Frame lenqths of 5 ms and 10
ms ?¡ere used here. The LPC anaTysis window , of reconmended
length 15-35 ns, starts si¡nultaneously with the data frame. It
was set at 20 ms for this investigation. The analysis window is
straddled by the excitation buffer that was kept at its default
length of 32 ns; thís buffer must be longer than the anal-ysis
window, around which it. is shifted as t.he progranne determines
the periodicity of the current data frame. The periodicity
decision depends on an excitation i.ndex, conputed as a by-
product of the cepstral analysis, exceedinq a preset excitation
threshoTd. This threshold (defaul-t 0) can be set by the user.
Rai.sinq it sufficientJ-y wi.11 purge the sequence of voiceless
seqnents spuriously analysed as voice.

RESULTS ÄND DTSCUSSION
With a data frame size of 50 ns, 11 out of L2
sentences exhibited unexpected deviations in Èhe FO

Lengthening the frane to 100 ms worsened one anal-ysis.

analysed
cùrve.
left 3
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unchanqed. somewhat irnproved 5 and produced an ideal resulÈ
3. Lengthening the data frame thus improves F0 analysis.

rn

The choice of anaTysis nethod was inconclusive. Sonetines ÀPI
gave a better result and sometimes SIF. apparently unrelated to
the other factors j-nvestigated.

The results gf the poor siqnal quaTity sanpJ-es r¡tere only just
sliqhtly worse than those of the good studio recordíng of the
rel"axed non-breathy voice, and definitely better than lhose of
thè breathy voice. the speaker of the poor recordinq copy had a
good. trained professional voice so that voice quality seems to
be ¡nore inportant than signal quality for Fg analysis.

The val-ue of the calculated excítation index see¡ned to be
slightly lower for longer data frarnes, which partly explains
why lengthening the data frarne improved the F6 analysis.
Raising the excitiation threshold certainly renoved spurious
voiced decisions. but often at the expense of losing some
correctly voiced decisions. There nay be an ideal setting for
each individual voice, in which case the prograrnme wiLl need to
be tuned to the speaker. Clear1y, if the threshold has to be
set differently for each sentence¡ lte are back to an arbitrary
and circular procedure again. One can certainly agree with the
author of the lLS user notes for API, that analysis of the
fundanental is an art and not science.
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